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Abstract

The research activity has been focused on the study of Advanced Process
Control (APC) techniques aimed at applications oriented to energy efficiency
achievement in process industries. Studies about theoretical and practical as-
pects of APC have been conducted, focusing on Model Predictive Control
(MPC) techniques. An APC framework based on a two-layer linear MPC
architecture has been developed. Innovative contributions have consisted in
the coherent and consistent formulation of the two MPC modules within the
two-layer scheme, together with improvements on the cooperation policy be-
tween them. Additional contributions about input-output time delays han-
dling have been provided. Specific methodologies about parameters and con-
straints changes handling have been obtained and infeasibility prevention has
been achieved. Additional innovative contributions in the controller formula-
tion concerned the online introduction of process variables status values and
the online inhibition of selected control inputs with respect to defined outputs.
The basic APC framework has been customized for its installation on real in-
dustrial processes, in particular steel industry billets reheating furnaces and
cement industry clinker rotary kilns.
In steel industry, the innovative contributions concerned the formulation of
virtual sensors, the usage of Linear Parameter-Varying models within MPC
modules, and the development of stoichiometric ratios control methods and of
methodologies for online adaptation of the time horizons. In cement industry,
process variables constraints correction methodologies through sporadic feed-
back have been introduced.
The APC software tool has been installed on different European steel and ce-
ment industries obtaining energy efficiency certificates, together with improve-
ments on process control. The developed steel industry control method has
been awarded with an Italian patent; the first steel industry project has been
awarded with an energy efficiency award.

Keywords: Advanced Process Control, Model Predictive Control, constraints
softening, time delay, energy efficiency, environmental impact decreasing, billets
reheating furnace, cement rotary kiln.
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Sommario

L’attività di ricerca ha riguardato lo studio di tecniche di controllo avanzato
orientate al risparmio energetico nelle industrie di processo. Sono stati appro-
fonditi aspetti teorici e pratici del controllo avanzato, focalizzando l’attenzione
su tecniche di controllo predittivo. È stato sviluppato un pacchetto di con-
trollo avanzato basato su un’architettura di controllo predittivo lineare a due
livelli. Contributi innovativi hanno riguardato lo sviluppo di una formulazione
coerente e consistente dei due livelli, insieme a miglioramenti della loro polit-
ica di cooperazione. Ulteriori contributi nella formulazione hanno riguardato
la gestione dei ritardi ingresso-uscita. Sono state introdotte metodologie per i
cambiamenti di parametri e vincoli e per la prevenzione di situazioni di infeasi-
bility. Sono state introdotte la formulazione online di uno stato per le variabili
di processo e l’inibizione di ingressi di controllo selezionati.
Il pacchetto di controllo avanzato è stato customizzato per essere installato
su processi industriali, in particolare forni di riscaldo di billette nell’industria
dell’acciaio e forni rotativi per la produzione del clinker nell’industria del ce-
mento.
Nell’industria dell’acciaio l’innovazione ha riguardato la formulazione di sen-
sori virtuali, l’utilizzo di modelli lineari con parametri variabili nei moduli di
controllo predittivo e lo sviluppo di metodologie di controllo dei rapporti ste-
chiometrici e di adattamento online degli orizzonti temporali. Nell’industria
del cemento sono state introdotte metodologie di correzione dei vincoli delle
variabili di processo tramite feedback intermittente.
Il pacchetto di controllo avanzato è stato installato in varie acciaierie e cemen-
tifici ottenendo titoli di efficienza energetica e migliorie nel controllo di processo.
Il pacchetto relativo all’industria dell’acciaio ha ottenuto un brevetto italiano;
il primo progetto sviluppato in tale ambito è stato premiato con un premio
sull’efficienza energetica.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The essence of mathematics is
not to make simple things
complicated, but to make
complicated things simple.

S. Gudder

Process industries, in recent decades, registered an increasing need for innova-
tions in the production chain, as well as an increased need for a high level of
automation. These requirements have been motivated by the need to guaran-
tee an optimal trade-off between production targets meeting, product quality
specifications fulfillment, and energy efficiency achievement, complying with
increasingly stringent environmental standards. Plant managers and engineers
are focusing their attention on solutions able to increase profitability while
maintaining good quality standards in the long term. The translation of these
ideas in practical specifications results in the research of the most advantageous
trade-off between opposing objectives, e.g. throughput and yields increasing,
costs reduction, and product quality improvement. Minimum payback time
solutions are preferred so as to maximize the return on investment: new con-
trol and management strategies should be evaluated as alternative to hardware
investments. In this context, the installation of Advanced Process Control
(APC) systems often provides the best solution, minimizing the payback time
compared to the replacement of a whole hardware unit. Adopting APC based
solutions, payback time is in the order of weeks, or months, in opposition to
the years required by a relevant replace of an hardware unit [1].
APC strategies have the key objective of stabilize the processes operations,
pointing toward the overcoming of the limitations of the classical local con-
trollers. In this way, the processes can more safely operate closer to their
operating constraints, thus obtaining energy efficiency improvements [2].
Energy efficiency and energy conservation are gaining importance as key com-
ponents in many national and international strategies to mitigate the impact of
climate change, to improve security of energy supply, and to increase competi-
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tiveness. Energy represents a fundamental aspect in the modern technological
development, but at the same time its use affects the quality of the environ-
ment. For this reason, Green Economy energy policies are needed that could
guarantee a rational energy usage, with consumption and energy needs reduc-
tion. In the last years, energy efficiency certificates (Italian acronym TEE, also
called “white certificates”) have been introduced, in order to promote appli-
cations that respect environmental and energy standards. These certificates
allow obtaining government incentives, based on energy consumption evalua-
tion with respect to defined projects baselines [3].
APC projects require economic assessments, in order to really quantify the
economic benefits resulting from plants implementation. Business cases can be
created, introducing direct relationships between the process control systems
and the economic benefits [1].
The most important phase of an APC system design is represented by the
selection of the control method. Techniques based on constraint control and
split-range control are frequently used, but in the present work a Model Pre-
dictive Control (MPC) approach has been chosen for its strong capability to
deal with constrained multivariable processes [4]. Exploiting a multivariable
chemical, physical and economic modellization of the considered processes, the
adoption of an MPC approach facilitates the reaching of the goal of stabilizing
the processes operations, pointing toward the overcoming of the limitations of
the classical local controllers, e.g. PID (Proportional Integral Derivative) con-
trollers manually run by plant operators.

1.1 Research Activity and Objectives
The Ph.D. research activity reported in the present dissertation has been
funded by a project sponsored by a cooperation between Università Politecnica
delle Marche (Dipartimento di Ingegneria dell’Informazione (D.I.I.), Labora-
tory for Interconnected Systems Supervision and Automation (L.I.S.A.)), the
regione Marche, and i.Process (Italian Plant Realtime Optimization & Control
for Energy Saving Services) S.r.l., an Italian company that works on the de-
velopment of control automation solutions for process industries. In November
2013, when the Ph.D. research started, this company had the need to de-
velop APC systems aimed at energy efficiency achievement and improvement
in different process industries, i.e. steel industries and cement industries. An
initial research objective was defined: the development of a proprietary APC
framework, able to profitably manage multivariable constrained processes. The
choice of not depend on commercial industrial products was motivated by the
need to perform algorithms customization whenever the process at study re-
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quired it.
In the first part of the research activity, in order to address the initial research
objective, a study of APC techniques aimed at applications oriented to energy
efficiency achievement in process industries has been conducted. In partic-
ular, the attention has been focused on MPC techniques, given their strong
effectiveness and reliability in the solution of constrained multivariable control
problems. Studies about different aspects of MPC have been performed. A
two-layer linear MPC scheme based on a state space approach has been formu-
lated, based on two cascaded optimization problems. Theoretical and practical
aspects related to the two-layer scheme have been analyzed and addressed. In
order to guarantee the effectiveness of the developed MPC formulation versus
typical industrial processes features, a proper handling of input-output time
delays has been introduced in the MPC formulation. Different theoretical is-
sues tied to time delays handling have been studied and addressed.
In order to improve this initial release of the APC framework, further issues
strictly related to industrial applications have been studied and solved. In
particular, the option to online specify the subset of process variables to be
taken into account in the controller structure has been introduced by a tai-
lored formulation, based on a proper status definition for each process variable.
Furthermore, methodologies for the online inhibition of selected control inputs
with respect to defined outputs have been developed.
After the first part of the research activity where the outlined APC framework
has been formulated and developed, detailed studies on the real processes that
had to be considered have been conducted. The real processes at issue were
billets reheating furnaces in steel industries and rotary kilns for the clinker
production phase in cement industries. From the conducted analysis, the need
to differently customize the basic APC framework was ascertained.
In steel industry, some specific requirements have been encountered and ad-
dressed, concerning the need of providing virtual sensors, the cascading of
different model types, and ad hoc control solutions for particular variables to
be controlled.
In cement industry, the need to exploit sporadic feedback information has
been studied and addressed. Furthermore, tailored control policies related to
a proper handling of input-output time delays have been introduced.

1.2 Main Research Contributions
In the research context mentioned in the previous section, the following inno-
vative research contributions have been provided:

i. cooperation policy improvements in a two-layer linear MPC scheme;
ii. an alternative approach aimed at the inhibition of the control action of
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selected inputs on defined outputs;
iii. a direct connection between the alternative approach (ii) and the process

variables status values definition;
iv. a control method for steel industries billets reheating furnaces that, as it

will be explained, has been awarded with an Italian patent and, in one of
the different real applications, it has been also awarded with an energy
efficiency award;

v. a control method for stoichiometric ratios within a two-layer MPC scheme;
vi. a constraints softening decoupling strategy oriented to input-output time

delays handling, which has been applied in cement industries APC;
vii. the exploitation of the constraints softening decoupling strategy (vi) as

a solution of a particular single-layer linear MPC problem;
viii. a methodology for MPC constraints correction based on sporadic feedback

information in cement industries APC.

1.3 Dissertation Organization
In Chapter 1, an overview of the Ph.D. research activity context has been
described, highlighting the main steps pursued and the main and the most sig-
nificant research contributions.
In Chapter 2, the main concepts related to the MPC strategy are provided,
presenting the basic idea and a brief industrial MPC history. Furthermore, a
literature review related to the analyzed MPC aspects is given. In particular,
feasibility and constraints management concepts are introduced, together with
an overview of the existing solutions related to the MPC location in industrial
control hierarchy. At this regard, general concepts and solutions related to
the two-layer MPC architecture are provided. Finally, the general problem of
input-output time delays handling is presented.
Chapter 3 describes the developed APC framework, based on a two-layer linear
MPC scheme. The two MPC modules are detailed, together with the formula-
tions of their optimization problems. At this regard, the improvements on the
cooperation policy between the two layers are accurately described. Further-
more, the decoupling strategy that constitutes an alternative approach aimed
at the inhibition of the control action of selected inputs on defined outputs is
described. Subsequently, a status value is introduced for each process variable
involved in the control problem setup. A direct connection between the de-
coupling strategy and the process variables status definition is also provided.
Finally, some remarks on constraints handling, reference trajectories manage-
ment, and tuning within the proposed basic APC framework are given.
Chapters 4-5 are focused on the detailed description of the analyzed process
industries.
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Chapter 4 refers to steel industry and in particular to the billets reheating
furnace sub-process. The related control problems and specifications are ac-
curately explained and a literature review of the existing control solutions is
provided. Then, the proposed control method and, more in general, the cus-
tomized billets reheating furnaces APC system is detailed. Also tuning and
furnaces management details are provided. Finally, two real case studies are
described and a further customization of the basic APC framework is proposed,
related to a stoichiometric ratios control method.
Chapter 5 refers to cement industry and in particular to the clinker production
phase sub-process. The related control problems and specifications are accu-
rately explained and a brief literature review of the existing control solutions
is provided. Then, the developed control method and, more in general, the
customized clinker production phase APC system is detailed. At this regard,
the introduced constraints softening decoupling strategy is described. Further-
more, a brief digression on its usage also within a particular single-layer linear
MPC problem is given. Finally, within the customized clinker production phase
APC system, the proposed methodology aimed at exploiting sporadic feedback
information is described and two real case studies are proposed.
Simulation and real results related to the considered steel industry and cement
industry case studies are reported in Chapters 6-7. Finally, conclusions and
future work are summarized in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 2

Model Predictive Control Strategy

Model Predictive Control (MPC) represents the most prevalent Advanced Pro-
cess Control (APC) incarnation, mainly due to its strong capability to deal
with constrained multivariable processes.
The term MPC refers to a set of control techniques which make explicit use of
a model of the considered process to formulate an optimization problem, based
on the minimization of an objective function. In this way, the control signal to
be applied to the plant at each control instant is obtained.
MPC represents the most widely used APC technique in process industry, due
to various reasons:

• its capability to deal with multivariable control problems;
• its capability to handle constraints on process variables;
• its capability to allow a trade-off between theory and practice;
• the related control concepts are very intuitive;
• its capability to control processes characterized by very simple or com-

plex dynamics, including time-delay systems, nonminimum phase and
unstable ones;

• measured disturbances can be naturally compensated through feedfor-
ward.

These MPC advantages are among the motivations that explain its strong im-
pact on control technology development in the process industries with respect
to other significant control techniques, e.g. Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG)
control [5], [6].
The MPC formulation is based on a prior knowledge of the process model and
it is independent of it, but the obtained control benefits are strictly related to
the plant-model mismatch. The need of an accurate model of the process to
be controlled is, in fact, one of the major drawbacks of the MPC approach [7].
Another problem was traditionally represented by the amount of computation
for the control law achievement, but with the computing power available today,
this is not anymore a crucial problem for most MPC applications in process
industry.
From a practical point of view, MPC strategy, modifying the statistical prop-
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erties of the main process variables, allows approaching processes operating
constraints (compared to standalone controllers), leading to major profitability
and short payback times [8], [9].

2.1 MPC basic idea

As previously stated, MPC uses a mathematical model of the considered pro-
cess in order to capture the dynamic relationships between the input-output
variables. Among all input trajectories capable to maintain process variables
within the (possibly) assigned constraints, the one that provides the best per-
formances in term of minimization of a cost function is computed.
As typical in industrial APC applications, three basic groups of process vari-
ables are defined. Manipulated Variables (MVs), Disturbance Variables (DVs),
and Controlled Variables (CVs). MVs group represents the measured input
variables that can be used by the controller, while DVs group is constituted
by the measured input variables that cannot be moved by the controller (they
can be only used in a feedforward way). Finally the CVs group represents the
(output) process variables that have to be controlled. MVs are included in a
u ∈ Rlu×1 vector, DVs are represented by a d ∈ Rld×1 vector and CVs are
included in a y ∈ Rmy×1 vector.

Figure 2.1: MPC basic idea.

MPC family is characterized by a basic idea, named as receding horizon idea,
shown in Fig. 2.1. Considering a discrete time process model, the receding
horizon idea can be expressed as follows [8], [9]:
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• CVs, together with MVs and DVs, are predicted on a time horizon, called
prediction horizon (Hp). The CVs predictions ŷ(k + i|k) (i = 1. . . Hp)1

exploit past information (e.g. the actual CVs value y(k) if available) and
depend on future MVs values û(k + i|k) (i=0. . . Hp−1) and DVs values
d̂(k + i|k) (i=0. . . Hp−1). The future MVs values have to be calculated
and sent to the plant;

• based on the process variables predictions, an optimization problem (pos-
sibly constrained) is formulated and solved, taking into account CVs and
MVs tracking errors with respect to defined reference trajectories and/or
MVs future changes magnitude with respect to the actual MVs value
u(k −1). Some assumptions about the structure of the MVs future values
can be included, e.g. defining a control horizon (Hu, 1 ≤ Hu ≤ Hp) that
represents the number of possibly nonzero MVs future changes (typically
the possibly nonzero MVs future changes are assumed on the first Hu

prediction instants);
• among the computed MVs future values, only the first value û(k|k) = u(k)

is applied to the process, discarding the other future control signals. At
the next sampling instant k + 1 the prediction horizon is moved one step
ahead and the entire procedure is repeated, calculating the MVs value
û(k + 1|k + 1) = u(k + 1) (which theoretically can be different from
û(k + 1|k) given the updated process information).

With regard to the definition of the control horizon Hu, it represents the num-
ber of possibly nonzero MVs future changes (moves), i.e. the MVs are assumed
to possibly change Hu times over the prediction horizon Hp. A typical design
assumes that the possibly nonzero MVs future changes are made on the first Hu

prediction instants. Denoting with Mj (j =1. . . Hu; 0≤Mj ≤Hp−1) the predic-
tion instants related to the assumed MVs moves ∆û(k + Mj |k) (j = 1. . . Hu),
the typical design choice assumes that Mj = j − 1 (j = 1. . . Hu) and that
∆û(k + j − 1|k) (j = 1. . . Hu) are the possibly nonzero MVs future moves.
Clearly, for any design must be M1 = 0, i.e. the first MVs move must be al-
ways assumed at the first prediction instant; furthermore 2≤Mh ≤Hp − 1 and
Mh−1 < Mh (h=2. . . Hu).
More advanced design choices assume that the MVs remain constant over blocks
of sampling intervals, i.e. the Mj prediction instants are not all consecutive.
This feature has been named as blocking [10]. A general example of blocking

1This notation indicates the prediction at instant k + i calculated with the information up
to instant k.
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can be expressed as:

û(k + M1|k) = · · · = û(k + M2 − 1|k) = u(k − 1) + ∆û(k + M1|k)
û(k + M2|k) = · · · = û(k + M3 − 1|k) = û(k + M1|k) + ∆û(k + M2|k) =

= u(k − 1) + ∆û(k + M1|k) + ∆û(k + M2|k)

... (2.1)

û(k + MHu−1|k) = · · · = û(k + MHu
− 1|k) = û(k + MHu−2|k) + ∆û(k + MHu−1|k) =

= u(k − 1) + ∆û(k + M1|k) + . . . + ∆û(k + MHu−1|k)

û(k + MHu |k) = · · · = û(k + Hp − 1|k) = û(k + MHu−1|k) + ∆û(k + MHu |k) =

= u(k − 1) + ∆û(k + M1|k) + . . . + ∆û(k + MHu
|k)

In MPC literature, different blocking strategies have been proposed [11], [12],
[13].
The MPC problems can be characterized by the optimization of various types
of criteria, such as linear or quadratic ones. A typical and widely used cost
function to be minimized is:

V (k) =
Hp∑

i=Hw

∥ŷ(k + i|k) − r(k + i|k)∥2
Q(i) +

Hu−1∑
i=0

∥∆û(k + i|k)∥2
R(i) +

+
Hp−1∑

i=0
∥û(k + i|k) − ur(k + i|k)∥2

S(i)

(2.2)

where ||·|| is the Euclidean norm. ur(k + i|k) and r(k + i|k) represent the MVs
and CVs reference trajectories value at ith prediction instant, respectively;
the related tracking errors are weighted by positive (semi-)definite matrices
S(i) ∈ Rlu×lu and Q(i) ∈ Rmy×my . R(i) ∈ Rlu×lu are positive (semi-)definite
matrices that weight the magnitude of MVs future moves. R(i), due to their
action on the penalization of the MVs future moves, are sometimes called move
suppression factors. Hw is a window parameter (1 ≤ Hw ≤ Hp), useful for
example for time delays handling on the CVs-MVs channels [8].
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Typical constraints on MVs and CVs can be expressed as follows:

i) lbdu(i) ≤ ∆û(k + i|k) ≤ ubdu(i), i = 0 . . . Hu − 1
ii) lbu(i) ≤ û(k + i|k) ≤ ubu(i), i = 0 . . . Hu − 1 (2.3)

iii) lby(i) ≤ ŷ(k + i|k) ≤ uby(i), i = Hw . . . Hp

where the magnitude of MVs future moves is constrained by lbdu(i) and ubdu(i)
and the magnitude of MVs future values is constrained by lbu(i) and ubu(i).
Constraints (2.3) i) - ii) typically refer to actuators limitations. In particu-
lar, lbdu(i) and ubdu(i) represent possible actuator slew rates, while lbu(i) and
ubu(i) represent possible actuator ranges. Finally, (2.3) iii) constrains the mag-
nitude of CVs future values by lby(i) and uby(i).
Assuming a linear model for the considered process, the optimization problem
characterized by the minimization of the cost function (2.2) subject to the con-
straints expressed in (2.3) can be recast as a Quadratic Programming (QP)
problem. For example, formulating all terms as function of the MVs future
moves ∆û(k + i|k), the cost function (2.2) is quadratic and the constraints
(2.3) are linear. With a suitable definition of S(i), Q(i), and R(i) matrices, a
positive definite Hessian of the QP problem can be obtained. In this way, the
QP problem to be solved is convex and, if no constraints are considered, an
explicit solution can be obtained; otherwise, an iterative optimization method
has to be used, e.g. active-set or interior point methods [14], [9].
The control and prediction horizons Hu and Hp, the parameter Hw, the weight
matrices S(i), Q(i), and R(i), and the reference trajectories ur(k + i|k) and
r(k + i|k) have a strong impact on the controller performances. They represent
tuning parameters. In some cases, some of these parameters, e.g. the weight
matrices, may be associated with the economic objectives of the control system.

2.2 Industrial MPC brief history
MPC techniques have been simultaneously introduced by several industrial re-
searchers in the late seventies. Researchers of the French company Adersa
proposed predictive control as Model Predictive Heuristic Control (later known
as Model Algorithmic Control, MAC ), emphasizing a control methodology able
to handle control problems that were difficult to solve with conventional PID
control [15]. Other researchers proposed an MPC approach calling it Dynamic
Matrix Control (DMC ) [16]. DMC became the most well known of the commer-
cial MPC products. All these products shared the crucial feature of predictive
control: the utilization of a plant internal model in order to compute the con-
trol signal through (constrained) optimization strategies, based on the receding
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horizon idea. All these pioneer MPC techniques exploit impulse response or
step response models; this feature, together with the simplicity of the algo-
rithm, made MPC very popular, particularly in chemical process industries.
Early academic results on predictive control can be found in [17], [18], [19],
[20]. Other research trends arose around adaptive control ideas, leading to
other MPC algorithms: Predictor-Based Self Tuning Control [21] and Extended
Horizon Adaptive Control (EHAC ) [22], together with Extended Prediction Self
Adaptive Control (EPSAC ) [23], Generalized Predictive Control (GPC ) [24],
[25], and Predictive Functional Control (PFC ) [26].
A pioneer work for MPC state space formulation was [27]. The introduction
of state space formulation in MPC represented a very important phase, mainly
due to the ability of this model representation to generalize more complex cases
such as multivariable processes, nonlinear processes and systems with stochas-
tic disturbances and noise in the measured variables [9].
Today there are many companies that have proprietary MPC software tools
[28], [29], [30]. Among the most popular tools, there are the AspenTech DMC-
Plus (Dynamic Matrix Control Plus) and the Honeywell RMPCT (Robust MPC
Technology) [31]. The main differences between the industrial MPC tools are
tied to the exploited model (e.g. linear/nonlinear, step response/state space),
to the criterion to be minimized, to the choice of the prediction horizon (fi-
nite or infinite), to the constraints, and to the feedback introduction in the
controller formulation [30].

Figure 2.2: MPC in the control hierarchy for multivariable process control
systems.
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Fig. 2.2 shows the position of MPC within process industries control hierar-
chy. Hierarchical (or multilayer) approach is widely used in process industry
[32], [33], [34]. The top level includes the determination of set-points, usually
through steady-state optimization. This type of optimization can be executed
on more levels: plant-wide optimization may be performed once a day, but unit
level optimization may be performed every hour. At the bottom level there are
standalone local controllers that are typically represented by PI or PID con-
trollers (e.g. for pressures, flows or temperatures control), while at the lowest
level there are the control loops related to single actuators (e.g. valve posi-
tioning). The middle level represents the traditional location of MPC within
the control hierarchy of process industries [35], [36]. It, mainly thanks to its
ability and flexibility in the handling of constrained multivariable systems, has
replaced a complex layer that included logic, overrides, decoupling networks,
and exception handling [37]. The replaced complex layer consisted of a set of ad
hoc solutions to individual problems and a global view of plant behaviour was
not provided. So, MPC, due to its integrated view, provides strongly better
performances [8], [30].

2.3 Addressed MPC problems
In this section, a literature review on the MPC technique focused on some
of the problems that have been addressed in the author research activity is
reported. Feasibility, constraints management, and two-layer (two-stage) MPC
formulation are analyzed. Then, references to the input-output time delays
handling problem are provided.

2.3.1 Feasibility and constraints management

As stated in Section 2.1, MPC formulation is typically based on a constrained
optimization problem. Usually, in process industries, there are constraints on
the process variables that have to be met. For example, the MVs constraints
reported in (2.3) usually correspond to physical MVs constraints. Considering
the cost function (2.2) subject to the constraints (2.3) and assuming a linear
process model, a critical situation is that the related QP problem may result
infeasible [8], [38]. Infeasibility causes can be related to unexpected large dis-
turbances or to plant-model mismatch. Within the considered QP problem,
all constraints have been formulated as hard constraints, i.e. they can not be
violated. In the infeasibility case, the sequence of MVs future values û(k + i|k)
is not obtained: this situation is unacceptable for an APC system that must
provide input signals to the plant at each control instant. For this reason, in
the design phase of an MPC strategy, it is a key aspect to prevent infeasibility
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or to have an alternative method of computing the MVs values. At this regard,
different solutions have been formulated [8]:

• ad hoc policies;
• avoid hard constraints on the CVs;
• actively manage the constraints definition at each control instant k;
• actively manage the horizons Hp and Hu at each control instant k;
• use non-standard solution algorithms.

Examples of ad hoc policies are the exploitation of the same control signal as
in the previous step or the usage of the control signal û(k|k − 1) computed and
discarded at the previous step. An automatic strategy to prevent infeasibility
is to soften (relax) the constraints: the constraints are not considered as hard
and their violation is admitted only if it is really necessary. At this regard,
substantial distinctions have to be made between MVs and CVs constraints.
Usually MVs constraints really are hard constraints, because for example ac-
tuators have limited ranges of action and limited slew rates. Once these have
been approached they can not be crossed: MVs constraints are usually not
softened. A simple idea of CVs constraints softening is to add new variables,
named as slack variables, which are computed as nonzero values only if the
related constraints are violated [8]. These slack variables are introduced as
decision variables in the MPC problem; an example of modification of (2.3) is:

lbdu(i) ≤ ∆û(k + i|k) ≤ ubdu(i), i = 0 . . . Hu − 1
lbu(i) ≤ û(k + i|k) ≤ ubu(i), i = 0 . . . Hu − 1 (2.4)
lby(i) − εi(k) ≤ ŷ(k + i|k) ≤ uby(i) + εi(k), i = Hw . . . Hp

εi(k) ≥ 0, i = Hw . . . Hp

where εi(k) are nonnegative slack variables vectors. In this example, CVs lower
and upper constraints at a generic prediction instant share the same slack
variable. Since the violation of the original constraints should be discouraged,
the εi(k) vectors are introduced in the cost function. For example, the cost
function (2.2) could be modified as follows:

V (k) =
Hp∑

i=Hw

∥ŷ(k + i|k) − r(k + i|k)∥2
Q(i) +

Hu−1∑
i=0

∥∆û(k + i|k)∥2
R(i) +

+
Hp−1∑

i=0
∥û(k + i|k) − ur(k + i|k)∥2

S(i) +
Hp∑

i=Hw

∥εi(k)∥2
ρ(i)

(2.5)

In this case, a quadratic penalty for constraints violations has been introduced
through ρ(i) positive (semi-)definite matrices [39]. As ρ(i) → 0, the optimiza-
tion problem tends to a problem with no CVs constraints, while as ρ(i) → ∞
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CVs constraints become hard constraints.
Other penalties have been introduced for slack variables in the MPC cost func-
tions, i.e. 1−norm penalty or ∞−norm penalty [8]. More sophisticated strate-
gies of “constraints management” try to soften (relax) the least-important con-
straints in order to regain feasibility [40]. In [10] an approach based on the
exploitation of a single slack variable is proposed, using suitable coefficients to
differently scale constraints softening. These coefficients have been named as
Equal Concern for the Relaxation (ECR) coefficients.

2.3.2 Two-layer MPC

In APC industrial applications, economic specifications are of major impor-
tance. These specifications can be suitably translated into control objectives
[41]. Considering the MPC position in the control hierarchy of Fig. 2.2, at
each control instant (e.g. every minute) its dynamic optimization must pro-
vide optimal MVs values to the lower level; in order to compute the best input
paths, suitable reference set-points are needed for MVs and CVs (see for exam-
ple ur(k + i|k) and r(k + i|k) in the cost function (2.2)). Typically, a real-time
optimizer, hourly or daily, computes the economic target values for MVs and
CVs, based on a suitable nonlinear steady-state model of the plant. Real-time
operations optimization (RTO) is performed at the upper layers with respect
to the MPC layer in Fig. 2.2 [42], [43], [44]. RTO takes into account plan-
ning and scheduling specifications, such as the production objectives and their
timing; the optimization problem formulated and solved at the RTO layer is
often incoherent from MPC layer point of view, because it supplies targets that
may be unreachable. The main reason of this unreachability lies in the fact
that the models exploited in MPC and RTO layers are not consistent. In fact,
while RTO layer may be based on a complex steady-state (nonlinear) process
model, usually MPC layer is based on a simplified dynamic (linear) process
model. Another crucial aspect is the different sample time that characterizes
the RTO and the MPC layers. The RTO steady-state nonlinear economic op-
timization is performed with a major sample time with respect to the MPC
optimization; this discrepancy can be bypassed if the disturbances that affect
the considered process have slow dynamics with respect to the process dynam-
ics. On the other hand, when the disturbances dynamics are comparable to the
process dynamics, the described sampling time discrepancy can strongly affect
the performances. In [45] the consequences of the changes in the market of
chemical processing industries and its consequences for process operation are
discussed within the MPC-RTO integration. The MPC-RTO inconsistency has
been addressed in [46], where a steady-state targets calculation module is con-
sidered within the MPC module, at the upper layer with respect to the basic
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dynamic optimization. The introduced steady-state optimization module tries
to cover the gap between RTO and MPC different models. The introduction
of a steady-state targets calculation module with the same time scale of the
basic dynamic controller at the upper layer of an MPC module corresponds
to the inclusion of a steady-state controller at the upper layer with respect
to the basic dynamic controller. This MPC structure is denoted as two-stage
(two-layer) MPC [47]. The steady-state targets calculation module solves a
suitable optimization problem, based on the information provided by the RTO
module and the basic MPC module; in this way, it computes the MVs and
CVs steady-state targets for the basic dynamic MPC module. Different solu-
tions have been proposed in this context, based on different cost functions (e.g.
linear or quadratic) and, in general, on different formulations of the two opti-
mization problems. In [47], the steady-state optimization module, represented
by a LP problem, forwards steady-state targets to a DMC controller. In [48]
a LP approach based on linear inequality constraints on combinations of the
process inputs and outputs is proposed. In [49] a LP approach is incorporated
into the Shell Multivariable Optimising Controller (SMOC ) [50] and a solution
that avoids offsets on CVs due to unreachable economic objectives is proposed.
A steady-state target optimization that determines the steady-state state and
input targets for a constrained, linear, state space regulator is formulated in
[51]. Linear, linear-quadratic, and piecewise-linear formulations of the steady-
state target optimization module are analysed in [52], [53]. An analysis of the
properties and of the limitations of the two-stage approach are reported in [54],
[55].
The introduction of the steady-state target optimization module inside the
MPC layer is shown in Fig. 2.3.
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2.3 Addressed MPC problems

Figure 2.3: Two-layer MPC in the control hierarchy for multivariable process
control systems.

2.3.3 Time delays handling
Time delays (also denoted as dead times) on the input-output channels repre-
sent a typical feature of process industries. They are mainly due to the time
needed to transport energy, mass, or information, but they can also be due to
cascaded dynamic systems. For processes with time delays on the input-output
channels, the control actions performed on MVs will be active on the CVs after
the related time delays. Dead-time control problems have attracted the stud-
ies of researchers and engineers. For example, dead-time compensator (DTC )
controller, which includes CVs predictions, has been developed for dealing with
time delays. The ability to deal with dead-time processes represented a key
MPC feature on its wide application in process industries [56]. In [56] the in-
troduction of time delays in the MPC formulation is proposed, adopting the
GPC and the DMC formulations. In particular, the SISO and MIMO cases are
discussed. In the MIMO case, the single dead-time case and the multiple dead-
time case are formulated. The single dead-time case refers to situations where
the same time delay characterizes all input-output channels; in the multiple
dead-time case, different time delays can characterize the different input-output
channels. Furthermore, a distinction between the management of MVs-CVs and
DVs-CVs dead times is provided. In [57], the differences between implicit and
explicit dead-time compensation within the linear state space MPC framework
are addressed: the drawbacks tied to the use of an augmented state space rep-
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Chapter 2 Model Predictive Control Strategy

resentation for implicit dead-time compensation are discussed and an explicit
dead-time compensation technique is presented. This technique, modelling the
dead times directly into the control inputs part of the state space formulation as
reported in [58], [59], allows to efficiently compensate single and multiple dead
times on the MVs-CVs channels. In [60], an MPC approach for linear systems
with time delays on the MVs-CVs channels that takes into account constraints
on the MVs is proposed. In [61] a state space model based on the analytical
step response model is extended to the case of integrating time systems with
time delays. This model is then exploited within an MPC strategy that takes
into account targets (possibly unreachable) on some inputs and/or outputs and
zone control for the remaining outputs. A practical MPC approach for solar
collector plants is proposed in [62], through the formulation of a quadratic
program similarly to a linear MPC. In [63] a solution to the problem of MPC
of time delay processes with both integrating and stable modes is formulated,
leading to zone control and input target tracking.
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Chapter 3

Developed APC framework

The present research activity has been co-sponsored by a company that works
on the development of control automation solutions. The first part of the re-
search activity has been devoted to the development of an APC framework able
to control and optimize constrained multivariable processes. In particular, the
interest was the development of a proprietary environment for advanced control
solutions and, as first application, it was required to optimize the production of
a billets reheating process within an Italian steel plant (see Chapter 4). From
the analysis of the steel process at issue and from the study of the literature,
a linear MPC approach was chosen. Fig. 3.1 reports the architecture of the
APC system. The APC framework has been based on a two-layer linear MPC
strategy: it is considered to be placed at the middle level of the control hierar-
chy reported in Fig. 2.3.

Figure 3.1: Basic architecture of the designed APC system.
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At each control instant k, a Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA)
system [64] supplies new measurements (u(k −1), d(k −1), y(k)) of the process
variables: the Manipulated Variables (MVs) set is denoted with an u ∈ Rlu×1

vector, while the measured input disturbances (Disturbance Variables, DVs)
are grouped in a d ∈ Rld×1 vector. The Controlled Variables (CVs) set (the
CVs are assumed all measured) is indicated with a y ∈ Rmy×1 vector. Data
Conditioning & Decoupling Selector (DC & DS) block checks for bad condi-
tions or local control loops faults, possibly conditioning field data. This block
determines the process variables subset that has to be included in the MPC
formulation at each control instant and, in addition, it defines the MVs to be
exploited for the control requirements of each single CV (see Section 3.2). All
this information is supplied to the two-layer linear MPC block. This block
includes a Predictions Calculator module and it is based on the solution of
two subsequent optimization problems (see Section 3.1). At the upper layer, a
steady-state module, named as Targets Optimizing and Constraints Softening
(TOCS) module solves the first optimization problem; TOCS module results
are forwarded to the lower layer, constituted by a basic MPC Dynamic Opti-
mizer (DO) module. This module, solving the second optimization problem,
computes the MVs value u(k) to be applied to the plant at the current con-
trol instant. TOCS and DO modules exploit the same basic linear model of
the process to be controlled and the overall MPC computation is based on the
receding horizon concept (see Section 2.1).

3.1 MPC block

The developed MPC block has been based on a two-layer scheme, in order
to optimally control and optimize both the transient and steady states of the
considered process.
The entire MPC formulation within the basic APC framework has been based
on a discrete time state space linear time invariant model of the process to be
controlled. This model is achieved from a realization procedure subsequent to a
zero-order hold discretization of an identified continuous time linear time invari-
ant model with a suitable sampling time Ts (that corresponds to the controller
sample time). Asymptotically stable processes are assumed. Considering a
process with (lu + ld) measured inputs, that is lu MVs and ld DVs, and my out-
put variables (CVs), the identified model is characterized by a (my × (lu + ld))
transfer matrix; all transfer functions are assumed to be strictly proper. In
the discretization procedure, all these features are assumed to be preserved. If
the input-output channels are characterized by the absence of time delays, the
considered discrete time state space linear time invariant model of the process
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3.1 MPC block

is:

x(k + 1) = Ax(k) + Buu(k) + Bdd(k) + w(k)
y(k) = Cyx(k) + v(k)

where x(k) ∈ Rn×1 is the state vector, while w(k) ∈ Rn×1 is the state un-
measured disturbances vector and v(k) ∈ Rmy×1 is the output unmeasured
disturbances vector. The CVs are assumed all measured but generally the
state x(k) is not; in order to compute the CVs predictions over the prediction
horizon Hp, at each control instant k an estimation of the state is needed. For
this reason, a state estimator has to be designed. Assume the selection of any
L such that (A − ALC) is strictly Hurwitz: the MPC scheme based on the
designed estimator (that supplies x̂(k|k)) does not compensate for plant-model
mismatch and persistent disturbances. In fact, the disturbances to be rejected
should be suitably taken into account, in order to obtain an offset-free con-
trol [65], [66], [67], [68]. For this purpose, an integrating disturbances vector
m(k) ∈ Rnm×1 is added to the state space model [69], [70]:[

x(k + 1)
m(k + 1)

]
=
[

A Bm

0nm×n Inm×nm

][
x(k)
m(k)

]
+
[

Bu

0nm×lu

]
u(k)+

[
Bd

0nm×ld

]
d(k)+

[
w(k)

wm(k)

]
(3.1)

y(k) =
[
Cy Cm

] [x(k)
m(k)

]
+ v(k)

where wm(k) ∈ Rnm×1 represents an unmeasured disturbances vector that acts
on the added term. A general design choice is nm = my; thus, assuming that
the defined (Bm, Cm) guarantees the observability of the augmented system
(3.1), a L = [Lx Lm]T such that([

A Bm

0my×n Imy×my

]
−

[
A Bm

0my×n Imy×my

][
Lx

Lm

] [
Cy Cm

])
(3.2)

is strictly Hurwitz can be achieved. Ia×a represents a (a × a) identity matrix
while 0a×b represents a (a × b) matrix with elements all equal to zero. The
equation of the augmented estimator is:[

x̂(k|k)
m̂(k|k)

]
=
[

x̂(k|k − 1)
m̂(k|k − 1)

]
+
[

Lx

Lm

](
y(k) −

[
Cy Cm

] [ x̂(k|k − 1)
m̂(k|k − 1)

])
(3.3)
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A typical industrial design for asymptotically stable systems (A strictly Hur-
witz) is:

nm = my, Bm = 0n×my
, Cm = Imy×my

, Lx = 0n×my
, Lm = Imy×my

(3.4)
This design assumes that any error y(k) − Cyx̂(k|k − 1) is caused by a constant
disturbance acting on the output. The filtered disturbance estimate is:

m̂(k|k) = m̂(k|k −1)+(y(k)−Cyx̂(k|k −1)−m̂(k|k −1)) = y(k)−Cyx̂(k|k −1)
(3.5)

If w(k), wm(k), and v(k) are assumed as zero-mean white-noise disturbances,
the designed estimator corresponds to a deadbeat Kalman Filter where:

Qw = 0n×n, Qwm
= Imy×my

, Rv → 0my×my
(3.6)

where Qw and Qwm represent the covariance matrices related to w(k) and
wm(k) in (3.1), while Rv represents the covariance matrix related to v(k) in
(3.1) [71].
In the previous considerations, time delays on the input-output channels have
not been included. Especially in industrial applications, time delays represent
a very common aspect that has to be taken into account. For this purpose,
assume that the time delays matrices on the CVs-MVs and CVs-DVs chan-
nels (expressed in sampling instants) that characterize the obtained discretized
model are indicated with Dyu ∈ Nmy×lu and Dyd ∈ Nmy×ld . The number of
different time delays in Dyu is indicated with ndu while the number of different
time delays in Dyd is indicated with ndd. Furthermore, a vector α ∈ Nndu×1

is introduced that contains the CVs-MVs time delays sorted in ascending order
without duplicates. Similarly, a vector β ∈ Nndd×1 is introduced that contains
the CVs-DVs time delays sorted in ascending order without duplicates.
Furthermore, assume that the obtained model considers deviations of the pro-
cess variables from an operating point (u0, d0, y0).
The considered discrete time state space linear time invariant model of the
process, augmented with an integrating disturbance, is:[

x(k + 1)
m(k + 1)

]
=
[

A 0n×my

0my×n Imy×my

][
x(k)
m(k)

]
+
[

Bu

0my×(ndu·lu)

]
utot(k)+ (3.7)

+
[

Bd

0my×(ndd·ld)

]
dtot(k) +

[
w(k)

wm(k)

]

y(k) =
[
Cy Imy×my

] [x(k)
m(k)

]
+ y0 + v(k)
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3.1 MPC block

A different integrating disturbance acting on each CV is assumed (nm = my).
In (3.7), A ∈ Rn×n (A is strictly Hurwitz), Bu ∈ Rn×(ndu·lu), Bd ∈ Rn×(ndd·ld),
Cy ∈ Rmy×n. Furthermore

utot(k) =

⎡⎢⎢⎣
u(k − α1) − u0

...
u(k − αndu

) − u0

⎤⎥⎥⎦ ∈ R(ndu·lu)×1 (3.8)

dtot(k) =

⎡⎢⎢⎣
d(k − β1) − d0

...
d(k − βndd

) − d0

⎤⎥⎥⎦ ∈ R(ndd·ld)×1 (3.9)

where αi and βi represent the ith element of α and β.
The considered state space representation allows to explicitly compensate the
dead times [57].
In the following, the steady-state gain matrices on the CVs-MVs and CVs-DVs
channels will be indicated with Gyu ∈ Rmy×lu and Gyd ∈ Rmy×ld .

3.1.1 Predictions Calculator module and DO module
In order to obtain, at each control instant k, an estimation of the state of (3.7),
a state estimator has been introduced in the Predictions Calculator module of
Fig. 3.1. The design parameters of the estimator have been set as in (3.4),
thus obtaining the equations:

x̂(k|k) = x̂(k|k − 1) = Ax̂(k − 1|k − 1) + Buutot(k − 1) + Bddtot(k − 1)
(3.10)

m̂(k|k) = y(k) − Cyx̂(k|k − 1) − y0

where x̂(k − 1|k − 1) is the estimation of x at the control instant k − 1 and
m̂(k|k) is based on the information up to k.
As stated in Section 2.1, MPC strategy exploits the predictions of the process
variables over a prediction horizon Hp. Based on (3.7) and on (3.10), the
prediction model that has to be exploited in the proposed MPC formulation is:

x̂(k + i|k) = Ax̂(k + i − 1|k) + Buûtot(k + i − 1|k) + Bdd̂tot(k + i − 1|k)
m̂(k + i|k) = m̂(k|k) = y(k) − Cyx̂(k|k − 1) − y0 (i = 1 . . . Hp) (3.11)
ŷ(k + i|k) = Cyx̂(k + i|k) + y0 + m̂(k + i|k) = Cyx̂(k + i|k) + y0 + m̂(k|k)

In (3.11), ûtot(k + i − 1|k) and d̂tot(k + i − 1|k) notations are used because
these terms may contain future MVs and DVs values (i.e. future MVs and DVs
values with respect to the last values u(k − 1) and d(k − 1)).
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An important assumption that has been made regards the DVs predictions:
at each control instant k, the future DVs behavior is assumed unknown, and
d̂(k+i|k) = d(k−1)(i = 0 . . . Hp −1), i.e. the future DVs behavior is considered
constant at the last DVs value d(k − 1).
CVs and MVs predictions over Hp have been expressed as an explicit function
of the information up to k and of the possibly nonzero MVs future moves (that
will be computed by DO module) with respect to the actual MVs value u(k−1)
[8]. For this purpose, Hu (Hu is the control horizon, 1 ≤ Hu ≤ Hp) MVs future
moves have been defined and denoted by ∆û(k + Mi|k) (i = 1. . . Hu), where
M1 = 0 and 2≤Mh ≤Hp − 1 (Mh−1 < Mh, h=2. . . Hu). The MVs predictions
over Hp can be expressed as:

û(k + M1|k) = · · · = û(k + M2 − 1|k) = u(k − 1) + ∆û(k + M1|k)
û(k + M2|k) = · · · = û(k + M3 − 1|k) = û(k + M1|k) + ∆û(k + M2|k) =

= u(k − 1) + ∆û(k + M1|k) + ∆û(k + M2|k)

... (3.12)

û(k + MHu−1|k) = · · · = û(k + MHu
− 1|k) = û(k + MHu−2|k) + ∆û(k + MHu−1|k) =

= u(k − 1) + ∆û(k + M1|k) + . . . + ∆û(k + MHu−1|k)

û(k + MHu
|k) = · · · = û(k + Hp − 1|k) = û(k + MHu−1|k) + ∆û(k + MHu

|k) =

= u(k − 1) + ∆û(k + M1|k) + . . . + ∆û(k + MHu |k)

A compact expression for MVs predictions over Hp is:⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
û(k|k)

û(k + 1|k)
...

û(k + Hp − 1|k)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ = spanu−Hp
·u(k−1)+mappingHu−Hp

·∆U(k) ∈ R(lu·Hp)×1

(3.13)
where

spanu−Hp =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Ilu × lu

Ilu × lu

...
Ilu × lu

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ∈ R(lu·Hp)×lu (3.14)
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3.1 MPC block

∆U(k) =

⎡⎢⎢⎣
∆û(k + M1|k)

...
∆û(k + MHu

|k)

⎤⎥⎥⎦ =

⎡⎢⎢⎣
∆û(k|k)

...
∆û(k + MHu

|k)

⎤⎥⎥⎦ ∈ R(lu·Hu)×1 (3.15)

In (3.13), mappingHu−Hp
∈ R(lu·Hp)×(lu·Hu) is a suitable matrix that de-

scribes the prediction instants related to the possibly nonzero MVs future
moves. Practically, the definition of a control horizon and of the related
MVs movement instants corresponds to the enforcement of implicit constraints
(∆û(k + s|k) = 0lu×1, (s ̸=Mi)) within the controller formulation.
Exploiting (3.11), the CVs predictions over Hp are:

Y(k) = WCy
X (k) + Y0 (3.16)

where

Y(k) =

⎡⎢⎢⎣
ŷ(k + 1|k)

...
ŷ(k + Hp|k)

⎤⎥⎥⎦ ∈ R(my·Hp)×1 (3.17)

WCy
=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Cy 0my×n · · · 0my×n

0my×n Cy · · · 0my×n

...
...

. . .
...

0my×n 0my×n · · · Cy

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ∈ R(my·Hp)×(n·Hp) (3.18)

X (k) =

⎡⎢⎢⎣
x̂(k + 1|k)

...
x̂(k + Hp|k)

⎤⎥⎥⎦ ∈ R(n·Hp)×1 (3.19)

Y0 = (1Hp×1) ⊗ (y0 + m̂(k|k)) ∈ R(my·Hp)×1 (3.20)

In (3.20), 1a×b indicates a (a × b) matrix composed by elements all equal to 1
and ⊗ indicates the Kronecker product between matrices.
The term X (k) of (3.16) can be expressed as:

X (k) =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
x̂(k + 1|k)
x̂(k + 2|k)

...
x̂(k + Hp|k)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ = A1x̂(k|k) + A2Ustate(k) + A3dpast(k) (3.21)
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where

A1 =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
A

A2

...
AHp

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ∈ R(n·Hp)×n (3.22)

A2 =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Bu 0n×(lu·ndu) · · · 0n×(lu·ndu)

ABu Bu · · · 0n×(lu·ndu)
...

...
. . .

...
AHp−1Bu AHp−2Bu · · · Bu

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ∈ R(n·Hp)×(ndu·lu·Hp)

(3.23)

A3 =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Bd 0n×(ld·ndd) · · · 0n×(ld·ndd)

ABd Bd · · · 0n×(ld·ndd)
...

...
. . .

...
AHp−1Bd AHp−2Bd · · · Bd

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ∈ R(n·Hp)×(ndd·ld·Hp) (3.24)

Ustate(k) =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
ûtot(k|k)

ûtot(k + 1|k)
...

ûtot(k + Hp − 1|k)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ∈ R(ndu·lu·Hp)×1 (3.25)

dpast(k) =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
d̂tot(k|k)

d̂tot(k + 1|k)
...

d̂tot(k + Hp − 1|k)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ∈ R(ndd·ld·Hp)×1 (3.26)
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3.1 MPC block

dpast(k) =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
d̂(k − β1) − d0

d̂(k − β2) − d0
...

d̂(k − βndd ) − d0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣

d̂(k − β1 + 1) − d0

d̂(k − β2 + 1) − d0
...

d̂(k − βndd + 1) − d0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
...⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣

d̂(k − β1 + Hp − 1) − d0

d̂(k − β2 + Hp − 1) − d0
...

d̂(k − βndd + Hp − 1) − d0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(3.27)

The term dpast(k) in (3.26) contains past and future DVs values. Considering
(3.9), dpast(k) can be expressed as in (3.27). In (3.27), in the generic component
d̂(k −βj + i) (j =1. . . ndd, i=0. . . Hp −1) the past DVs values are introduced if
−βj + i< −1, d(k −1) otherwise. At each control instant k, dpast(k) represents
a known term.
The term Ustate(k) must be explicited with respect to the past MVs values
and to the possibly nonzero MVs future moves ∆û(k + Mi|k) (i = 1. . . Hu).
Considering (3.8), Ustate(k) can be expressed as:

Ustate(k) =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
û(k − α1) − u0

û(k − α2) − u0
...

û(k − αndu ) − u0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣

û(k − α1 + 1) − u0

û(k − α2 + 1) − u0
...

û(k − αndu + 1) − u0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
...⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣

û(k − α1 + Hp − 1) − u0

û(k − α2 + Hp − 1) − u0
...

û(k − αndu + Hp − 1) − u0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(3.28)

A upast(k) ∈ R(ndu·lu·Hp)×1 vector can be obtained from (3.28): in the generic
component related to the (k − αj + i)th prediction instant (j = 1. . . ndu, i =
0. . . Hp − 1) the past MVs values are introduced if −αj + i < −1, u(k − 1)
otherwise. At each control instant k, upast(k) represents a known term. Based
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on upast(k) and taking into account (3.15), Ustate(k) expression is:

Ustate(k) = upast(k) + mapping∆u−u∆U(k) (3.29)

where mapping∆u−u ∈ R(ndu·lu·Hp)×(lu·Hu) is a submatrix of mappingHu−Hp

of (3.13).
Taking into account (3.21), (3.27), and (3.29), (3.16) becomes:

Y(k) = WCy
X (k) + Y0 = WCy

A1x̂(k|k) + WCy
A2Ustate(k)+ (3.30)

+ WCy A3dpast(k) + Y0 = WCy A1x̂(k|k) + WCy A2upast(k)+
+ WCy A2mapping∆u−u∆U(k) + WCy A3dpast(k) + Y0 =
= Ψx̂(k|k) + Υupast(k) + Ξdpast(k) + Θ∆U(k) + Y0

where
Ψ = WCy A1 ∈ R(my·Hp)×n (3.31)

Υ = WCy A2 ∈ R(my·Hp)×(ndu·lu·Hp) (3.32)

Ξ = WCy
A3 ∈ R(my·Hp)×(ndd·ld·Hp) (3.33)

Θ = WCy
A2mapping∆u−u ∈ R(my·Hp)×(lu·Hu) (3.34)

At each control instant k, based on the known terms of (3.30), a more compact
expression for CVs predictions over Hp is:

Y(k) = Ψx̂(k|k) + Υupast(k) + Ξdpast(k) + Θ∆U(k) + Y0 = (3.35)
= Y(k)|∆U(k)=0 + Θ∆U(k) (3.36)

where

Y(k)|∆U(k)=0 = Ψx̂(k|k) + Υupast(k) + Ξdpast(k) + Y0 ∈ R(my·Hp)×1 (3.37)

Y(k)|∆U(k)=0 represents the CVs free response over Hp, namely the response
that would be obtained if the MVs future values remain at the last value u(k−1)
[8]. CVs free response over Hp contains all available information up to k instant,
included the DVs effect. In the proposed architecture shown in Fig. 3.1, the
CVs free response is computed by Predictions Calculator module.
From (3.37), denoting with ŷ(k + i|k)|∆U(k)=0 the CVs free response at the ith
prediction instant (i = 1. . . Hp), the expression of CVs prediction at the ith
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3.1 MPC block

prediction instant is:

ŷ(k + i|k) = ŷ(k + i|k)|∆U(k)=0 + ∆ŷ(k + i|k) (3.38)

∆ŷ(k + i|k) = Θ(((i−1)·my+1:i·my),:)∆U(k)

where Θ((r:s),:) ∈ Rmy×(lu·Hu) is composed by the my Θ rows from the rth to
the sth.
With regard to the Hp choice, a crucial assumption is made: Hp is set long
enough (finite value) to capture the steady-state effects of all future MVs moves.
It is computed taking into account all time constants and time delays related
to CVs-MVs and CVs-DVs continuous time transfer functions, evaluating them
with respect to the adopted sampling time Ts. The adopted Hp definition rep-
resents the first consistency relationship between the TOCS and DO modules
formulations of the MPC scheme proposed in the research activity reported in
this dissertation.
Considering the steady-state assumption on the choice of the prediction horizon
Hp, the following relationship holds:

Gyu ≃ Θ(((Hp−1)·my+1:Hp·my),((i−1)·lu+1:i·lu)) i = 1 . . . Hu (3.39)

where Gyu is the steady-state gain matrix on the CVs-MVs channels and
Θ((r:s),(p:q)) ∈ Rmy×(lu·Hu) is composed by the Θ rows from the rth to the
sth and by the Θ columns from the pth to the qth.
Θ matrix contains also crucial information about the CVs-MVs time delays.
Considering the Dyu ∈ Nmy×lu matrix of the CVs-MVs time delays, for the
generic jth CV a parameter Hwj

is defined. Hwj
indicates the first predic-

tion instant on which the first MVs future move (contained in ∆û(k|k) vector)
related to at least one MV tied to the jth CV (j =1. . . my), will be active:

Hwj
= min(Dyu(j,maskj )) + 1 (3.40)

where maskj is a vector that indicates the Dyu columns related to the MVs
that are tied to the jth CV. Dyu(j,maskj ) is composed by the jth Dyu row and
by the Dyu columns defined by maskj . min indicates the minimum operation
on vectors. The Hwj parameter can also be determined from Θ matrix: con-
sidering the Hp Θ rows related to the jth CV and taking into account only the
lu Θ columns related to ∆û(k|k) (i.e. the first lu Θ columns), Hwj

is equal to
the index of the first row where there is at least a nonzero entry. In the general
case, where no additional assumptions or modifications are made, for each jth
CV, its Hwj

parameter is a fixed parameter.
Based on the previous considerations and on the information provided by the
other modules/blocks of the general APC architecture (Fig. 3.1), at each con-
trol instant k, the lower layer of the proposed MPC scheme, constituted by a
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Dynamic Optimizer (DO) module, computes the MVs future moves ∆û(k +
Mi|k) (i = 1. . . Hu) (M1 = 0). DO module formulation has been based on a
Quadratic Programming (QP) problem. The following quadratic cost function
has to be minimized, subject to linear constraints:

min
∆U(k),εyDO(k)

VDO(k) = min
∆U(k),εyDO(k)

(
my∑
j=1

Hp∑
i=Hwj

(Q(j,j)(i) · (ŷj(k + i|k) − rj(k + i|k))2)+

+
Hu∑
i=1

∥∆û(k + Mi|k)∥2
R(i) +

Hu∑
i=1

∥û(k + Mi|k) − ur(k + Mi|k)∥2
S(i) + ∥εyDO(k)∥2

ρyDO
)

(3.41)

subject to

lbduDO(i) ≤ ∆û(k + Mi|k) ≤ ubduDO(i), i = 1 . . . Hu

lbuDO(i) ≤ û(k + Mi|k) ≤ ubuDO(i), i = 1 . . . Hu (3.42)
lbyDOj

(i) − γlbyDOj
(i) · εyDO(k) ≤ ŷj(k + i|k) ≤ ubyDOj

(i) + γubyDOj
(i) · εyDO(k),

j = 1 . . . my, i = Hwj
. . . Hp

εyDO(k) ≥ 0nεyDO×1

where ||·|| is the Euclidean norm. ur(k + Mi|k) and r(k + i|k) represent the
MVs and CVs reference trajectories value at the ith prediction instant, respec-
tively; the related tracking errors are weighted by positive semi-definite diag-
onal matrices S(i) ∈ Rlu×lu and Q(i) ∈ Rmy×my . Q(i) matrices are obtained
through diagonal composition of Q(j,j)(i) (j = 1. . . my) nonnegative scalars.
MVs and CVs reference trajectories are obtained through a suitable processing
(see Section 3.3) of the MVs and CVs reachable steady-state targets computed
by TOCS module (see Subsection 3.1.2) and can change at different control
instants (Fig. 3.1, u-y Target). R(i) ∈ Rlu×lu are positive definite diagonal
matrices that weight the magnitude of MVs future moves.
In (3.42), the magnitude of MVs future moves is constrained by lbduDO(i) (lower
constraint) and ubduDO(i) (upper constraint) and the magnitude of MVs fu-
ture values is constrained by lbuDO(i) (lower constraint) and ubuDO(i) (upper
constraint). In the proposed formulation, lbduDO(i) terms are characterized
by nonpositive values while ubduDO(i) are characterized by nonnegative val-
ues. MVs constraints are considered as hard constraints: they can never be
violated and their feasibility has been suitably imposed (see Section 3.3). All
MVs terms in (3.41)-(3.42) have been considered, without loss of generality,
only on the Hu prediction instants related to the possibly nonzero MVs future
moves, represented by Mi. In general, MVs constraints are considered always
present and can change at different control instants. At each control instant k,
SCADA system provides MVs moves and MVs magnitudes constraints over the
control horizon Hu (Fig. 3.1, u Constraints). These constraints, that are possi-
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3.1 MPC block

bly preprocessed by DO module (e.g. introducing a ramp change for feasibility
achievement, see Section 3.3) in the same way they are possibly preprocessed
by TOCS module (see Subsection 3.1.2), are lbduDO(i), ubduDO(i), lbuDO(i),
and ubuDO(i).
In (3.42), the magnitude of the jth CV future value at the ith prediction instant
is constrained by lbyDOj

(i) (lower constraint) and ubyDOj
(i) (upper constraint).

Given the above definition of the related Hwj parameter (see (3.40)), each jth
CV can be controlled (with reference trajectories and/or with constraints) only
from the Hwj

th prediction instant. All DO CVs constraints, if present, can
change at different control instants and they are forwarded by TOCS module
(Fig. 3.1, y Constraints) as it will be explained in Subsection 3.1.2. In or-
der to prevent infeasibility situations, CVs constraints can be assumed as soft
constraints. In fact, in the running of an industrial plant, there may be cases
where changes on the operating conditions and/or constraints modifications
performed by plant operators could be such that no solution within the given
set of operating constraints exists. Consequently, the controller could not find
an output solution and no control action on the system would be performed. In
the conduction of a real plant, this situation is not advisable so that, in order
to find a solution of the control problem, the violation of some CVs constraints
is admitted. In this way, a feasible solution is found that possibly relaxes
one or more of the original set CVs constraints. Their softening is admitted
in critical situations through the introduction of additional decision variables,
represented by a nonnegative slack variables vector εyDO(k) ∈ R+nεyDO×1

0 .
In general, the minimum slack variables number is 1 (all CVs constraints re-
laxations are grouped), while the maximum one is 2

∑my

j=1(Hp − Hwj + 1).
When nεyDO = 2

∑my

j=1(Hp − Hwj
+ 1), each CVs soft constraint is equipped

with an own slack variable. The slack variables vector has been introduced
in the constraints (3.42) related to the generic jth CV at the ith prediction
instant through nonnegative weights, contained in γlbyDOj

(i) ∈ R+1×nεyDO

0 and
γubyDOj

(i) ∈ R+1×nεyDO

0 . γlbyDOj
(i) and γubyDOj

(i) are vectors that could be
characterized by at most an only nonzero positive element (on the correspon-
dent position of the related slack variable in εyDO(k)). The slack variables
vector has been introduced in the quadratic cost function (3.41) through a
positive definite diagonal matrix ρyDO ∈ RnεyDO×nεyDO . A joint setting of
γlbyDOj

(i), γubyDOj
(i), and ρyDO terms allows to suitably rank the importance

of constraints relaxations, giving a priority order on CVs constraints.
Hp (clearly Hp is the same with respect to the parameter that is forwarded to
TOCS and Predictions Calculator modules), Hu, Mi (i = 1 . . . Hu), S(i), Q(i),
R(i), γlbyDOj

(i), γubyDOj
(i), ρyDO, nεyDO, and the grouping policies of CVs

constraints relaxations are among DO Tuning Parameters of Fig. 3.1. They
can be changed at different control instants.
At each control instant k, DO module solves the QP problem (3.41)-(3.42),
computing ∆û(k + Mi|k) (i = 1. . . Hu) and εyDO(k). Among computed MVs
future values (3.13), only the first value u(k) = û(k|k) = u(k − 1) + ∆û(k|k) is
applied to the plant.
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Chapter 3 Developed APC framework

The problem (3.41)-(3.42) has been suitably parametrized as a function of the
adopted decision variables vector, composed by ∆û(k +Mi|k) (i=1. . . Hu) and
εyDO(k).
The vector representing the MVs future values at the predictions instants
related to the possibly nonzero MVs future moves, denoted by UHu

(k) ∈
R(lu·Hu)×1, can be expressed as:

UHu (k) =

⎡⎢⎣ û(k + M1|k)
...

û(k + MHu |k)

⎤⎥⎦ =

⎡⎢⎣ û(k|k)
...

û(k + MHu |k)

⎤⎥⎦ = spanu−Hu ·u(k−1)+mappingHu−Hu ·∆U(k)

(3.43)

spanu−Hu
=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Ilu × lu

Ilu × lu

...
Ilu × lu

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ∈ R(lu·Hu)×lu (3.44)

where mappingHu−Hu
∈ R(lu·Hu)×(lu·Hu) is a submatrix of mappingHu−Hp

of
(3.13).
For the expression of the problem (3.41)-(3.42) as a function of the selected
decision variables, it is assumed Hwj

= 1 (j = 1. . . my). Then, the adopted
weights zeroing and constraints cut off policies will be described.
The cost function (3.41) can be formulated as:

VDO(k) = ∥Y(k)−T (k)∥2
Q +∥∆U(k)∥2

R +∥UHu
(k)−Ur(k)∥2

S +∥εyDO(k)∥2
ρyDO

(3.45)
where Y(k), UHu

(k), and ∆U(k) are in (3.35), (3.43), (3.15) and

T (k) =

⎡⎢⎢⎣
r(k + 1|k)

...
r(k + Hp|k)

⎤⎥⎥⎦ ∈ R(my·Hp)×1 (3.46)

Ur(k) =

⎡⎢⎢⎣
ur(k + M1|k)

...
ur(k + MHu

|k)

⎤⎥⎥⎦ =

⎡⎢⎢⎣
ur(k|k)

...
ur(k + MHu

|k)

⎤⎥⎥⎦ ∈ R(lu·Hu)×1 (3.47)

Q =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Q(1) 0my × my

· · · 0my × my

0my × my Q(2) · · · 0my × my

...
...

. . .
...

0my × my 0my × my · · · Q(Hp)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ∈ R(my·Hp)×(my·Hp) (3.48)
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R =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
R(1) 0lu × lu · · · 0lu × lu

0lu × lu
R(2) · · · 0lu × lu

...
...

. . .
...

0lu × lu
0lu × lu

· · · R(Hu)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ∈ R(lu·Hu)×(lu·Hu) (3.49)

S =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
S(1) 0lu × lu

· · · 0lu × lu

0lu × lu S(2) · · · 0lu × lu

...
...

. . .
...

0lu × lu 0lu × lu · · · S(Hu)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ∈ R(lu·Hu)×(lu·Hu) (3.50)

Taking into account (3.46) and (3.37), the following term is defined [8]:

Ey(k) = T (k) − Y(k)|∆U(k)=0 ∈ R(my·Hp)×1 (3.51)

Ey(k) represents the future CVs tracking error if no MVs future moves are
assumed. By analogy, taking into account (3.47), (3.44), the following term
has been introduced in the proposed formulation:

Eu(k) = Ur(k) − spanu−Hu · u(k − 1) ∈ R(lu·Hu)×1 (3.52)

Eu(k) represents the future MVs tracking error if no MVs future moves are
assumed.
Exploiting (3.51) and (3.52), the expression (3.45) becomes:

VDO(k) = ∥Y(k) − T (k)∥2
Q + ∥∆U(k)∥2

R + ∥UHu (k) − Ur(k)∥2
S + ∥εyDO(k)∥2

ρyDO
=

= ∥Θ · ∆U(k) − Ey(k)∥2
Q + ∥∆U(k)∥2

R + ∥mappingHu−Hu · ∆U(k) − Eu(k)∥2
S+

+ ∥εyDO(k)∥2
ρyDO

= (∆UT (k) · ΘT − ET
y (k)) · Q · (Θ · ∆U(k) − Ey(k)) + ∆UT (k) · R · ∆U(k)+

+ (∆UT (k) · mappingT
Hu−Hu

− ET
u (k)) · S · (mappingHu−Hu · ∆U(k) − Eu(k))+

+ εyDO(k)T · ρyDO · εyDO(k) = · · · =

= ∆UT (k) · (ΘT · Q · Θ + R + mappingT
Hu−Hu

· S · mappingHu−Hu ) · ∆U(k)+

+ (−2 · ΘT · Q · Ey(k) − 2 · mappingT
Hu−Hu

· S · Eu(k))T · ∆U(k)+

+ εyDO(k)T · ρyDO · εyDO(k) + const(k) (3.53)

where const(k) represents a scalar that is known at each control instant k; it
does not depend on the selected decision variables. const(k) is given by:

const(k) = ET
y (k) · Q · Ey(k) + ET

u (k) · S · Eu(k) (3.54)
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The DO cost function (3.53) can be recast as the following QP standard cost
function with respect to the selected decision variables [8]:

min
θ

1
2 · θT · H · θ + fT · θ (3.55)

where

θ =
[

∆U(k)
ε(k)

]
(3.56)

H = 2 ·

[
H1 0(lu·Hu)×nεyDO

0nεyDO×(lu·Hu) ρyDO

]
(3.57)

f =
[

f1

0nεyDO×1

]
(3.58)

where

H1 = ΘT · Q · Θ + R + mappingT
Hu−Hu

· S · mappingHu−Hu ∈ R(lu·Hu)×(lu·Hu)

f1 = −2 · ΘT · Q · Ey(k) − 2 · mappingT
Hu−Hu

· S · Eu(k) ∈ R(lu·Hu)×1

(3.59)

In order to obtain a general constrained standard QP form, also DO constraints
(3.42), here reported,

lbduDO(i) ≤ ∆û(k + Mi|k) ≤ ubduDO(i), i = 1 . . . Hu

lbuDO(i) ≤ û(k + Mi|k) ≤ ubuDO(i), i = 1 . . . Hu

lbyDOj
(i) − γlbyDOj

(i) · εyDO(k) ≤ ŷj(k + i|k) ≤ ubyDOj
(i) + γubyDOj

(i) · εyDO(k),

j = 1 . . . my, i = Hwj
. . . Hp

εyDO(k) ≥ 0nεyDO×1

are expressed as a function of the selected decision variables [8]. Remember
the general assumption Hwj

= 1 (j =1. . . my).
The constraints related to ∆û(k + Mi|k) variables can be expressed as

L · [∆û(k + M1|k), . . . , ∆û(k + MHu |k)), εyDO(k), 1]T ≤ 0(2·lu·Hu)×1 (3.60)
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where

L =
[

−I(lu·Hu)×(lu·Hu) 0(lu·Hu)×nεyDO
lbduDO

I(lu·Hu)×(lu·Hu) 0(lu·Hu)×nεyDO
−ubduDO

]
∈ R(2·lu·Hu)×(lu·Hu+nεyDO+1)

lbduDO =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
lbduDO(1)
lbduDO(2)

...
lbduDO(Hu)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ∈ R(lu·Hu)×1 ubduDO =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
ubduDO(1)
ubduDO(2)

...
ubduDO(Hu)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ∈ R(lu·Hu)×1

(3.61)

The following relationship holds:

L ·

⎡⎢⎣ ∆U(k)
εyDO(k)

1

⎤⎥⎦ ≤ 0(2·lu·Hu)×1 (3.62)

L can be expressed as L = [L1 L2 l1], where L1 ∈ R(2·lu·Hu)×(lu·Hu), L2 ∈
R(2·lu·Hu)×nεyDO , and l1 ∈ R(2·lu·Hu)×1. L1 and L2 can be merged in a Wu =
[L1 L2] ∈ R(2·lu·Hu)×(lu·Hu+nεyDO). Furthermore we pose wu =−l1 ∈ R(2·lu·Hu)×1.
Thus

L ·

[
θ

1

]
=
[
Wu −wu

]
·

[
θ

1

]
= Wu · θ − wu ≤ 0(2·lu·Hu)×1 (3.63)

So the constraints related to ∆û(k + Mi|k) variables can be expressed as

Wu · θ≤wu (3.64)

The constraints related to û(k + Mi|k) variables can be expressed as

M · [û(k + M1|k), . . . , û(k + MHu
|k)), εyDO(k), 1]T ≤ 0(2·lu·Hu)×1 (3.65)

where

M =
[

−I(lu·Hu)×(lu·Hu) 0(lu·Hu)×nεyDO
lbuDO

I(lu·Hu)×(lu·Hu) 0(lu·Hu)×nεyDO
−ubuDO

]
∈ R(2·lu·Hu)×(lu·Hu+nεyDO+1)

lbuDO =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
lbuDO(1)
lbuDO(2)

...
lbuDO(Hu)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ∈ R(lu·Hu)×1 ubuDO =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
ubuDO(1)
ubuDO(2)

...
ubuDO(Hu)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ∈ R(lu·Hu)×1

(3.66)
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The following relationship holds:

M ·

⎡⎢⎣ UHu
(k)

εyDO(k)
1

⎤⎥⎦ = M ·

⎡⎢⎣spanu−Hu
· u(k − 1) + mappingHu−Hu

· ∆U(k)
εyDO(k)

1

⎤⎥⎦ ≤ 0(2·lu·Hu)×1

(3.67)
where UHu

(k), spanu−Hu
, and mappingHu−Hu

are given by (3.43), (3.44). M

can be expressed as M = [M1 M2 m1], where M1 ∈ R(2·lu·Hu)×(lu·Hu), M2 ∈
R(2·lu·Hu)×nεyDO , and m1 ∈ R(2·lu·Hu)×1. Therefore

M1·spanu−Hu
·u(k−1)+M1·mappingHu−Hu

·∆U(k)+M2·εyDO(k)+m1 ≤ 0(2·lu·Hu)×1

M1 · mappingHu−Hu
· ∆U(k) + M2 · εyDO(k) ≤ −M1 · spanu−Hu

· u(k − 1) − m1

Finally
Pu · θ≤pu (3.68)

where

Pu =
[
M1 · mappingHu−Hu

M2

]
∈ R(2·lu·Hu)×(lu·Hu+nεyDO) (3.69)

pu = −M1 · spanu−Hu
· u(k − 1) − m1 ∈ R(2·lu·Hu)×1 (3.70)

The constraints related to ŷ(k + i|k) variables can be expressed as

N · [ŷ(k + 1|k), . . . , ŷ(k + Hp|k)), εyDO(k), 1]T ≤ 0(2·my·Hp)×1 (3.71)
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where

N =
[

−I(my·Hp)×(my·Hp) −γlbyDO lbyDO

I(my·Hp)×(my·Hp) −γubyDO −ubyDO

]
∈ R(2·my·Hp)×(lu·Hu+nεyDO+1)

γlbyDO =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

γlbyDO1(1)
γlbyDO2(1)

...
γlbyDOmy

(1)
γlbyDO1(2)
γlbyDO2(2)

...
γlbyDOmy

(2)
...
...

γlbyDO1(Hp)
γlbyDO2(Hp)

...
γlbyDOmy

(Hp)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

γubyDO =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

γubyDO1(1)
γubyDO2(1)

...
γubyDOmy

(1)
γubyDO1(2)
γubyDO2(2)

...
γubyDOmy

(2)
...
...

γubyDO1(Hp)
γubyDO2(Hp)

...
γubyDOmy

(Hp)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

∈ R(my·Hp)×nεyDO

(3.72)

lbyDO =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

lbyDO1(1)
lbyDO2(1)

...
lbyDOmy

(1)
lbyDO1(2)
lbyDO2(2)

...
lbyDOmy

(2)
...
...

lbyDO1(Hp)
lbyDO2(Hp)

...
lbyDOmy

(Hp)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

∈ R(my·Hp)×1 ubyDO =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

ubyDO1(1)
ubyDO2(1)

...
ubyDOmy

(1)
ubyDO1(2)
ubyDO2(2)

...
ubyDOmy

(2)
...
...

ubyDO1(Hp)
ubyDO2(Hp)

...
ubyDOmy

(Hp)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

∈ R(my·Hp)×1

(3.73)
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The following relationship holds:

N ·

⎡⎢⎣ Y(k)
εyDO(k)

1

⎤⎥⎦ = N ·

⎡⎢⎣Y(k)|∆U(k)=0 + Θ∆U(k)
εyDO(k)

1

⎤⎥⎦ ≤ 0(2·my·Hp)×1 (3.74)

where Y(k), Y(k)|∆U(k)=0, and Θ are given by (3.35), (3.37), (3.34). N can
be expressed as N = [N1 N2 n1], where N1 ∈ R(2·my·Hp)×(my·Hp), N2 ∈
R(2·my·Hp)×nεyDO , and n1 ∈ R(2·my·Hp)×1. Therefore

N1 Y(k)|∆U(k)=0 + N1Θ∆U(k) + N2εyDO(k) + n1 ≤ 0(2·my·Hp)×1

N1Θ∆U(k) + N2εyDO(k) ≤ −N1 Y(k)|∆U(k)=0 − n1

Finally
Py · θ≤py (3.75)

where

Py =
[
N1Θ N2

]
∈ R(2·my·Hp)×(lu·Hu+nεyDO) (3.76)

py = −N1 Z(k)|∆U(k)=0 − n1 ∈ R(2·my·Hp)×1 (3.77)

The constraints related to εyDO(k) vector can be expressed as

−εyDO(k) ≤ 0nεyDO×1 (3.78)

The following relationship holds:

O ·

⎡⎢⎣ ∆U(k)
εyDO(k)

1

⎤⎥⎦ ≤ 0nεyDO×1 (3.79)

where

O =
[
0nεyDO×(lu·Hu) −InεyDO×nεyDO

0nεyDO×1

]
∈ RnεyDO×(lu·Hu+nεyDO+1)

(3.80)
O can be expressed as O = [O1 O2 o1], where O1 ∈ RnεyDO×(lu·Hu), O2 ∈
RnεyDO×nεyDO , and o1 ∈ RnεyDO×1. Finally

Pεθ ≤ pε (3.81)
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3.1 MPC block

where

Pε =
[
O1 O2

]
∈ RnεyDO×(lu·Hu+nεyDO) (3.82)

pε = −o1 ∈ RnεyDO×1 (3.83)

Given the expressions (3.64), (3.68), (3.75), and (3.81), the general expression
of DO constraints is:

Wuθ≤wu

Puθ≤pu

Pyθ≤py

Pεθ ≤ pε

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭ ⇒ Ωθ ≤ ω (3.84)

where

Ω =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
Wu

Pu

Py

Pε

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ ∈ R(4·lu·Hu+2·my·Hp+nεyDO)×(lu·Hu+nεyDO)

ω =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
wu

pu

py

pε

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ ∈ R(4·lu·Hu+2·my·Hp+nεyDO)×1

(3.85)

Exploiting (3.55) and (3.84), the DO QP problem is solved using standard
techniques, i.e. active-set or interior point algorithms [8].
In order to give the general DO QP formulation, the Hwj = 1 (j = 1. . . my)
assumption has been made. Really, for the generic jth CV, taking into account
its Hwj

parameter that represents the first controllable prediction instant, all
jth CV constraints related to the prediction instants i < Hwj (i ≥ 1) are cut
off by DO module. Similarly, all Q(j,j)(i) related to the prediction instants
i < Hwj (i ≥ 1) are zeroed by DO module. Note that, in DO cost function
(3.41), even if Q(j,j)(i) related to the prediction instants i < Hwj

(i ≥ 1) are
not zeroed, the QP problem decision variables optimal values do not change.
Furthermore, within DO Tuning Parameters of Fig. 3.1, in order to perform
the desired CVs control methodology (with reference trajectories and/or with
constraints), suitable weights zeroing and constraints cut off terms have been
included.
Further weights zeroing and constraints cut off policies will be detailed in Sec-
tion 3.2.

3.1.2 TOCS module

In the DO problem formulation described in the previous subsection, two terms,
r(k + i|k) and ur(k + Mi|k), representing the CVs and MVs reference trajecto-
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ries, have been introduced (see (3.41)). In an industrial context, these terms are
crucial parameters that strongly affect the plant performances; a proper setting
of these terms can guarantee the reaching of a profitable economic/chemical
operating point for the process. These reference signals may be manually set
by operators based on their experience and skills. In order to overcome the lim-
itations of plant operators’ mental models, an optimization approach for the
computation of the end terms of r(k + i|k) and ur(k + Mi|k), i.e. r(k + Hp|k)
and ur(k + MHu

|k), has been introduced. A two-layer MPC scheme has been
adopted. As previously stated, the steady-state condition is supposed to be
approached at the end of the prediction horizon Hp. The upper layer performs
an online steady-state targets optimization, while the lower layer (i.e. DO
module) performs an online quadratic, linear constrained, dynamic optimiza-
tion as described in Subsection 3.1.1. At the upper layer of the proposed MPC
scheme, a module has been developed, that provides correct and coherent DO
module steady-state targets (r(k + Hp|k) and ur(k + MHu |k)). As additional
design feature, this module, named Targets Optimizing and Constraints Soft-
ening (TOCS), computes correct and coherent steady-state constraints to be
forwarded to the DO module.
As stated in Subsection 3.1.1, the steady-state assumption of the Hp definition
represents the first consistency relationship between the TOCS and DO mod-
ules. In addition, the TOCS and DO modules (together with the overall APC
scheme) run with the same sampling time and exploit the same basic linear
process model (see (3.39)). So, to improve the consistency features between
DO optimization problem and TOCS one, the proposed TOCS mathematical
formulation considers CVs free response and u(k − 1) as starting points. In
particular, because of the assumed relationship between the steady-state con-
dition and the prediction horizon Hp, TOCS module has been based on the
following expressions:

ŷT OCS(k) = ŷ(k + Hp|k)|∆U(k)=0 + ∆ŷT OCS(k) (3.86)

∆ŷT OCS(k) = Gyu∆ûT OCS(k) (3.87)

ûT OCS(k) = u(k − 1) + ∆ûT OCS(k) (3.88)

∆ŷT OCS(k) and ∆ûT OCS(k) represent the CVs and MVs steady-state change.
ŷ(k + Hp|k)|∆U(k)=0 is the CVs free response at the end of the prediction hori-
zon Hp and ŷT OCS(k) and ûT OCS(k) are the CVs and MVs steady-state targets
(values), respectively. Exploiting the CVs free response, DVs influence on the
future process behavior is taken into account and an anticipative action can be
obtained (see (3.35)). Based on (3.86), (3.88) and considering DO steady-state
constraints, the following inequality constraints of TOCS optimization problem
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can be derived:

lbduT OCS ≤ ∆ûT OCS(k) ≤ ubduT OCS

lbuT OCS ≤ ûT OCS(k) ≤ ubuT OCS (3.89)

lbyT OCS − γlbyT OCS · εlbyT OCS(k) ≤ ŷT OCS(k) ≤ ubyT OCS + γubyT OCS · εubyT OCS(k)

εlbyT OCS(k) ≥ 0my×1

εubyT OCS(k) ≥ 0my×1

In (3.89), the magnitude of MVs steady-state move is constrained by lbduT OCS

(lower constraint) and ubduT OCS (upper constraint) and the magnitude of MVs
steady-state value is constrained by lbuT OCS(lower constraint) and ubuT OCS

(upper constraint). In the proposed formulation, coherently with DO one,
lbduT OCS terms are characterized by nonpositive values while ubduT OCS are
characterized by nonnegative values. Coherently with DO formulation, TOCS
MVs constraints are considered as hard constraints: they can never be violated
and their feasibility has been suitably imposed (see Section 3.3). In general,
MVs constraints are considered always present and can change at different con-
trol instants.
In (3.89), the magnitude of CVs steady-state value is constrained by lbyT OCS

(lower constraint) and ubyT OCS (upper constraint). In the proposed TOCS
module formulation, CVs constraints are always present. All TOCS CVs con-
straints can change at different control instants. In order to prevent infeasibil-
ity situations, accordingly with DO formulation, TOCS CVs constraints can
be assumed as soft constraints. Their softening is admitted in critical situa-
tions through the introduction of nonnegative slack variables, εlbyT OCS(k) and
εubyT OCS(k) ∈ R+my×1

0 . Differently from DO CVs constraints formulation (see
(3.42)), TOCS CVs constraints relaxations are always structurally independent:
each CV is equipped with two slack variables, also making always structurally
independent the TOCS relaxation of its lower and upper constraints. The slack
variables vectors have been introduced in the CVs constraints (3.89) through
nonnegative weights, contained in γlbyT OCS , γubyT OCS ∈ R+my×my

0 . γlbyT OCS

and γubyT OCS are matrices that are characterized by at most a single nonzero
positive element for each row (on the correspondent position of the related slack
variable in εlbyT OCS(k) and εubyT OCS(k)).
At each control instant k, SCADA system provides MVs move and MVs magni-
tude constraints over the control horizon Hu (Fig. 3.1, u-y Constraints). These
constraints, that are possibly preprocessed by TOCS module (e.g. introducing
a ramp change for feasibility achievement, see Section 3.3) in the same way they
are possibly preprocessed by DO module, are lbduDO(i), ubduDO(i), lbuDO(i),
and ubuDO(i); they represent the DO MVs constraints in (3.42). In order to
guarantee a consistency between TOCS and DO MVs constraints, the following
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relationships have been introduced:

lbduT OCS =
Hu∑
i=1

lbduDO(i)

ubduT OCS =
Hu∑
i=1

ubduDO(i)

lbuT OCS = lbuDO(Hu) (3.90)
ubuT OCS = ubuDO(Hu)

At each control instant k, SCADA system provides CVs constraints over the
prediction horizon Hp (Fig. 3.1, u-y Constraints). These constraints, that are
possibly preprocessed by TOCS module (e.g. introducing a ramp change, see
Section 3.3), are indicated with lbyop(i) and ubyop(i) (i = 1. . . Hp). The last
TOCS-DO consistency relationship in (3.89) is represented by the following
equalities:

lbyT OCS = lbyop(Hp) (3.91)
ubyT OCS = ubyop(Hp)

where lbyop(Hp) and ubyop(Hp) represent the lower and upper constraints at the
end of the prediction horizon Hp provided by SCADA system. In particular,
they would represent the DO steady-state constraints if the TOCS module had
not been included in the MPC scheme.
In order to formulate the TOCS optimization problem, the following linear cost
function has been introduced:

VT OCS(k) = cT
u ·∆ûT OCS(k)+cT

y ·∆ŷT OCS(k)+ρT
lbyT OCS ·εlbyT OCS(k)+ρT

ubyT OCS ·εubyT OCS(k)
(3.92)

The Linear Programming (LP) problem that characterizes the TOCS module
is:

min
∆ûT OCS(k),εlbyT OCS(k),εubyT OCS(k)

VT OCS(k) =

= min
∆ûT OCS(k),εlbyT OCS(k),εubyT OCS(k)

(cT
u · ∆ûT OCS(k) + cT

y · ∆ŷT OCS(k)+

+ ρT
lbyT OCS · εlbyT OCS(k) + ρT

ubyT OCS · εubyT OCS(k)) (3.93)

subject to (3.89).
The introduced TOCS cost function allows to prioritize minimization and/or
maximization directions for MVs and CVs, through the cost vectors cu ∈ Rlu×1

and cy ∈ Rmy×1 that weight the MVs and CVs steady-state move. The slack
variables vectors εlbyT OCS(k) and εubyT OCS(k) have been weighted in the lin-
ear cost function (3.93) through positive vectors ρlbyT OCS and ρubyT OCS ∈
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3.1 MPC block

R+my×1. A joint setting of γlbyT OCS , γubyT OCS , ρlbyT OCS , and ρubyT OCS

terms allows to suitably rank the importance of constraints relaxations, giving
a priority order on CVs constraints.
Hp, Hu (clearly Hp and Hu are the same with respect to those that are for-
warded to DO and Predictions Calculator modules), cu, cy, γlbyT OCS , γubyT OCS ,
ρlbyT OCS , and ρubyT OCS are among TOCS Tuning Parameters of Fig. 3.1.
They can be changed at different control instants.
The constrained problem (3.93)-(3.89) has been suitably parametrized as a
function of the adopted decision variables vector, composed by ∆ûT OCS(k) ,
εlbyT OCS(k), and εubyT OCS(k).
The TOCS cost function can be recast as the following LP standard cost func-
tion with respect to the selected decision variables [8]:

min
θT OCS

VT OCS(k) = min
θT OCS

fT
T OCS · θT OCS (3.94)

where

θT OCS =

⎡⎢⎣∆ûT OCS(k)
εlbyT OCS(k)
εubyT OCS(k)

⎤⎥⎦ ∈ R(lu+2·my)×1 (3.95)

fT OCS =
[
cT

u + cT
y Gyu ρlbyT OCS ρubyT OCS

]T

∈ R(lu+2·my)×1 (3.96)

In order to obtain a general constrained standard LP form, also TOCS con-
straints (3.89), here reported,

lbduT OCS ≤ ∆ûT OCS(k) ≤ ubduT OCS

lbuT OCS ≤ ûT OCS(k) ≤ ubuT OCS

lbyT OCS − γlbyT OCS · εlbyT OCS(k) ≤ ŷT OCS(k) ≤ ubyT OCS + γubyT OCS · εubyT OCS(k)

εlbyT OCS(k) ≥ 0my×1

εubyT OCS(k) ≥ 0my×1

have been expressed as a function of the selected decision variables.
At this regard, for the proposed TOCS formulation, additional matrices have
been introduced, as detailed in the following.
The constraints related to ∆ûT OCS(k) variable can be expressed as

WuT OCS
θT OCS ≤ wuT OCS

(3.97)

where

WuT OCS
=
[

−Ilu×lu 0lu×(2·my)
Ilu×lu

0lu×(2·my)

]
∈ R(2·lu)×(lu+2·my) (3.98)
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wuT OCS
=
[

−lbduT OCS

ubduT OCS

]
∈ R(2·lu)×1 (3.99)

The constraints related to ûT OCS(k) variable can be expressed as

PuT OCS
θT OCS ≤ puT OCS

(3.100)

where

PuT OCS
=
[

−Ilu×lu
0lu×(2·my)

Ilu×lu
0lu×(2·my)

]
∈ R(2·lu)×(lu+2·my) (3.101)

puT OCS
=
[

u(k − 1) − lbduT OCS

−u(k − 1) + ubduT OCS

]
∈ R(2·lu)×1 (3.102)

The constraints related to ŷT OCS(k) variable can be expressed as

PyT OCS
· θT OCS ≤ pyT OCS

(3.103)

where

PyT OCS
=
[

−Gyu −diag(γlbyT OCS) 0my×my

Gyu 0my×my
−diag(γubyT OCS)

]
∈ R(2·my)×(lu+2·my)

(3.104)

pyT OCS
=
[

ŷ(k + Hp|k)|∆U(k)=0 − lbyT OCS

− ŷ(k + Hp|k)|∆U(k)=0 + ubyT OCS

]
∈ R(2·my)×1 (3.105)

where diag(a) ∈ Rp×p represents a diagonal matrix with the elements of
a ∈ Rp×1 on the main diagonal.
The constraints related to εlbyT OCS(k) and εubyT OCS(k) variables can be ex-
pressed as

PεT OCS
· θT OCS ≤ pεT OCS

(3.106)

where

PεT OCS
=
[

0my×lu −Imy×my 0my×my

0my×lu
0my×my

−Imy×my

]
∈ R(2·my)×(lu+2·my) (3.107)

pεT OCS
=
[

0my×1

0my×1

]
∈ R(2·my)×1 (3.108)
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Given the expressions (3.97), (3.100), (3.103), and (3.106), the general expres-
sion of TOCS constraints is:

WuT OCS
θT OCS ≤wuT OCS

PuT OCS
θT OCS ≤puT OCS

PyT OCS
θT OCS ≤pyT OCS

PεT OCS
θT OCS ≤ pεT OCS

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭ ⇒ ΩT OCSθT OCS ≤ ωT OCS (3.109)

where

ΩT OCS =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
WuT OCS

PuT OCS

PyT OCS

PεT OCS

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ ∈ R(4·lu+4·my)×(lu+2·my)

ωT OCS =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
wu

pu

py

pε

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ ∈ R(4·lu+4·my)×1

(3.110)

Exploiting (3.94) and (3.109), the TOCS LP problem is solved using standard
techniques, e.g. simplex or interior point algorithms [8].
Weights zeroing and constraints cut off policies in the TOCS LP problem will
be detailed in Section 3.2.
TOCS module, at each control instant k, solving its LP problem, optimally
computes ∆ûT OCS(k), εlbyT OCS(k), and εubyT OCS(k) vectors. Based on (3.86)
and (3.88), the CVs and MVs steady-state targets are obtained. They are
forwarded to DO (Fig. 3.1, u-y Target) and represent the end points of DO
CVs and MVs reference trajectories in (3.41):

r(k + Hp|k) = ŷT OCS(k) (3.111)
ur(k + MHu |k) = ûT OCS(k)

The relationships of (3.111) represent the first TOCS-DO cooperation policy.
Due to the steady-state optimization performed by TOCS module and due
to the imposed consistency constraints between TOCS and DO formulations,
the computed r(k + Hp|k) and ur(k + MHu

|k) steady-state values are reach-
able targets, i.e. DO module, through a suitable tuning and management of
its QP problem, can effectively lead the process to this operating point. If in
DO module formulation there are no CVs constraints, i.e. the CVs are con-
trolled through tracking of the computed reference trajectories (see Section
3.3), the defined first TOCS-DO cooperation policy represents the only expe-
dient needed to guarantee the reachability of the TOCS-computed steady-state
targets. On the other hand, if in DO module formulation some CVs constraints
are included, these constraints must be coherent with the TOCS-computed CVs
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steady-state targets and steady-state constraints. In fact, during the driving
of a process, in some abnormal situations, e.g. caused by improper operators’
maneuvers and settings or by process critical conditions, the CVs constraints
over the prediction horizon Hp (Fig. 3.1, u-y Constraints) provided by SCADA
system and possibly preprocessed by TOCS module (e.g. introducing a ramp
change, see Section 3.3) may result not coherent with the chemical, physical,
or safety principles of the plant to be controlled. Given these considerations, a
protection against these unexpected events must be introduced: ignoring this
potential problem can result in driving the process towards dangerous and/or
inefficient transient states. From DO module formulation point of view, this
fact leads to CVs constraints that are not coherent with the desired steady-state
configuration and the resulting incorrect conflicting objectives may affect the
promptness and the correctness of the overall control action. So, to guarantee
a correct DO optimization problem statement in all conditions, its steady-state
targets and constraints need to be properly set. The first cooperation mode
guarantees, as already pointed out, the reachability of the TOCS-computed DO
steady-state targets. In order to ensure correct DO CVs constraints, an addi-
tional TOCS-DO cooperation policy has been introduced. TOCS module, at
each control instant k, solving its LP problem, besides ∆ûT OCS(k), computes
also εlbyT OCS(k) and εubyT OCS(k) vectors. Based on these values, TOCS mod-
ule possibly modifies the CVs constraints over the prediction horizon Hp (Fig.
3.1, u-y Constraints) provided by SCADA system and possibly preprocessed by
TOCS module (e.g. introducing a ramp change, see Section 3.3) itself before
solving its LP problem (lbyop(i) and ubyop(i) (i=1. . . Hp)). The modified CVs
constraints become the DO CVs constraints (Fig. 3.1, y Constraints) that will
be (possibly) used in its QP problem (3.41)-(3.42).
In the proposed formulation, these CVs constraints are computed by TOCS
module through the following expressions:

lbyDOj
(i) = min(lbyopj

(i), lbyT OCSj
− γlbyT OCSj

· εlbyT OCS(k))

ubyDOj
(i) = max(ubyopj

(i), ubyT OCSj
+ γubyT OCSj

· εubyT OCS(k)) (3.112)

j = 1 . . . my, i = Hwj
. . . Hp

where min and max represent the minimum and maximum operation between
scalars. lbyopj (i) and ubyopj (i) refer to the jth CV at the ith prediction in-
stant; lbyT OCSj

and ubyT OCSj
are the jth CV constraints used in TOCS LP

problem, while γlbyT OCSj
and γubyT OCSj

represent the jth row of γlbyT OCS

and γubyT OCS .
Therefore, the just detailed second TOCS-DO cooperation policy consists of
a possible CVs constraints pre-softening (pre-relaxation). Note that, through
this additional feature, DO CVs relaxations caused by the steady-state DO CVs
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constraints will be zero.
The overall TOCS-DO cooperation, together with the introduced consistency
relationships, ensures a correct management of targets and constraints in all
conditions.
According to the author knowledge, the proposed cooperation improvement
in a two-layer MPC scheme represents a contribution of the research activity
reported in the present dissertation [72], [73].

3.2 Data Conditioning & Decoupling Selector block
Data Conditioning & Decoupling Selector (DC & DS) block represents an aux-
iliary supervision block that strictly cooperates with the proposed two-layer
MPC scheme in Fig. 3.1. DC & DS block exploits updated plant measurements
(Fig. 3.1, u(k−1), d(k−1), y(k)) and local control loops information (Fig. 3.1,
Plant Signals & Parameters). Together with this information, a status value
for each process variable is defined, that allows to specify the variables to be
included in the MPC control problem at the current control instant. In fact,
in the development of the controller formulation, it was necessary to take into
account a particular feature of the daily running of industrial control processes.
In the conduction of these processes it is not unusual that operators decide to
“exclude” from the automatic controller setup one or more variables in order,
for example, to manually operate on it/them; possibly, this/these variable/s
will be returned to the automatic controller setup after a time period. The in-
troduction of the status information in the formulation allows simplifying the
handling of this feature within a single problem formulation. In addition, DC
& DS block performs suitable processing and checking algorithms on field data
and possibly, if abnormal situations are detected, SCADA status information
is processed and the final status value for each variable is suitably set. Status
definition and handling will be detailed in Subsection 3.2.2.
Furthermore, DC & DS block implements a decoupling strategy that, suitably
forwarded to the MPC scheme, enables a selection on which MVs have to be
exploited for controlling each single CV. In particular, as it will be detailed,
an alternative equivalent approach with respect to common industrial practices
has been introduced and a direct connection between the decoupling strategy
and the status definition has been defined [74].

3.2.1 Decoupling Strategy

Typically, the control of a generic CV can be performed through the MVs tied
to that CV: this information is contained in the Gyu CVs-MVs steady-state
gain matrix. In the general case, for the generic ith CV, all MVs tied to it can
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act for the satisfaction of its specifications. In order to give additional degrees
of freedom, a suitable decoupling strategy that is not dependent on the tuning
parameters has been introduced: this strategy enables a selection on which
MVs to exploit for controlling each single CV; in this way, an inhibition of the
action of given MVs on such CVs is obtained.
In the present research work, two different approaches to the MVs action in-
hibition problem are proposed and discussed. The first approach modifies the
setup of the initial control problem, following a typical industrial practice. In
this case, as it will be clarified in the sequel, the original CVs-MVs and CVs-DVs
transfer matrices are modified and a new control problem is formulated. In the
research activity reported in the present dissertation an alternative equivalent
decoupling methodology has been successively proposed that, not requiring
the modification of the original setup of the control problem, allows a more
intuitive and straight approach, especially in the cases where the considered
specifications may be required to be online changed.
Consider a control problem consisting of lu MVs, ld DVs, and my CVs. A
binary matrix Byu defined by the following logical computation is introduced:

Byu = op̸=(Gyu, 0my×lu
) (3.113)

The generic (i, j) element of Byu matrix is equal to 1 if there is a nonzero
relationship between the jth MV and the ith CV, otherwise it is equal to 0.
The op ̸=(·, ·) indicates the matrix element-wise inequality logical operation.
An ad hoc mathematical formulation developed for the implementation of the
first approach is now described. Let denote by p the number of MVs to be
inhibited for the control of at least one CV. p can be easily determined from
the Byu matrix (each MV can be counted maximum once). The generic jth
MV can be inhibited if in the jth column of Byu matrix there is at least a row
i (related to ith CV) for which both the following conditions hold:

• the generic (i, j) element of Byu is nonzero;
• the control specifications require the inhibition of the jth MV control

actions for the ith CV.

After the determination of the p value, together with the information on all
pairs CV-MV to inhibit, the initial CVs-MVs transfer matrix is modified by
zeroing each (i, j) element to inhibit. Then, the p selected MVs are duplicated
as DVs, thus resulting in a new (my × (ld + p)) CVs-DVs transfer matrix and
the removed MV-CVs transfer functions are restored in each of the added p

columns. In this way, the original CVs-MVs and CVs-DVs transfer matrices
are modified and a new control problem is obtained.
An illustrative example is proposed. We assume that in the initial control
problem lu = 2 (MVs), ld = 1 (DVs), and my = 3 (CVs); the CVs-MVs and
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CVs-DVs mapping matrices reported in Tables 3.1-3.2 are assumed (a nonzero
relationship has been indicated by a cross).

Table 3.1: Initial CVs-MVs setup of Decoupling Strategy illustrative example.
Variable MV1 MV2

CV1 X
CV2 X X
CV3 X X

Table 3.2: Initial CVs-DVs setup of Decoupling Strategy illustrative example.
Variable DV1

CV1 X
CV2 X
CV3 X

Assume that the control specifications require the inhibition of MV2 for the
control of CV1. In this case, starting from initial (3 × 2) CVs-MVs and (3 × 1)
CVs-DVs transfer matrices, the Byu matrix is:

Byu =

⎡⎢⎣0 1
1 1
1 1

⎤⎥⎦
From Byu matrix, we have p = 1; from the described procedure, the CVs-MVs
and CVs-DVs mapping matrices reported in Tables 3.1-3.2 are modified as in
Tables 3.3-3.4. The new setup of the control problem gives rise to a modified
(3×2) CVs-MVs transfer matrix and to a new (3×2) CVs-DVs transfer matrix.
From an MPC formulation point of view, this decoupling approach aims to
exploit, at a generic control instant k, all MVs past information up to k in the

Table 3.3: Modified CVs-MVs setup of Decoupling Strategy illustrative
example.

Variable MV1 MV2
CV1
CV2 X X
CV3 X X
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Table 3.4: Modified CVs-DVs setup of Decoupling Strategy illustrative
example.

Variable DV1 DV2(MV2)
CV1 X X
CV2 X
CV3 X

free response computation over Hp (3.37) of a generic CV. Therefore, the MVs
that are inhibited for a generic CV only affect its free response computation
over Hp; so the MVs that are inhibited for a generic CV are considered as
fictitious DVs. With regard to the “forced” (i.e. those that depend on the
MVs future moves) components of the CV predictions, only the future moves
related to the MVs that are not inhibited for the control of the considered CV
are taken into account.
The second decoupling approach does not modify the original setup of the
control problem, but it aims to fully exploit the information and the structure
of matrix Θ in (3.38) and of matrix Gyu in (3.86). These matrices properly
introduce the DO MVs future moves, ∆û(k + Mi|k) (i = 1. . . Hu), and the
TOCS MVs steady-state move, ∆ûT OCS(k), in the “forced” (i.e. those that
depend on the MVs future moves) components of CVs predictions related to
DO and TOCS formulations.
The definition of a Decoupling Matrix DE ∈ Rmy×lu is performed; an (i, j)
element of the DE matrix is set to 0 if both the following conditions hold:

• the generic (i, j) element of Byu is nonzero;
• the control specifications require the inhibition of the jth MV control

actions for the ith CV.
The generic (i, j) element is equal to 1, otherwise.
SCADA system, at each control instant k, forwards the described Decoupling
Matrix DE to DC & DS block (Fig. 3.1, right side of Data Conditioning &
Decoupling Selector block, Decoupling Matrix). The initial Decoupling Matrix
DE can change at different control instants, according to the control specifica-
tions.
With respect to the example discussed in Tables 3.1-3.2, the introduced De-
coupling Matrix DE is reported in Table 3.5.
The proof of the equivalence between the common decoupling industrial prac-
tice and the introduced approach is based on the definition of the CVs free
response over the prediction horizon Hp.
Assuming that all MVs and CVs have to be considered in the MPC problem at
the generic control instant k, the DE matrix can be straightly included in the
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Table 3.5: Proposed Decoupling Matrix of Decoupling Strategy illustrative
example.

Variable MV1 MV2
CV1 1 0
CV2 1 1
CV3 1 1

formulation of DO and TOCS modules.
With regard to DO formulation, (3.38) is modified as in the following:

ŷ(k + i|k) = ŷ(k + i|k)|∆U(k)=0 + ∆ŷ(k + i|k) (3.114)

∆ŷ(k + i|k) = (Θ(((i−1)·my+1:i·my),:) ◦ Dext
E )∆U(k)

where ◦ indicates the element-wise product between matrices and Dext
E is given

by:
Dext

E = (11×Hu
) ⊗ DE ∈ Rmy×(lu·Hu) (3.115)

In (3.115) 1a×b indicates a (a × b) matrix composed by elements all equal to 1
and ⊗ indicates the Kronecker product between matrices. Practically, the DE

matrix is introduced in (3.38) through a Dext
E matrix that modifies the original

Θ matrix.
Furthermore, for an overall correct introduction of the DE matrix in the DO
formulation, also the general definition of the Hwj

parameter reported in (3.40)
must be revised. For the generic jth CV, the Hwj indicated the first prediction
instant on which the first MVs future move (contained in ∆û(k|k) vector)
related to at least one MV tied to the jth CV will be active. The modified
definition is: for the generic jth CV, the Hwj

indicated the first prediction
instant on which the first MVs future move (contained in ∆û(k|k) vector)
related to at least one MV tied to the jth CV and not inhibited for controlling
the jth CV will be active.
The revised Hwj

parameter can be determined from the modified Θ matrix:
considering the Hp Θ rows related to the jth CV and taking into account
only the lu Θ columns related to ∆û(k|k) (i.e. the first lu Θ columns), Hwj

is equal to the index of the first row where there is at least a nonzero entry.
Furthermore, the revised Hwj can also be determined through the following
updated version of (3.40):

Hwj = min(Dyu(j,maskj )) + 1 (3.116)
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where in this case maskj is a vector that indicates the Dyu columns related to
the MVs that are tied to the jth CV and that are not inhibited for controlling
the jth CV.
Given the above considerations, for each jth CV, the relative Hwj parameter
can change at different control instants. Consequently, the weights zeroing and
constraints cut off policies described in Subsection 3.1.1 are updated.
In order to include the DE matrix in TOCS formulation, (3.86) is modified as
in the following:

ŷT OCS(k) = ŷ(k + Hp|k)|∆U(k)=0 + ∆ŷT OCS(k) (3.117)

∆ŷT OCS(k) = (Gyu ◦ DE)∆ûT OCS(k) (3.118)

where ◦ indicates the element-wise product between matrices. Practically, the
DE matrix modifies the original Gyu matrix in (3.86).
It can be concluded that the introduced second decoupling approach allows a
more intuitive and straight handling of the related MVs inhibition specifications
in the MPC formulation, especially in the cases where these specifications may
be required to be online changed.
According to the author knowledge, the proposed alternative decoupling strat-
egy, based on the online definition of a Decoupling Matrix DE represents a
contribution of the research activity reported in the present dissertation [75].

3.2.2 Process variables status definition

An APC system must be able to manage, in the best manner, process variables
in all process conditions. For example, the exclusion of some process variables
could be necessary based on ad hoc plant needs (e.g. direct operators interven-
tion), on the detection of bad situations (e.g. hardware devices failures), or of
local control loops faults [28], [30], [76], [77]. As introduced at the beginning of
the present section, in the designed APC framework, for each process variable
involved in the initial MPC setup, a status value has been introduced. Status
values are different for CVs, MVs, and DVs and can change at different control
instants [78].

CV status

At each control instant k, CVs updated plant measurements are provided by
SCADA system to DC & DS block (Fig. 3.1, right side of DC & DS block,
y(k)). DC & DS block possibly modifies y(k) value (e.g. performing a filtering
action), obtaining the y(k) value that will be exploited in the MPC scheme
for feedback inclusion (Fig. 3.1, left side of DC & DS block, y(k)). Filtering
parameters have been included in Plant Signals & Parameters of Fig. 3.1.
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For each CV, two possible status values have been assumed: “1” and “0”. A
status value equal to “1” indicates that the MPC scheme must have in control
that variable, i.e. the CV is active. Conversely, a CV status value equal to
“0” indicates that the CV is inactive: at the current control instant the MPC
scheme has not in control that CV, i.e. MVs must not act to satisfy its speci-
fications.
At each control instant k, SCADA system provides an initial status value for
each CV (Fig. 3.1, right side of DC & DS block, u-d-y Status). The initial
status value takes into account plant driving specifications and needs, together
with particular CVs plant conditions. Particular CVs plant conditions may re-
fer, for example, to the substitution of its sensor device. The initial CVs status
is included in a StatusySCADA ∈ Rmy×1 vector; its values are “0” for the CVs
that have been set as inactive (“1”, otherwise). As additional task , DC & DS
block performs bad detection on the y(k) value: the meeting of the CVs validity
bounds is verified, together with the compliance of the rate of change bounds
(spikes) and of the freezing percentage associated to each CV. Bad detection
results are grouped in a StatusyBAD ∈ Rmy×1 vector. When positive results
for a generic CV are notified by the bad detection procedure, its status value
in StatusyBAD vector is set to “0” (“1” otherwise). The final CVs status value
(Fig. 3.1, left side of DC & DS block, u-d-y Status) is defined by an element-
wise logical “AND” between StatusySCADA vector, StatusyBAD vector, and
an additional vector that takes into account the relationship between the MVs
status value and the CVs status value (see 3.2.2).

MV status

At each control instant k, MVs updated plant measurements are provided by
SCADA system to DC & DS block (Fig. 3.1, right side of DC & DS block,
u(k − 1)). Given the industrial application purposes of the designed APC
framework, MVs typically provide set-points to local control loops based on
standalone controllers (e.g. PI or PID). The related variables that constitute
the outputs of the local control loops are reported in upv(k − 1) ∈ Rlu×1 (the
same measurement units and the same physical meaning are assumed between
u and upv). upv(k − 1) is contained in Plant Signals & Parameters term of
Fig. 3.1. DC & DS block possibly modifies upv(k − 1) value (e.g. performing
a filtering action). Filtering parameters have been included in Plant Signals &
Parameters of Fig. 3.1. Among MVs, the variables that not support a local
control loop are always characterized by the equality between the set-point and
the output.
For each MV, three possible status values have been assumed: “1”, “0”, and
“−1”. A status value equal to “1” indicates that at the current control instant
that MV is active, i.e. it is used for control purposes by MPC block, and its
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final u(k − 1) value (Fig. 3.1, left side of DC & DS block) has to be exploited
for CVs free response (see (3.37)) computation. Status values “0” and “−1”
indicate that at the current control instant that MV has not to be used in MPC
block, i.e. the DO-computed MVs future moves and the TOCS-computed MVs
steady-state move must be zero. Practically, an MV with status value “0” or
“−1” is considered in MPC block as a DV. Moreover, for a generic MV, status
value “0” indicates that its final value in u(k − 1) vector (Fig. 3.1, left side of
DC & DS block) must not be used for CVs free response (see (3.37)) compu-
tation, differently from “1” and “−1” status values.
At each control instant k, SCADA system provides an initial status value for
each MV (Fig. 3.1, right side of DC & DS block, u-d-y Status). The initial
status value takes into account plant driving specifications and needs, together
with particular MVs plant conditions. Particular MVs plant conditions may
refer, for example, to the substitution of an actuator. The initial MVs status
is included in a StatusuSCADA ∈ Rlu×1 vector; its values are “0” or “−1” for
the MVs that have been set as inactive (“1” otherwise). For example, when an
actuator is faulted, “0” is set; on the other hand, whenever an operator decides
to take in control an MV, a value of “−1” is set as MV initial status. Moreover,
when, for an MV that provides a set-point to a local control loop, the related
values in u(k − 1) and in upv(k − 1) differ by more than a defined threshold,
a value of “−1” is set. In this deviation case (deviation between elements in
u(k − 1) and upv(k − 1) related to a generic MV), DC & DS block replaces the
field value in u(k − 1) with the related element of upv(k − 1). This information
is provided to DC & DS block by SCADA system that includes deviation flags
in Plant Signals & Parameters term of Fig. 3.1.
DC & DS block, analyzing the final upv(k − 1) value, applies bad detec-
tion procedures: the meeting of the MVs validity bounds is verified, together
with the compliance of the rate of change bounds (spikes) and of the freezing
percentage associated with each MV. Bad detection results are grouped in a
StatusuBAD ∈ Rlu×1 vector. When positive results for a generic MV are noti-
fied by bad detection, its status value in StatusuBAD vector is set to “0” (“1”
otherwise). The final MVs status value (Fig. 3.1, left side of DC & DS block,
u-d-y Status) is defined by a truth table, taking into account StatusuSCADA

vector, StatusuBAD vector, and an additional vector that takes into account
the relationship between the CVs status value and the MVs status value (see
3.2.2).

DV status

At each control instant k, DVs updated plant measurements are provided by
SCADA system to DC & DS block (Fig. 3.1, right side of DC & DS block,
d(k − 1)). As previously mentioned for MVs, also DVs, in industrial applica-
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tions, typically provide set-points to local control loops based on standalone
controllers. The related variables that constitute the outputs of the local con-
trol loops are reported in dpv(k − 1) ∈ Rld×1 (the same measurement units
and the same physical meaning are assumed between d and dpv). dpv(k − 1)
is contained in Plant Signals & Parameters term of Fig. 3.1. DC & DS block
possibly modifies dpv(k − 1) value (e.g. performing a filtering action). Filter-
ing parameters have been included in Plant Signals & Parameters of Fig. 3.1.
Among DVs, the variables that not support a local control loop are always
characterized by the equality between the set-point and the output.
For each DV, two possible status values have been assumed: “1” (active) or “0”
(inactive). For a generic DV, its final d(k −1) value (Fig. 3.1, left side of DC &
DS block) has to be exploited for CVs free response (see (3.37)) computation
only when its status value is “1”.
At each control instant k, SCADA system provides an initial status value for
each DV (Fig. 3.1, right side of DC & DS block, u-d-y Status). The initial
status value takes into account particular DVs plant conditions. Particular DVs
plant conditions may refer, for example, to the substitution of an actuator. The
initial DVs status is included in a StatusdSCADA ∈ Rld×1 vector; its value is
“0” for the DVs that have been set as inactive (“1” otherwise). For example,
when an actuator is faulted, a “0” value is set. Furthermore, when, for a DV
that provides a set-point to a local control loop, the related values in d(k − 1)
and in dpv(k − 1) differ by more than a defined threshold, “1” is set. In this
deviation case (deviation between elements in d(k − 1) and dpv(k − 1) related
to a generic DV), DC & DS block replaces the field value in d(k − 1) with the
related element of dpv(k − 1). This information is provided to DC & DS block
by SCADA system that includes deviation flags in Plant Signals & Parameters
term of Fig. 3.1.
DC & DS block, based on the final dpv(k − 1) value, performs bad detection:
the meeting of the DVs validity bounds is verified, together with the compliance
of the rate of change bounds (spikes) and of the freezing percentage associated
with each DV. Bad detection results are grouped in a StatusdBAD ∈ Rld×1

vector. When positive results for a generic DV are notified by bad detection,
its status value in StatusdBAD vector is set to “0” (“1” otherwise). The final
DVs status value (Fig. 3.1, left side of DC & DS, u-d-y Status) is defined by an
element-wise logical “AND” between StatusDV SCADA vector and StatusdBAD

vector.

Mutual effects between MVs and CVs status values

As additional feature of the developed methodology for the setting of the sta-
tus of MVs and CVs, mutual effects between their status values have been
considered. This feature is a design choice that aims to take into account also
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CVs-MVs relationships and MVs inhibition specifications.
In particular, an MV cannot be active if there is not at least one active CV tied
to that MV and on which that MV can act (see Subsection 3.2.1). Denoting
with Statusu−y ∈ Rlu×1 the vector related to the influence of CVs status on
MVs status, its elements can be equal to “−1” or “1”. Practically, CVs status
can influence only the active inclusion of MVs in the MPC problem, but can-
not determine their exclusion from CVs free response (see (3.37)) computation.
The truth table for the definition of the final MVs status vector, denoted by
Statusu ∈ Rlu×1, can be summarized for the generic jth MV as follows:

• if, among the jth elements of StatusuSCADA, StatusuBAD and Statusu−y

vectors, there is at least a “0” value, the jth element of Statusu will be
“0”;

• if, among the jth elements of StatusuSCADA, StatusuBAD and Statusu−y

vectors, there are no “0” values and there is at least a “−1” value, the
jth element of Statusu will be “−1”;

• if all jth elements of StatusuSCADA, StatusuBAD and Statusu−y vectors
are “1”, the jth element of Statusu will be “1”.

A CV cannot be active if there is not at least one active MV tied to that CV
and that can act for its control specifications fulfillment (see Subsection 3.2.1).
Denoting with Statusy−u ∈ Rmy×1 the vector related to the influence of MVs
status on CVs status, its elements can be equal to “0” or “1”. MVs status can
influence the active inclusion of CVs in the MPC problem. The final CVs status
value, denoted by Statusy ∈ Rmy×1, is defined by the following element-wise
logical “AND”:

Statusy = StatusySCADA ∧ StatusyBAD ∧ Statusy−u (3.119)

where ∧ represents the element-wise logical “AND”.
The final MVs, CVs and DVs status vectors are provided by DC & DS block to
Predictions Calculator module and to SCADA block (Fig. 3.1, left side of DC
& DS block, u-d-y Status). The final MVs, CVs and DVs status vectors affect
the CVs free response computation over Hp. In particular, for MVs and DVs
with final status value equal to “0”, the related element in the final u(k − 1)
and d(k − 1) vectors are set equal to the correspondent element in u0 and d0

vectors, respectively. In this way, the current value of the inputs with final
status value equal to “0” does not influence the CVs free response computation
over Hp. Furthermore, when the status value of an MV or of a DV switches
from “0” to “1” or “−1”, the option to change the related element in u0 or d0

has been included in the control framework.
The final MVs and CVs status information is provided by DC & DS block to
TOCS and DO modules introducing it in the Decoupling Matrix DE described
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in Subsection 3.2.1. In order to exploit the decoupling approach also for MVs
and CVs status introduction, an extension of this strategy has been proposed.
In fact, DE matrix, as it has been defined in Subsection 3.2.1, does not depend
on the status information of process variables. At each control instant, the DC
& DS block can modify the initial DE matrix supplied by SCADA, introducing
information contained in Statusu and in Statusy terms. The generic (i, j)
element of initial DE matrix is zeroed by DC & DS block if at least one of the
two conditions holds:

• the jth MV is inactive;
• the ith CV is inactive.

The final updated DE matrix is provided to TOCS and DO modules (Fig. 3.1,
left side of DC & DS, Decoupling Matrix).
The introduced extended decoupling strategy ensures a unified approach to the
problem of the selection of the MVs to be exploited for the control specifica-
tions of each single CV in all process conditions.
According to the author knowledge, the proposed unified approach to the prob-
lem of the selection of the MVs to be exploited for the control specifications
of each single CV in all process conditions, based on the online definition and
processing of a Decoupling Matrix DE , represents a contribution of the research
activity reported in the present dissertation [79].

Impact on DO and TOCS formulation

The final updated DE matrix provided to the MPC block by the described
cooperative action of SCADA block and DC & DS block impacts on the math-
ematical formulation of TOCS and DO modules. Based on the final process
variables status values, the control problem can change at different control in-
stants. As a consequence, the structure of the optimization problem of TOCS
and DO modules, together with the related degrees of freedom, can change
dynamically.
Similarly to what described in Subsection 3.2.1, in order to include the final
updated DE matrix in TOCS formulation, (3.86) is modified as in the following:

ŷT OCS(k) = ŷ(k + Hp|k)|∆U(k)=0 + ∆ŷT OCS(k) (3.120)

∆ŷT OCS(k) = (Gyu ◦ DE)∆ûT OCS(k) (3.121)

where ◦ indicates the element-wise product between matrices. Practically, the
DE matrix modifies the original Gyu matrix in (3.86). In order to include DE

matrix information in the other crucial terms of TOCS LP problem (3.93)-
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(3.89), the following vectors are defined:

pu = op ̸=(
my∑
i=1

DT
E(i,:)

, 0lu×1)

py = op ̸=(
lu∑

j=1
DE(:,j) , 0my×1) (3.122)

where DE(i,:) and DE(:,j) represent the ith row and the jth column of DE

matrix, respectively. The initial cu and cy terms in (3.92) are modified as
follows:

cu = cu ◦ pu (3.123)

Note that, in (3.92), ρlbyT OCS and ρubyT OCS positive vectors are not affected
by DE matrix information.
Furthermore, considering pu vector, when its generic jth element (j = 1. . . lu)
is equal to zero, all the constraints related to the jth MV in (3.89) are cut off
by TOCS module. Similarly, taking into account py vector, when its generic
ith element (i=1. . . my) is equal to zero, all the constraints related to the ith
CV in (3.89) are cut off by TOCS module.
Similarly to what described in Subsection 3.2.1, in order to include the final
updated DE matrix in DO formulation, (3.38) is modified as in the following:

ŷ(k + i|k) = ŷ(k + i|k)|∆U(k)=0 + ∆ŷ(k + i|k) (3.124)

∆ŷ(k + i|k) = (Θ(((i−1)·my+1:i·my),:) ◦ Dext
E )∆U(k)

where ◦ indicates the element-wise product between matrices and Dext
E is given

by:
Dext

E = (11×Hu
) ⊗ DE ∈ Rmy×(lu·Hu) (3.125)

In (3.115) 1a×b indicates a matrix composed by elements all equal to 1 and ⊗
indicates the Kronecker product between matrices. Practically, the DE matrix
is introduced in (3.38) through a Dext

E matrix that modifies the original Θ
matrix. In order to include DE matrix information in the other crucial terms
of DO QP problem (3.41)-(3.42), taking into account (3.122), the following
diagonal matrices are defined:

Tu = diag(pu)
Ty = diag(py) (3.126)

where diag(a) ∈ Rr×r represents a diagonal matrix with the elements of a ∈
Rr×1 on the main diagonal. The initial S(i) and Q(i) terms in (3.41) are
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modified as follows:

S(i) = S(i) ◦ Tu

Q(i) = Q(i) ◦ Ty (3.127)

Note that, in (3.41), R(i) and ρyDO positive definite diagonal matrices are not
affected by DE matrix information: this feature allows obtaining an always
“well-posed” DO QP problem.
Furthermore, considering pu vector, when its generic jth element (j = 1. . . lu)
is equal to zero, all the constraints related to the jth MV in (3.42) are cut off
by DO module. Similarly, taking into account py vector, when its generic ith
element (i=1. . . my) is equal to zero, all the constraints related to the ith CV
in (3.42) are cut off by DO module.
Furthermore, for an overall correct introduction of the DE matrix in the DO
formulation, also the general definition of the Hwj parameter reported in (3.40)-
(3.116) must be revised. The final Hwj

definition is: for the generic jth active
CV, the Hwj indicated the first prediction instant on which the first MVs future
move (contained in ∆û(k|k) vector) related to at least one active MV tied to
the jth active CV and not inhibited for controlling the jth active CV will be
active.
The revised Hwj

parameter can be determined from the final Θ matrix: con-
sidering the Hp Θ rows related to the jth active CV and taking into account
only the lu Θ columns related to ∆û(k|k) (i.e. the first lu Θ columns), Hwj is
equal to the index of the first row where there is at least a nonzero entry. Fur-
thermore, the revised Hwj can be determined through the following updated
final version of (3.40)-(3.116):

Hwj
= min(Dyu(j,maskj )) + 1 (3.128)

where in this final case, maskj is a vector that indicates the Dyu columns re-
lated to the active MVs that are tied to the jth active CV and that are not
inhibited for controlling the jth active CV.
Given these considerations, for each jth active CV, its Hwj parameter can
change at different control instants. Consequently, the weights zeroing and
constraints cut off policies described in Subsection 3.1.1 are updated.
Given the previous considerations, for each rth inactive CV, its Hwr

parameter
is irrelevant.
The proposed approach ensures that, for inactive MVs, the related DO-computed
future moves and the related TOCS-computed steady-state move are zero. Fur-
thermore, for an inactive CV, all MVs tied to it are inhibited.
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3.3 Constraints handling, reference trajectories
management and tuning

The designed two-layer linear MPC scheme has been based on two cascaded
optimizers characterized by a structure that can change dynamically. Suitable
constraints handling and reference trajectories management policies, and in
general a proper tuning are needed for the achievement of the desired control
specifications.
In [80], a Hp tuning strategy for MIMO (Multiple-Input Multiple-Output)
open-loop stable processes that are modelled with FOPDT (First Order Plus
Dead-Time) models discretized with zero-order hold is proposed:

Hp = max(5τi,j

Ts
+ ki,j), i = 1 . . . my, j = 1 . . . (lu + ld) (3.129)

where ki,j =
τdi,j

Ts
+ 1.

In (3.129), τi,j represents a time constant and τdi,j represents a time delay,
while Ts is the sampling time. Other Hp tuning methods take into account the
reaching of defined percentages of the process steady-state or suitable combi-
nations of the rise times [81], [82].
The control horizon Hu choice affects the aggressiveness or the conservative-
ness of the control action and strongly influences the computational load [83].
In [80], a Hu tuning strategy for MIMO open-loop stable processes is proposed
that is consistent with (3.129):

Hu = max(τi,j

Ts
+ ki,j), i = 1 . . . my, j = 1 . . . (lu + ld) (3.130)

where ki,j =
τdi,j

Ts
+ 1.

In [84], it is suggested to choose the control horizon “as large as possible within
the computational limits” and then to detune for robustness achievement [83].
In many applications Mi = i − 1 (i = 1 . . . Hu), i.e. the future MVs moves (to
be computed by DO) are assumed on the first Hu prediction instants [8].
In the proposed MPC scheme, with regard to the Hp choice, a steady-state
assumption has been made in Subsection 3.1.1 that contributes to the achieve-
ment of consistency between the formulations of TOCS and DO modules. This
assumption requires a joint setting of Hp, Hu and Mi (i = 1 . . . Hu) parame-
ters. In general, a trade-off between computational complexity and load and
performances optimization has to be reached.
TOCS module has been based on the LP problem (3.93)-(3.89). In this prob-
lem, constraints related to active CVs are always present. They contribute to
the definition of a region where the considered process has to be controlled.
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As mentioned in Subsection 3.1.2, the initial CVs constraints over Hp that are
provided by SCADA can be preprocessed by TOCS module before solving its
LP problem, obtaining lbyop(i) and ubyop(i) (i = 1. . . Hp). For example, when
the status value of a CV switches from inactive to active, or when there is a
constraints change for an active CV, if the CV last known value does not satisfy
the imposed constraints, the option of a constraints ramp change is available
(Fig. 3.1, TOCS Tuning Parameters). For the generic jth CV, the last known
value has to be intended as the jth CV prediction at instant (Hwj

− 1): this
prediction is represented by the y(k) jth element if Hwj = 1, while it corre-
sponds to the jth CVs free response at the (Hwj

− 1)th prediction instant if
(Hwj

> 1). An additional feature allows the choice of the point from which
the ramp change must start: it may be the old constraint or the last known
value. The introduction of a ramp change can lead to a more sluggish and less
aggressive control action.
As described in Subsection 3.1.2, TOCS CVs constraints relaxations are always
structurally independent: each CV is equipped with two slack variables, also
making always structurally independent its lower and upper constraints TOCS
relaxation. A joint setting of γlbyT OCS , γubyT OCS , ρlbyT OCS and ρubyT OCS

terms allows to suitably rank the importance of constraints relaxations, giving
a priority order between CVs constraints. In particular, conflicting control re-
quirements between different CVs must be addressed in the desired way.
In TOCS module formulation, preferences on minimization and/or maximiza-
tion directions for active MVs and CVs can be formulated through a proper
tuning of cu and cy cost vectors in (3.92). Positive values correspond to min-
imization specifications. Clearly, in most cases, the cost vectors cu and cy

must be tuned in order to guarantee the desired process optimization within
the assigned constraints related to active MVs and CVs, i.e. the TOCS slack
variables must assume nonzero values only if the related constraints must be
really violated.
Both the proposed TOCS and DO modules formulations consider the con-
straints related to active MVs as hard constraints. MVs constraints are always
present in the majority of industrial cases (physical constraints). Due to the
assumed hard type, feasibility must be ensured in all conditions. As mentioned
in Subsections 3.1.1-3.1.2, TOCS and DO modules can possibly preprocess,
in the same way, constraints related to active MVs. The constraints related
to the DO MVs future values and to the TOCS MVs steady-state value may
be inconsistent with respect to the constraints related to the DO MVs future
moves and to the TOCS MVs steady-state move. In fact, in DO constraints
(3.42), at the generic Mith (i = 1 . . . Hu) prediction instant, the constraints
lbuDO(i) and ubuDO(i) must be able to be met through the i ∆û(k + Mr|k)
(r = 1 . . . i) available MVs future moves, which are constrained by lbduDO(r)
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and ubduDO(r) terms. In TOCS constraints (3.89), the constraints lbuT OCS

and ubuT OCS must be able to be met through the ∆ûT OCS(k) MVs steady-
state move, which is constrained by lbduT OCS and ubduT OCS terms. When an
MV switches from inactive to active, or when there is a constraints change for
an active MV, if the MV last value (contained in u(k − 1)) does not satisfy the
defined SCADA constraints, a ramp change is imposed. The point from which
the ramp change must start is the MV last value. The related constraints that
are not satisfied are subjected to a ramp change characterized by a slope that
depends on lbduDO(i) or ubduDO(i) terms and that exploits the definition of
the control horizon Hu. In this way, correct lbuDO(i) and ubuDO(i) terms are
obtained and infeasibility problems are prevented and avoided.
Given the industrial application purposes of the designed APC framework, an-
other important consideration about MVs constraints is related to situations
where the possible related control loops require an inhibition of the increase
and/or of the decrease directions [76], [77]. When, for an MV tied to a local
control loop, the inhibition of the increase (decrease) direction is required, the
SCADA system provides initial upper (lower) constraints that are set equal to
the current MV value (contained in the initial u(k − 1) vector).
With regard to the DO module, it has been based on the QP problem (3.41)-
(3.42). In (3.41), the ur(k + Mi|k) terms can be set equal to ûT OCS(k), thus
extending (3.111) to all MVs predictions over Hu. Then, through a suitable
tuning of the diagonal terms of S(i) matrices, the desired convergence speed of
active MVs predictions toward the TOCS-computed optimal steady-state tar-
gets can be obtained. Theoretically, after solving DO and TOCS optimization
problems, the following relationships must be obtained:

Hu∑
i=1

∆û(k + Mi|k) = ∆ûT OCS(k)

û(k + MHu
|k) = ûT OCS(k) (3.131)

In the proposed DO formulation, a constraint set for the enforcement of (3.131)
has not been introduced, in order to avoid the increasing of the related QP
problem complexity. The relationships reported in (3.131) can be met through
a suitable tuning of the diagonal elements of S(Hu) matrix, thus providing
nominal stability [28]. The relationships indicated in (3.131) are “well-posed”
because of the introduced relationship between the prediction horizon Hp and
the steady-state condition (see (3.39)).
In (3.41), R(i) are positive definite diagonal matrices that weight the magnitude
of MVs future moves. Together with ρyDO positive definite diagonal matrix,
R(i) are not affected by DE matrix information: this feature allows obaining
an always “well-posed” DO QP problem, characterized by a Hessian that is
always positive definite (see Subsection 3.2.2). The diagonal elements of R(i)
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matrices affect the aggressiveness or the conservativeness of the control action:
a proper tuning may ensure that the controller is not too aggressive or too
sluggish [83].
In the DO control problem (3.41)-(3.42), the desired paths for active CVs can
be achieved with reference trajectories and/or with constraints. At each control
instant k, the active CVs that have to track r(k + i|k) over Hp require a proper
definition of the related reference trajectories. The reference trajectories related
to active CVs are obtained through a suitable processing of the CVs reachable
steady-state targets computed by TOCS module. For example, for the generic
jth active CV an exponential reference trajectory can be generated as follows
[8]:

rj(k + i|k) = (1 − e
(−(i−Hwj

+1)·Ts/Trefj
))rj(k + Hp|k) + e

(−(i−Hwj
+1)·Ts/Trefj

)
ysj (k)

i = 1 . . . Hp − Hwj + 1
(3.132)

where Trefj
indicates the desired closed-loop continuous time time constant for

the jth active CV and Ts is the sampling time. rj(k + Hp|k) = ŷT OCSj
(k)

represents the steady-state target given by TOCS module related to the jth
active CV (see (3.111)) and it is assumed to can be reached with Trefj

defini-
tion. ysj

(k) represents the starting point of the reference trajectory rj(k + i|k).
In the proposed controller formulation, the starting point is represented by the
last known value of the jth active CV. The last known value has to be intended
as the jth CV prediction at instant (Hwj − 1): this prediction is represented
by the y(k) jth element if Hwj

= 1, while it corresponds to the jth CV free
response at the (Hwj

− 1)th prediction instant if (Hwj
> 1). The reference tra-

jectories can be used in order to smooth the convergence from the last known
value to the steady-state target [24]. In [85] a performance ratio for the ref-
erence trajectory generation is proposed: it is represented by the ratio of the
desired closed-loop settling time to the open-loop settling time.
In (3.41), the diagonal nonnegative elements of Q(i) matrices allow to weight
the importance of tracking errors (with respect to the assigned reference tra-
jectories) minimization for active CVs; a suitable tuning can ensure the desired
priority in the minimization of the CVs tracking errors.
In the DO control problem (3.41)-(3.42), the active CVs that are characterized
by constraints over Hp (these constraints are supplied by TOCS module) re-
quire a joint tuning of γlbyDOj

(i), γubyDOj
(i), ρyDO, nεyDO and suitable group-

ing policies for constraints relaxations. Tuning of these terms must allow to
suitably rank the importance of the minimization of the slack variables related
to constraints relaxations, giving a priority order between CVs constraints. In
particular, conflicting control requirements between different CVs must be ad-
dressed in the desired way. In general, the nεyDO DO slack variables must
be computed as nonzero values only if the related constraints must be really
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violated; for this purpose, in the tuning of the DO constrained minimization
problem, high importance have to be given to the slack variables. With regard
to the grouping policies for active CVs that have to be kept within TOCS-
computed constraints, the easiest case is nεyDO = 1: in this situation, all soft
constraints share the same single slack variable and a priority order between
different constraints relaxations can be only defined through γlbyDOj

(i) and
γubyDOj (i) parameters; furthermore in this case ρyDO is a positive scalar and
it is only exploited to weight the magnitude of the single slack variable in
DO optimization problem. On the other hand, when each soft constraint is
equipped with an own slack variable, there is a structural independence be-
tween different constraints. In this case, ρyDO is a matrix and a joint tuning of
γlbyDOj (i), γubyDOj (i), and ρyDO can give the desired priority order between
different constraints relaxations. Finally, in the situations where there are some
groups composed by two or more constraints that share the same slack vari-
able, a joint tuning of γlbyDOj (i), γubyDOj (i), and ρyDO allows to assign the
desired priority order within and between the different groups. Clearly, nεyDO

affects the number of the decision variables of DO optimization problem; so, an
optimal trade-off between computational load retaining and the achievement
of the desired performances has to be guaranteed.
In general, when two or more constraints are grouped under the same slack
variable, “induced” constraints relaxations may happen: if at least one con-
straint of a generic group requires to be softened, the slack variable magnitude
is propagated to all the constraints of the same group, weighted by γlbyDOj (i) or
γubyDOj

(i) terms [86]. The described “induced” constraints relaxations may af-
fect the controller performances causing, for example, a less prompt response of
the control action [87]. The proposed cooperation improvement between TOCS
and DO modules (see Subsection 3.1.2) contributes to smooth the side effects
tied to the “induced” constraints relaxations, even when there are nonzero (and
possibly different) time delays on the CVs-MVs channels. However, the pro-
posed cooperation improvement between TOCS and DO modules always guar-
antees that the DO steady-state constraints (i.e. the DO constraints lbyDO(Hp)
and ubyDO(Hp)) do not require any relaxation; thanks to the introduced pre-
softening feature, the CVs steady-state constraints configuration does not in-
fluence the relaxation of the previous constraints (i.e. the constraints related
to the prediction instants before Hp).
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Chapter 4

Steel Industry Billets Reheating
Furnaces APC system

Nowadays, energy efficiency achievement constitutes one of the main challenges
in iron and steel industry. A crucial aspect is represented by the optimization of
reheating and rolling related processes [88]. These processes are characterized
by complex phases, activated by thermodynamic and physical reactions. Sev-
eral phases take place, resulting in high energy consumptions. Each reaction
process can be enhanced improving the automation level [89]. At this regard,
software or hardware solutions are available. In order to guarantee the most
profitable balance between throughput and yields maximization, costs mini-
mization, and product quality improvement, plant managers and engineers,
whenever possible, opt for software control solutions, which ensure minimum
payback time with an almost immediate return on investment. In this way,
through the introduction of APC systems, full advantage from already existent
processes devices is obtained without requiring hardware modifications.
In Chapter 3, an APC framework able to control and optimize constrained mul-
tivariable processes has been designed and formulated. The APC framework
has been based on a two-layer linear MPC strategy that tightly cooperates
with an additional functional block.
The basic APC framework has been then customized for its installation on five
billets reheating furnaces located in steel industries of various European coun-
tries, in order to achieve energy efficiency and process control improvements.
The formulated billets reheating furnaces control method has been introduced
in a proprietary software tool and it has been awarded with an Italian patent
[90]. A proprietary software tool has been developed, shrinking the economic
burdens tied to the utilization of commercial and industrial products. In this
way, it has been possible to perform algorithms customization whenever the
process at study required it.
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4.1 Billets Reheating Furnaces

The general production chain of the studied steel industries is schematically
depicted in Fig. 4.1. Raw materials, e.g. waste steel products, are processed
in the first phase (Raw materials processing phase), so as to obtain steel bars
at an intermediate stage of manufacture. These bars are called billets. In
the investigated processes, billets can be characterized by a rectangular or a
quadratic section and by different lengths. The billets are then introduced in a
reheating furnace, where a Reheating phase takes place. When they enter the
furnace, billets can be characterized by very different temperatures. A typical
inlet temperature range is 30 [◦C] - 700 [◦C]. The billets that are inside the
furnace are moved toward the furnace exit and they are reheated according to
specific temperature profiles, guaranteeing given outlet temperatures. At the
furnace exit, billets temperature can vary, according to the specifications of the
subsequent Rolling phase. A typical outlet temperature range is 1000 [◦C] -
1100 [◦C]. After their path along the furnace, the billets are moved toward the
rolling mill stands: here they are subjected to a plastic deformation, suitably
performed by stands cylinders (Rolling phase). These cylinders deform the
reheated billets according to the finished products specifications. Examples of
finished products are angle bars, iron rods, or tube rounds [89].

Figure 4.1: General steel industries workflow.

In steel industry, the crucial phase from an energy efficiency and product qual-
ity point of view is represented by the middle phase, i.e. the Reheating phase.
As already described, this phase takes place in a reheating furnace. The im-
portance of this phase is due to the high energy amount required: an optimal
trade-off between conflicting requirements, i.e. environmental impact decreas-
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ing, energy saving, and production and product quality increasing has to be
ensured. The basic APC framework described in Chapter 3 has been suitably
customized in order to control and optimize the Reheating phase of the consid-
ered steel industries.

Figure 4.2: General representation of a reheating furnace.

The Reheating phase in a furnace is schematically represented in Fig. 4.2: the
billets are introduced in the reheating furnace from the left side (Fig. 4.2,
Furnace Inlet) and they are moved toward the outlet of the furnace. A fur-
nace can contain up to a maximum number of billets that may dynamically
change according to the billets dimension; generally, the billets transit on fur-
nace places but, depending on the coupling with previous processing phases and
on production requirements, there could be empty places within the furnace,
where no billets are present. Different typologies of furnaces exist, character-
ized by different ways billets are moved toward the furnace outlet (Fig. 4.2,
Furnace Outlet). Typically, furnaces are named according to billets movement
characteristics. The studied steel industries are characterized by two different
billets movement types: in the first billets are moved toward the outlet of the
furnace by a revolving beam (walking beam reheating furnace) while in the
second billets are moved toward the outlet of the furnace by pushers (pusher
type reheating furnace) [91], [88]. Billets progress along the furnace is driven
by a defined furnace production rate, that can vary according to the plant
production planning and scheduling and to the subsequent Rolling phase re-
quirements; for example, finished products changes or delays in the rolling mill
may result in a temporary stop or slowdown of the billets movement along the
furnace [89]. Within the furnace, air/fuel burners (located on the furnace top
walls) trigger combustion reactions: in this way, thermal energy is transferred
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to the billets during their permanence in the furnace by radiation, convection
and conduction phenomena. In the considered case studies, natural gas is ex-
ploited as fuel.
Along their path along the furnace, billets are subjected to increasing tem-
peratures. Based on local temperatures and according to the role played on
the billets reheating process, three main areas are identified along the furnace;
each area can be characterized by one or more zones. Starting from the furnace
inlet, on the left side of Fig. 4.2, they are:

• Preheating Area: this furnace area can be characterized by the presence
or by the absence of burners. This area, exploiting hot gases from down-
stream areas, performs a billets preheating process.

• Heating Area: in this furnace area the crucial phase of billets reheating
process takes place. In this area, through the effect of burners combus-
tion, billets are significantly heated up to their internal layers.

• Soaking Area: in this furnace area, through burners combustion, the
billets complete their reheating process. In particular, the final part of
the heating related to the billets surface layers takes place.

The combustion air supplied to each burner is preheated by a heat exchanger
(also denoted as smoke-exchanger): it is located near the entrance of the Pre-
heating Area and it exploits the hot combustion smokes to raise combustion air
temperature (Fig. 4.2, Smoke Exchanger and Combustion Smokes). The com-
bustion smokes are ejected through a chimney (Fig. 4.2, Furnace Chimney).
Furthermore, the furnace pressure is controlled through a suitable handling of
a damper that is located near the furnace chimney (Fig. 4.2, Damper).

4.1.1 Processes sensors equipment and control specifications

In the analyzed reheating furnaces, measurements of the temperature of each
furnace zone (within each furnace area) and of the smoke-exchanger are ac-
quired by thermocouples suitably positioned within the furnace. Heating and
Soaking furnace areas are equipped with flowmeters for fuel (natural gas)
and air flow rates measurement. Air and furnace pressures are measured by
manometers positioned near the furnace chimney. The billets temperature at
their entrance in the furnace is registered by an optical pyrometer. An ad-
ditional pyrometer measures the temperature of the processed billets. This
additional pyrometer is placed at the exit of the first stage of the rolling mill
stands. Billets transition at the furnace inlet and outlet is detected by pho-
tocells. No temperature information for the billets that are in the furnace is
available.
A control system designed for billets reheating furnaces must ensure correct
triggering of the involved thermodynamic and physical reactions, in order to
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guarantee a safe furnace conduction and the desired billets outlet temperature.
The minimization of the fuel specific consumption, together with the furnace
production rate maximization, clearly represents the crucial factor for energy
efficiency achievement and improvement.
In addition to these requirements, there is also the need to meet stringent
quality standards of the finished products and to comply with stringent en-
vironmental standards (CO2 emissions reduction). So the most challenging
management requirement in a reheating furnace is the research of an optimal
equilibrium between reheated billets quality and the binomial constituted by
energy saving and pollution impact decreasing, tied to fuel specific consump-
tion minimization. In this context, energy saving can be interpreted as direct
fuel saving and as indirect energy use reduction due to products quality im-
provements [89], [92].
Before the introduction of the developed customized APC system, the stud-
ied reheating furnaces were regulated by plant operators’ manual conduction
of local PID temperature controllers. These controllers were implemented on
plant PLC (Programmable Logic Controller); each furnace zone (within each
furnace area) was equipped with a PID temperature controller able to con-
trol the local combustion. Operators, based on the furnace conditions, on the
production requirements, and on their experience and skills, manually set the
zones temperature targets. Furthermore, before the introduction of the devel-
oped customized APC system, plant operators had no information about billets
heating temperature profile exhibited inside the furnace.
After initial study and analysis phases, repeated and targeted meetings with
plant managers, engineers, and operators were conducted in order to define
targets and possible strategies for energy efficiency achievement and improve-
ment. For this purpose, the following control specifications have been defined
for the considered customized APC system [89], [93], [94]:

i. Compliance with the defined billets temperature constraints and/or tar-
gets at the furnace outlet, guaranteeing an uniform heating profile be-
tween the different internal and surface layers of the billets and based on
the specifications for the subsequent plastic deformation in the Rolling
phase. For this purpose, an optimized and safe management of the fur-
nace zones temperature is needed so to ensure a smooth billets reheat-
ing process. The constraints and/or targets that define the desired bil-
lets temperature at the furnace outlet can vary between different billets
and/or at different control instants depending on the required typology
for the finished products.

ii. Compliance with quality requirements: reduced scale formation, reduced
decarburization, reduced surface melting, and reduced geometrical distor-
tion. In particular, the scale formation causes a loss of valuable materials
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and affects the heat transfer behavior, so a reduction of the scale forma-
tion always results in an indirect energy demand decreasing. The scale is
defined as an iron oxide layer: it is caused by the reactions between the
furnace gases and the increasing billets surface temperature [95].

iii. Moving the furnace thermal barycenter toward the Soaking Area, thus
limiting thermal energy dissipation in the combustion smokes. This re-
quirement can be translated in assuring that the billets heating takes
place as far as possible from the furnace inlet. For this purpose, a mono-
tonic increase of the furnace zones temperature (from the furnace inlet
to the furnace outlet) may be required.

iv. Stabilization and minimization of the excess of air that is used as com-
burent in the combustion process triggered by air/fuel burners; in this
context, an ideal operating condition is represented by the meeting of the
nominal stoichiometry between air and fuel flow rates. For this purpose,
the compliance with nominal air/fuel stoichiometric ratios constraints is
a fundamental requirement and an optimal balancing between air and
fuel flow rates has to be ensured.

v. Compliance with total air flow rate and smoke-exchanger temperature
limits, so as to preserve furnace safety.

vi. Control of defined process variables using only a defined set of control
inputs. For example, the control of the temperature of each single furnace
zone equipped with an own burners set must be performed using only
the fuel flow rate related to its burners. Furthermore, the control of the
temperature of each single furnace zone not equipped with an own burners
set and of the temperature of the smoke-exchanger must be performed
using only the fuel flow rates related to the burners of a defined set
of furnace zones. Finally, the control of the total air flow rate must
be performed using or only the air flow rate related to the burners of
a defined set of furnace zones or only the fuel flow rate related to the
burners of a defined set of furnace zones.

vii. Furnace management in all predictable conditions.
viii. Minimization of the fuel specific consumption, suitably handling the fuel

flow rates and optimizing situations with constant and varying furnace
production rate. In general, in the considered case studies, the furnace
production rate cannot be moved by the APC system; it is externally
defined according to the plant production planning and scheduling.

The simultaneous meeting of all the above requirements is not easily attain-
able by a manual conduction of the furnaces. In the previous conduction of
the reheating furnaces, operators typically neglected the aspects more strictly
tied to energy saving and environmental impact decreasing, being concentrated
on assuring a suitable billets heating profile. So, with the previous furnace
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management, billets were often reheated more than needed by the subsequent
Rolling phase and energy efficiency aspects have been rarely considered. Fur-
thermore, quality problems sometimes arose due to billets overheating. These
considerations have motivated the development of a customized APC system
and its installation on the reheating furnaces of the studied steel industries.

4.1.2 Literature Control Solutions

In the control literature different control solutions for reheating furnaces con-
trol and optimization are present; different ways to model and manage the
process nonlinearities have been proposed. In [96], a computer control sys-
tem for optimization of reheating furnaces has been developed that contains
functions for fuel optimization, based on carpet diagrams and delay strategy
multipliers. In [97], a nonlinear model-based controller for optimally tracking
a prespecified slab temperature trajectory in a walking beam reheating furnace
is proposed, based on a nonlinear temperature model related to the slabs that
are within the furnace. A hybrid optimization set-point strategy for reheating
furnaces temperatures is proposed in [98], based on steady-state zone temper-
ature optimization and dynamic optimization performed by PID controllers.
In [99], a dynamic model of the reheating furnace is derived using material
and energy balances and a multivariable predictive controller design procedure
is proposed. In [100], a feedback linearization method is applied to obtain a
linear model of the reheating furnace and an MPC system is designed. In [101],
an MPC system based on ARX (AutoRegressive eXogenous) models identified
by data with a test slab equipped with thermocouples inside is proposed and
simulated. In [102], the potential of nonlinear MPC techniques to improve the
temperature control of the metal slabs in a hot mill reheat furnace is explored;
in particular, a focus on energy consumption decreasing is presented. An in-
tegrated method of intelligent decoupling control based on a recurrent neural
network for zones temperature estimation and a heat transfer model for billets
temperature prediction is proposed in [103] for a pusher type reheating furnace.
A Lyapunov-based MIMO state feedback controller is developed for slab tem-
peratures in a continuous, fuel-fired reheating furnace in [104]. The controller
modifies reference trajectories of furnace temperatures and is part of a cascade
control scheme. In [105], a nonlinear MPC is designed for a continuous reheat-
ing furnace for steel slabs. Based on a first principles mathematical model,
the controller defines local furnace temperatures so that the slabs reach their
desired final temperatures.
As already mentioned, the basic APC framework described in Chapter 3 has
been customized for energy efficiency and process control improvements on real
billets reheating furnaces. The resulting reheating furnaces APC system has
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been named as E-FESTO. In E-FESTO APC system, to overcome the absence
of temperature sensors inside the furnace to measure billets temperature, a vir-
tual sensor has been developed, based on a nonlinear model whose inputs are
represented by linear combinations of the zones temperatures of the considered
furnace. Besides, billets inlet temperature and position along the furnace are
taken into account by the model. With respect to the cited literature con-
trol solutions for reheating furnaces, a Linear Parameter-Varying (LPV) model
has been accordingly derived [106], [107]. Furthermore, the other furnace vari-
ables have been considered through linear time invariant predictors. The global
process model has been used in a two-layer linear adaptive MPC scheme. The
introduced reheating furnaces control method has been awarded with an Italian
patent [90].

4.2 E-FESTO APC system
The schematic representation of E-FESTO APC system is shown in Fig. 4.3.

Figure 4.3: Schematic representation of E-FESTO APC system.

As already mentioned in the previous section, to overcome the absence of tem-
perature sensors inside the furnace to measure billets temperature, a virtual
sensor (Fig. 4.3, Virtual Sensor) has been developed. At this regard, it must
pointed out that possible sensors placed on the billets cannot represent a fea-
sible solution; furthermore, indirect measurements through additional pyrom-
eters are corrupted by the internal furnace conditions. Therefore, the devel-
opment of a virtual sensor has represented the best solution to overcome the
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absence of temperature information for the billets inside the furnace. The de-
veloped virtual sensor has been based on a nonlinear first principles model
whose inputs are represented by linear combinations of the zones temperatures
of the considered furnace. Denoting with mb the maximum number of billets
that at the current control instant k can be contained in the considered fur-
nace (this number may change at different control instants), the virtual sensor
provides the estimation of the current temperature of at most mb billets, also
taking into account possible empty furnace places. The estimated billets cur-
rent temperatures are grouped in a b(k) ∈ Rmb×1 vector (Fig. 4.3, b(k)) that
is assumed to include all mb terms. This choice has been done for notation
convenience in the general case. The nonlinear first principles model takes into
account heat phenomena and billets movements. For the development of the
billets temperature first principles model, two modules have been designed: a
tracking module and a thermodynamic module. The tracking module models
the movement of each billet inside the furnace, providing the online configura-
tion of the billets inside the furnace. This module takes into account all the
furnace operations and features, such as the discharge of a billet, the furnace
production rate, and sensors information (see Subsection 4.1.1). The thermo-
dynamic module estimates the billets temperature inside the furnace taking
into account tracking module information. The thermodynamic behavior of
each billet has been modelled considering thermal diffusion equations of the
different billet layers. The following continuous time conduction model has
been considered [108]:

Q̇cond = −λA
dT

dx
[W ] (4.1)

where A [m2] is the area related to the billet section that is normal to the
heat transfer direction, λ [W/(m · k)] is the billet thermal conductivity, and dT

dx

[K/m] is the temperature variation along the considered layer direction. The
model (4.1) can be tailored with the needed number of billet layers. The con-
vection and radiation phenomena have been modelled by the following standard
equations [108]:

Q̇conv = hA(Tbill − Tenv) [W ] (4.2)

Q̇rad = ϵσA(T 4
bill − T 4

env) [W ] (4.3)

where A [m2] is the area related to the exposed surface, h [W/(m2 · k)] is the
convection heat transfer coefficient, Tbill [K] is the billet temperature, and Tenv

[K] is the environment temperature of the fluid around the considered billet.
σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and ϵ is the emissivity coefficient [108].
The billets thermodynamic model acts as a virtual sensor for billets temper-
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ature estimation and exploits a discretization (sampling time Tsb
) of the con-

tinuous time model based on the above differential equations. The inputs of
the overall billets temperature nonlinear model are represented by linear com-
binations of the zones temperatures (all measured) of the considered furnace.
The vector of the inputs of the overall billets temperature nonlinear model is
indicated with ub ∈ Rlub

×1 vector. The exact value of the heat transfer co-
efficients that are used in the above equations is unknown; usually a physical
range is known. These coefficients are online adapted by the thermodynamic
module solving a constrained optimization problem, based on the minimization
of the error between billets outlet measurements (optical pyrometer) and the
related temperature estimations. The proposed adaptation procedure tries to
repair to modellization uncertainties. In particular, for each billet that exits
the furnace, a constrained optimization problem is solved: a nonlinear cost
function minimizes the difference between the real outlet temperature and the
estimated one. In this problem, the optical pyrometer measurements of the
billets final temperature and all the temperature profile of the last billet that
exited the furnace are exploited. In the considered case studies, the pyrometer
that measures the temperature of the processed billets is placed at the exit of
the first stage of the rolling mill stands. Because it is placed at the exit of
the first stage of the rolling mill stands, a further term that models the billets
temperature decrease in the path from the furnace outlet to the optical py-
rometer has to be included. An optical pyrometer placed after the first stage
of the rolling mill stands is more reliable with respect to an optical pyrometer
that is placed at the furnace outlet. In fact, at the furnace outlet the scale
on the billets surface has not been reduced yet and the scale may corrupt the
pyrometer measurements. With the initial part of the Rolling phase, the scale
on the billets surface is reduced, thus allowing measurements that are more
reliable.
The virtual sensor runs with a sampling time Tsb

that is always smaller with
respect to the sampling time Ts related to the MPC block and to the DC &
DS block.
The computed updated coefficients are then applied for the temperature es-
timation of the billets that are still in the furnace and furthermore they are
forwarded to DO and to Predictions Calculator modules within Billets Param-
eters term. Their usage in these modules will be described in the following of
this section.

4.2.1 Development of a global furnace linear model

In order to customize the two-layer linear MPC strategy and the DC & DS
block of the basic APC framework for the control and the optimization of bil-
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lets reheating furnaces, the achievement of a proper linear process model is
necessary. Through the analysis of the considered reheating furnaces, suit-
able process variables groups have been defined. In the Manipulated Variables
(MVs) group, the fuel flow rate of each furnace zone equipped with an own
burners set has been always considered. To complete the MVs group, based
on the specific case studies, the air flow rate or the stoichiometric ratio of each
furnace zone equipped with an own burners set has been considered. So, in
certain case studies the MVs group is represented by fuel and air flow rates,
while in the remaining plants it is composed by fuel flow rates and by the re-
lated stoichiometric ratios. In all case studies, the selected MVs act on local
control loops regulated by PID controllers. In all case studies, in the Distur-
bance Variables (DVs) group, furnace and air pressures, together with furnace
production rate, have been included. As in the basic APC framework, the
MVs set is denoted by a u ∈ Rlu×1 vector, while the DVs set is denoted by a
d ∈ Rld×1 vector. Finally, two basic categories of Controlled Variables (CVs)
have been defined: zones Controlled Variables (zCVs) and billets temperature
(bCVs). zCVs group includes all furnace zones temperatures, temperature dif-
ference between adjacent furnace zones, smoke-exchanger temperature, total
air flow rate, and the opening position (per cent) of the valves related to fuel
flow rates. Furthermore, for the case studies that include air flow rates among
MVs, also the opening position (per cent) of the valves related to air flow rates
has been included in the zCVs group. zCVs have been grouped in a y ∈ Rmy×1

vector and, as it will be described, they correspond to the CVs that have been
considered in the basic APC framework (see Chapter 3). MVs, DVs, and zCVs
are all measured at each control instant. With regard to the bCVs group, the
developed virtual sensor supplies an estimation of the temperature of the bil-
lets that are still in the furnace; as already stated, these variables have been
included in a b ∈ Rmb×1 vector. At each control instant k, a measured or esti-
mated value of all MVs, DVs, zCVs, and bCVs is supplied by the cooperative
action of the SCADA system and of the developed virtual sensor.
A black-box identification phase has been executed in order to obtain zCVs-
MVs/DVs models: accurate step test procedures have been performed acting
on the selected input variables (MVs/DVs) and in all case studies linear time
invariant asymptotically stable strictly proper models without delays on the
inputs-outputs channels have been achieved [109], [110], [111]. Deviations of
process variables from consistent operating points are considered for the formu-
lation of these models. All practical and theoretical considerations that have
been discussed in Chapter 3 with regard to MVs, DVs, and CVs are extended to
MVs, DVs, and zCVs of the billets reheating furnaces customized APC frame-
work. Furthermore, a new feature has been introduced within the DC & DS
block: the definition of criticity relationships between the status values of dif-
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ferent MVs. These relationships have been introduced in order to ensure that
with the inactivity of the fuel flow rate of a furnace zone, the related air flow
rate (MV) or the related stoichiometric ratio (MV) cannot be active. In this
way, the controller cannot use the other MVs without the use of the primary
MVs, that are represented by the fuel flow rates. The additional information
that has to be exploited by DC & DS block for the criticity relationships be-
tween the status values of different MVs has been included in Plant Signals &
Parameters term of Fig. 4.3.
In order to include bCVs in the setup of the customized APC system, a lin-
earization of the billets temperature nonlinear first principles model (that is
exploited by the virtual sensor) has been performed, obtaining the following
Linear Parameter-Varying (LPV) model:

b(k + 1) = Ab(p)b(k) + Bb(p)ub(k) (4.4)

where b(k) represents the billets temperature estimation supplied by the virtual
sensor at the current control instant k. On the generic jth position of b(k)
vector, there is the temperature estimation of the billet that at the current
control instant k is located on the jth place of the furnace (the 1st place
is assumed to be the closest place to the furnace inlet). This discrete time
model, that will be included in the MPC formulation, is considered with the
same sampling time Ts related to the MPC block and to the DC & DS block,
that corresponds also to the sampling time that has been considered for the
inclusion of the identified zCVs-MVs/DVs models in the controller formulation.
In (4.4) Ab(p) ∈ Rmb×mb and Bb(p) ∈ Rmb×lub are matrices that depend on
a p ∈ Rnp×1 vector of parameters that are obtained through combinations
between the current values of the heat transfer coefficients updated by the
virtual sensor and known billets parameters, e.g. the billets section, the billets
mass, and the billets specific heat. Finally, ub(k), i.e. the inputs vector of
(4.4), contains suitable linear combinations of the zones temperatures of the
considered furnace.
In order to exploit the general model (4.4) in the controller formulation, a bCVs-
MVs/DVs model must be achieved. Cascading the zCVs-MVs/DVs identified
models (see (3.11)) and the LPV model, the following general prediction model
is obtained:

b̂(k + i|k) = Ab(p)b̂(k + i − 1|k) + Bb(p)ûb(k + i − 1|k)
ûb(k + i − 1|k) = M(k + i − 1)ŷ(k + i − 1|k) (4.5)

where b̂(k|k) = b(k) and ŷ(k|k) = y(k). M(k + i − 1) ∈ Rlub
×my is a suitable

mapping matrix that allows the inclusion of the desired linear combinations of
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the zones temperatures (that are contained in zCVs y vector) on the ûb(k + i −
1|k) rows. The M matrix can change at different prediction instants, because,
according to the defined current furnace production rate (that is contained
within d ∈ Rld×1 vector), the billets can change their position along the furnace
in the future instants. Usually, for the generic billet that at the current control
instant k is located on the jth place of the furnace and that at the (k + i−1)th
prediction instant will be located on the rth place (r ≥ j) of the furnace, the
related jth row of M(k + i−1) matrix contains an only nonzero element (equal
to 1) on the position that corresponds to the temperature of the furnace zone
where the billet will be located at the (k + i − 1)th prediction instant. As
it will be described in Sections 4.3-4.4, there could be furnace zones that are
transversally divided into two internal zones; in these cases for the billets that
at the (k + i − 1)th prediction instant transit within these furnace zones, the
related rows of M(k + i − 1) matrix contain two nonzero elements (equal to
0.5) on the corresponding positions.
Exploiting (3.37) and (3.38), the following general expression for the predictions
of the temperature of the generic billet that at the current control instant k is
located on the jth place of the furnace is:

b̂j(k + i|k) = b̂j(k + i|k)
⏐⏐⏐
∆U(k)=0

+ ∆b̂j(k + i|k) (4.6)

∆b̂j(k + i|k) = Θbj(i,:)
∆U(k) j =1 . . . mb i=1 . . . ej

ej = ceil( (Tfm · (mb + 1 − j))
Ts

)

where b̂j(k + i|k)
⏐⏐⏐
∆U(k)=0

represents the free response of the jth billet temper-

ature at the (k + i)th prediction instant, namely the response that would be
obtained if the MVs future values remain at the last value u(k − 1) [8]. Free
response contains all available information up to k instant, included the DVs
effect. As already mentioned in Chapter 3, at each control instant k, the future
DVs behavior is assumed unknown, so the future DVs behavior is considered
constant at the last DVs value d(k − 1). In the DVs group there is the furnace
production rate: its value at the current control instant is known, but the fu-
ture values are assumed unknown. For this reason, at a generic control instant
k, the same furnace production rate is assumed for all the considered future
instants (k + i). In the proposed architecture shown in Fig. 4.3, the bCVs free
response is computed by Predictions Calculator module. For the generic billet
that at the current control instant k is located on the jth place of the furnace,
the temperature predictions that have to be considered are the temperature
predictions related to the time window from (k + 1) to (k + ej). ej represents
the predicted future prediction instant related to the exit of the jth billet from
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the furnace. Tfm is the current furnace movement time, defined as the time
passed between the last two exited billets; in (4.6), Tfm is assumed to be indi-
cated with the same measurement unit of the Ts sampling time. ceil(x) rounds
x to the nearest integer greater than or equal to x. At each control instant
k, Tfm and the current furnace production rate are related by the following
general expression:

Tfm = (3600[s] · mass[t])
(1[h] · Prod[t/h]) [s] (4.7)

where mass indicates the mass of the last billet that exited the furnace (mea-
sured in tons, [t]) while Prod indicates the current furnace production rate
(measured in [t/h]) that is included in the final d(k − 1) vector. The general
expression (4.7) can be subjected to small modifications in case of the presence
in the furnace of billets with different lengths that exit in sequence.
Based on the previous considerations, each billet that at the current control
instant is located inside the furnace is represented by an own “steady-state”,
represented by the related ej instant. In (4.6), Θbj(i,:)

∈ R1×(lu·Hu) repre-
sents the relationship between the “forced” component ∆b̂j(k + i|k) and the
future MVs moves. Within Θbj(i,:)

terms, because of the cascading of the zCVs-
MVs/DVs identified models and of the LPV model, also information contained
in the Θ matrix of (3.38) is included.

4.2.2 Billets status and APC modes

As described in Chapter 3, Data Conditioning & Decoupling Selector (DC &
DS) block (Fig. 4.3) represents an auxiliary supervision block that, among
its functions, defines the final status value for each process variable, which al-
lows specifying the variables to be included in the MPC control problem at the
current control instant. In the E-FESTO APC system, DC & DS block must
also determine the final status value of each of the variables included in bCVs
group.
At each control instant k, bCVs updated estimations are provided by the vir-
tual sensor to DC & DS block (Fig. 4.3, right side of DC & DS block, b(k)).
Together with b(k) values, also an initial bCVs status value is provided to DC &
DS block, thanks to a cooperative action of the SCADA system and of the de-
veloped virtual sensor. For each bCV, two status values have been introduced:
“1” and “0”. The status value “1” related to a generic bCV indicates that the
MPC scheme must control that variable, i.e. the bCV is active. Conversely,
the bCV status value equal to “0” indicates that the bCV is inactive: at the
current control instant the MPC scheme has not in control that bCV, i.e. MVs
must not act to satisfy its specifications.
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The initial bCVs status value takes into account plant driving specifications
and needs, together with particular bCVs plant conditions. Plant driving spec-
ifications and needs refer to the need of a temporary furnace stop (planned
or unforeseen), where the furnace production rate approaches to 0 [t/h] and
the computation of ej instants of (4.6) is not possible. Particular bCVs plant
conditions refer to bad estimations of the virtual sensor, to empty furnace
places, or to the substitution of a device that is needed for a correct virtual
sensor action, i.e. the optical pyrometers. In the proposed APC system, bad
estimations by the virtual sensor can be detected using different techniques,
e.g. suitable temperature thresholds. The initial bCVs status is included in
a StatusbSCADAV S ∈ Rmb×1 vector; it contains “0” values for the bCVs that
have been set as inactive (“1” otherwise). For example, in the positions of
StatusbSCADAV S related to furnace empty places, “0” value is included. Fur-
thermore, in case of a temporary furnace stop, bad estimations of the virtual
sensor, or crucial devices substitution, all elements of StatusbSCADAV S vector
are equal to “0”. DC & DS block, for each jth billet that is currently in the fur-
nace and that is characterized by a “1” on the jth position of StatusbSCADAV S

vector, computes the related ej parameter (see (4.6)). If for the jth billet this
parameter results equal to 1, DC & DS block zeroes the related element in the
initial StatusbSCADAV S vector. This condition derives from the cascading of
the zCVs-MVs/DVs identified models and of the LPV model. Practically, this
situation means that the considered billet cannot be controlled, i.e. the related
Θbj(1,:)

in (4.6) is composed by elements all equal to zero. The final bCVs sta-
tus value (Fig. 4.3, left side of DC & DS block, u-d-y-b Status) is defined by
an element-wise logical “AND” between StatusbSCADAV S vector and an ad-
ditional vector that takes into account the definition of criticity relationships
between the zCVs status value and the bCVs status value. Considering ub vec-
tor, i.e. the inputs vector of (4.4) that contains suitable linear combinations of
the zones temperatures of the considered furnace, and remembering that the
zones temperatures of the furnace are included in the zCVs group, at least one
of the zCVs that appear in ub vector is considered as a critical input for the
final bCVs status value. The number of critical inputs may vary between 1
and the total number of zCVs that appear in ub vector. Practically, a bCV
cannot be active if there is at least one critical inactive zCV (that appears in
the ub vector). Denoting with Statusb−y ∈ Rmb×1 the vector related to the
influence of zCVs status on bCVs status, its elements can be equal to “0” or
“1”. The final bCVs status value, denoted by Statusb ∈ Rmb×1, is defined by
the following element-wise logical “AND”:

Statusb = StatusbSCADAV S ∧ Statusb−y (4.8)
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where ∧ represents the element-wise logical “AND”.
The final bCVs status vector is provided by DC & DS block to Predictions
Calculator module, to DO module, and to SCADA block (Fig. 4.3, left side
of DC & DS block, u-d-y-b Status and b Status). The additional information
that has to be exploited by DC & DS block for bCVs status processing and
final computation has been included in Plant Signals & Parameters term of
Fig. 4.3.
Based on the final bCVs status vector, in order to always ensure the control
specifications described in Subsection 4.1.1, two main control modes have been
defined in E-FESTO APC system:

1. adaptive APC mode: use of both identified zCVs-MVs/DVs linear time
invariant models and first principles billets temperature LPV model and
exploitation of billets virtual sensor information within a customized two-
layer linear adaptive MPC strategy for control specifications fulfilment;

2. zones APC mode: use of the only zCVs-MVs/DVs identified linear time
invariant models within a two-layer linear MPC strategy for control spec-
ifications fulfilment.

Practically, the basic control mode is constituted by the adaptive APC mode
(see Subsection 4.2.3); in this control mode at least a bCV is active. When all
bCVs are inactive, E-FESTO APC system switches to zones APC mode (see
Subsection 4.2.4) [112], [113].

4.2.3 The adaptive APC mode

As mentioned in Subsection 4.2.1, each billet that at the current control instant
is located inside the furnace is represented by an own “steady-state”, repre-
sented by the related ej instant (see (4.6)). For this reason, the customization
related to the introduction of the developed overall linear billets temperature
model in the basic two-layer linear MPC strategy of Chapter 3 only interests
the Predictions Calculator module and the DO module formulations. TOCS
module formulation does not take into account the information provided by the
developed overall linear billets temperature model, so TOCS module formula-
tion remains the same of Subsection 3.1.2 and is based on the zCVs-MVs/DVs
linear time invariant models. As it will be clarified in the following, suitable
tuning procedures can guarantee the desired control performances.
The bCVs free response is computed by Predictions Calculator module, as it
has been already described; for the generic billet that at the current control
instant k is located on the jth place of the furnace, the temperature predictions
that have to be considered are the temperature predictions related to the time
window from (k + 1) to (k + ej), where ej represents the predicted future pre-
diction instant related to the exit of the jth billet from the furnace. In order to
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consider all predictions of all the billets temperatures in the entire related time
windows, the prediction horizon Hp within the adaptive APC mode is always
set as the maximum value among ej values related to active bCVs. For example,
if the 1st bCV is active, the prediction horizon Hp is set as e1, i.e. the sampling
instants that the 1st billet in the furnace requires to traverse the entire furnace
(the 1st place is assumed to be the closest place to the furnace inlet). So,
the prediction horizon Hp within the adaptive APC mode changes whenever
the furnace movement time (and the furnace production rate) changes: a di-
rect relationship between Hp and the furnace movement time (and the furnace
production rate) has been defined. For example, when the furnace movement
time decreases (and the furnace production rate increases), Hp decreases. For
the definition of the control horizon Hu within the adaptive APC mode, the
following relationship has been introduced:

Hu = ceil( Hp

rHp−Hu

) (4.9)

where rHp−Hu
represents the desired ratio between Hp and Hu. ceil(x) rounds

x to the nearest integer greater than or equal to x. The prediction instants
related to the MVs future moves Mi (i = 1 . . . Hu; M1 = 0) are defined in order
to ensure several MVs control moves in the first prediction instants and to
ensure the required number of MVs control moves over the prediction horizon
Hp. Clearly, also Mi (i = 1 . . . Hu; M1 = 0) are online adapted, together with
Hp and Hu.
So, within the adaptive APC mode, the horizons Hp and Hu, together with the
Mi (i = 1 . . . Hu; M1 = 0) terms, can change at different control instants due to
the modification of the furnace movement time (and of the furnace production
rate). This adaptation procedure of Hp, Hu and Mi (i = 1 . . . Hu; M1 = 0)
terms guarantees a sufficient Hp for the evaluation of the billets temperatures
inside the furnace, together with a sufficient number of properly spaced MVs
future moves for the DO optimization problem solution.
The described methodology for the definition of the Hp, Hu and Mi (i =
1 . . . Hu; M1 = 0) terms must always guarantee that Hp is set long enough
(finite value) to capture the steady-state effects of all future MVs moves, with
regard to the zCVs-MVs/DVs linear time invariant models. In this way, the first
consistency relationship between the TOCS and DO modules formulations with
regard to the zCVs-MVs/DVs linear time invariant models is always guaranteed.
In order to handle particular and infrequent furnace conditions (e.g. large
number of empty places), ad hoc variations of the described methodology have
been defined.
Within the adaptive APC mode, the basic DO module formulation (3.41)-(3.42)
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has been customized as follows:

min
∆U(k),εyDO(k),εbDO(k)

VDO(k) = min
∆U(k),εyDO(k),εbDO(k)

(
my∑
j=1

Hp∑
i=Hwj

(Q(j,j)(i) · (ŷj(k + i|k)

− rj(k + i|k))2) +
Hu∑
i=1

∥∆û(k + Mi|k)∥2
R(i) +

Hu∑
i=1

∥û(k + Mi|k) − ur(k + Mi|k)∥2
S(i)+

+ ∥εyDO(k)∥2
ρyDO

+
mb∑
j=1

ej∑
i=1

(Qb(j,j) (i) · (b̂j(k + i|k) − rbj (k + i|k))2) + ∥εbDO(k)∥2
ρbDO

)

(4.10)

subject to

lbduDO(i) ≤ ∆û(k + Mi|k) ≤ ubduDO(i), i = 1 . . . Hu

lbuDO(i) ≤ û(k + Mi|k) ≤ ubuDO(i), i = 1 . . . Hu (4.11)
lbyDOj

(i) − γlbyDOj
(i) · εyDO(k) ≤ ŷj(k + i|k) ≤ ubyDOj

(i) + γubyDOj
(i) · εyDO(k),

j = 1 . . . my, i = Hwj
. . . Hp

lbbDOj
(i) − γlbbDOj

(i) · εbDO(k) ≤ b̂j(k + i|k) ≤ ubbDOj
(i) + γubbDOj

(i) · εbDO(k),
j = 1 . . . mb, i = 1 . . . ej

εyDO(k) ≥ 0nεyDO×1

εbDO(k) ≥ 0nεbDO×1

where ||·|| is the Euclidean norm.
In the customized DO module formulation within the adaptive APC mode,
the additional terms with respect to the basic DO module formulation (3.41)-
(3.42) are represented by the expressions related to the bCVs. rbj

(k + i|k)
represents the reference trajectory value of the jth bCV at ith prediction in-
stant; the related tracking error is weighted by a nonnegative scalar Qb(j,j)(i).
bCVs reference trajectories are supplied by the SCADA system within Billets
Parameters term of Fig. 4.3 and can change at different control instants, based
on the Rolling phase specifications.
In (4.10), the magnitude of the jth bCV future value at the ith prediction in-
stant is constrained by lbbDOj (i) (lower constraint) and ubbDOj (i) (upper con-
straint). Each jth bCV can be controlled (with reference trajectories and/or
with constraints) on the related time window. All DO bCVs constraints, if
present, can change at different control instants (based on the Rolling phase
specifications) and they are forwarded by SCADA system (Fig. 4.3, u-b Con-
straints). In order to prevent infeasibility situations, bCVs constraints can
been assumed as soft constraints. In fact, in the running of an industrial
plant, there may be cases where changes on the operating conditions and/or
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constraints modifications performed by plant operators could be such that no
solution within the given set of operating constraints exists. Consequently, the
controller could not find an output solution and no control action on the sys-
tem would be performed. In the conduction of a real plant, this situation is
not advisable so that, in order to find a solution of the control problem, the
violation of some bCVs constraints is admitted. In this way, a feasible solution
is found that possibly relaxes one or more of the original set bCVs constraints.
Their softening is admitted in critical situations through the introduction of
additional decision variables, represented by a nonnegative slack variables vec-
tor εbDO(k) ∈ R+nεbDO×1

0 . In general, the minimum slack variables number is
1 (all bCVs constraints relaxations are grouped), while the maximum one is
2
∑mb

j=1 ej . When nεbDO = 2
∑mb

j=1 ej , each bCVs soft constraint is equipped
with an own slack variable. The slack variables vector has been introduced
in the constraints (4.11) related to the generic jth bCV at the ith prediction
instant through nonnegative weights, contained in γlbbDOj (i) ∈ R+1×nεbDO

0 and
γubbDOj

(i) ∈ R+1×nεbDO
0 . γlbbDOj

(i) and γubbDOj
(i) are vectors that could be

characterized by at most an only nonzero positive element (on the correspon-
dent position of the related slack variable in εbDO(k)). The slack variables
vector has been introduced in the quadratic cost function (4.10) through a
positive definite diagonal matrix ρbDO ∈ RnεbDO×nεbDO . A joint setting of
γlbbDOj

(i), γubbDOj
(i) and ρbDO terms allows to suitably rank the importance

of constraints relaxations, giving a priority order between bCVs constraints.
Considering also γlbyDOj (i), γubyDOj (i) and ρyDO terms related to zCVs, a
global priority order between bCVs-zCVs constraints can be obtained.
S(i), Q(i), R(i), γlbyDOj (i), γubyDOj (i), ρyDO, nεyDO, γlbbDOj (i), γubbDOj (i),
ρbDO, the adaptation methodology of Hu and Mi, and the grouping policies of
zCVs-bCVs constraints relaxations are among Billets Parameters of Fig. 4.3,
together with all the other DO parameters related to zCVs that have been de-
scribed in Chapter 3. They can be changed at different control instants.
Within Billets Parameters of Fig. 4.3, in order to perform the desired bCVs-
zCVs control methodology (with reference trajectories and/or with constraints),
suitable weights zeroing and constraints cut off terms have been included. Fur-
thermore, the final bCVs status Statusb vector information provided by DC
& DS block must be included in the DO formulation. When the generic jth
element (j =1. . . mb) of the Statusb vector is equal to zero, all the constraints
related to the jth bCV in (4.11) are cut off by DO module. Moreover, when
the generic jth element (j =1. . . mb) of the Statusb vector is equal to zero, all
Qb(j,j)(i) terms are zeroed by DO module.
The problem (4.10)-(4.11) has been suitably parametrized as a function of
the adopted decision variables vector, composed by ∆û(k +Mi|k) (i=1. . . Hu),
εyDO(k), and εbDO(k). The parametrization methodology is similar to that de-
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scribed in Chapter 3. At each control instant k where E-FESTO APC system
exploits the adaptive APC mode, DO module, exploiting also the information
provided by TOCS module solution, solves the QP problem (3.41)-(3.42), com-
puting ∆û(k + Mi|k) (i = 1. . . Hu), εyDO(k), and εbDO(k). Among computed
MVs future values, only the first value u(k) = û(k|k) = u(k − 1) + ∆û(k|k) is
applied to the plant.

4.2.4 The zones APC mode
When all bCVs are inactive, E-FESTO APC system switches to zones APC
mode; practically, this control mode corresponds exactly to the control mode
described within the basic APC framework of Chapter 3. The only introduced
feature is related to the criticity relationships between the status values of dif-
ferent MVs (see Subsection 4.2.1), that interest also the adaptive APC mode.
Note that, in both adaptive and zones APC modes, TOCS module exploits
the only zCVs-MVs/DVs identified linear time invariant models. The only dif-
ferences between the two TOCS module formulations are represented by the
different computation methodologies related to Hp and Hu. As described in
Chapter 3, when both DO and TOCS modules exploit the same linear time
invariant process model, Hp and Hu parameters are forwarded by SCADA sys-
tem and they can be set as explained in Section 3.3.
In general, the parameters related to zCVs and MVs of the optimization prob-
lems solved by DO module in adaptive and zones APC modes can be different.
However, the optimization problems solved by DO module in adaptive and
zones APC modes are always different.

4.2.5 Tuning and furnace management details
In order to fulfil the specifications defined in Subsection 4.1.1, an accurate tun-
ing procedure has to be performed for both the defined control modes.
In all the considered case studies, both adaptive and zones APC modes share
some tuning features. They do not consider DO tracking objectives for zCVs.
For this purpose, all Q(i) matrices are always composed by elements all equal
to zero. zCVs are always controlled through suitable soft constraints. Further-
more, among zCVs, the most important variables are the air flow rate and the
smoke-exchanger temperature; the compliance with the assigned constraints
guarantees furnace safety. Then there are the temperature difference between
adjacent furnace zones and the furnace zones temperatures; finally, there is the
valves opening position (per cent). Usually, the temperature difference between
adjacent furnace zones is considered more important with respect to the zones
temperatures, in order to ensure, when needed, a monotonic increase of the
furnace zones temperature along the furnace (from the furnace inlet to the fur-
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nace outlet). With regard to zCVs constrained control using only a defined set
of control inputs, the decoupling strategy described in Section 3.2 is exploited,
as will be described in Sections 4.3-4.4.
In the adaptive APC mode, bCVs can be controlled with reference trajecto-
ries and/or with constraints, based on the specifications of the Rolling phase.
In all the considered case studies, the generic jth active bCV is always con-
trolled only at the related ejth prediction instant; practically, its target or its
constraints are considered only at the related furnace exit prediction instant.
bCVs specifications have been always considered less important than zCVs con-
trol requirements, in order to first ensure a safe furnace conduction.
Within the TOCS module formulation of both APC modes, the just mentioned
priority order among zCVs has been imposed. Furthermore, in order to min-
imize the fuel specific consumption and the excess of air within the assigned
MVs and zCVs constraints, the TOCS cu weights related to air/fuel stoichio-
metric ratios (when present among the defined MVs) and to fuel flow rates
have been set as positive. In particular, the minimization of the fuel flow rates
related to the furnace zones closer to the furnace inlet is considered as more
important with respect to the minimization of the fuel flow rates related to
the last furnace zones. This tuning feature contributes to the achievement of
a monotonic increase of the furnace zones temperature along the furnace. The
TOCS cu weights related to the air flow rates (when present among the defined
MVs) have been always set to zero, together with the TOCS cy weights.
In TOCS and DO modules within both APC modes, MVs constraints are al-
ways considered as hard constraints. In the case studies where stoichiometric
ratios have been included among MVs, air/fuel stoichiometric ratios constraints
are automatically considered. In the case studies where the MVs group includes
air and fuel flow rates, the stoichiometric ratios constraints must be suitably
included within TOCS and DO modules formulation within both APC modes
(see Section 4.4).
With regard to the compliance with the defined billets temperature constraints
and/or targets at the furnace outlet, these specifications are included in the
DO formulation of the adaptive APC mode (see Subsection 4.2.3) and within
this APC mode they are directly considered in the computation of the DO op-
timization problem solution. For this reason, within the adaptive APC mode,
zCVs and MVs constraints are usually set very large, while assuring process
safety. In this way, the information provided by the billets temperature virtual
sensor and by the LPV model can be optimally exploited by DO module. As
described in Subsection 4.2.3, TOCS module formulation does not take into
account the information provided by the developed overall linear billets tem-
perature model; for this reason, the steady-state targets supplied by TOCS
module may be unreachable in the adaptive APC mode and the considerations
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of Section 3.3 about tuning of the diagonal terms of S(i) matrices must be
revised within this APC mode. Complying with zCVs constraints, a profitable
trade-off between MVs tracking and bCVs requirements (tracking and/or con-
straints tightening) has been ensured, weighting also MVs moves magnitude.
In particular, ad hoc adaptive S(i) tuning strategies have been defined, based
on the adaptation procedure of Hp, Hu and Mi (i = 1 . . . Hu; M1 = 0) terms.
The basic idea lies in the introduced relationship between Hp and the furnace
production rate: with the furnace production rate decrease, Hp increases and
the billets remain longer inside the furnace; for this reason, with the furnace
production rate decrease, the diagonal terms of S(i) matrices must ensure a
dominance of the specifications related to the fuel minimization with respect
to the billets temperature specifications fulfilment.
Billets temperature specifications are not directly included in the zones APC
mode. Thanks to the adaptive APC mode, suitable zCVs and MVs constraints
tables have been defined for the zones APC mode. The defined tables (that
are exploited by plant operators) take into account different furnace boundary
conditions, e.g. the furnace production rate, the billets inlet temperature, and
the required outlet temperature. Furthermore, in some cases, when E-FESTO
APC system switches to zones APC mode, information provided by the future
zCVs predictions within the previous adaptive APC mode control instants can
be taken into account for an online definition of the future zCVs constraints. In
this way, in both adaptive and zones APC modes, the compliance with outlet
billets temperature specifications is ensured and the furnace thermal barycen-
ter is moved toward the Soaking Area, thus limiting also billets overheating and
scale formation.
Thanks to the two defined APC modes, all furnace conditions can be efficiently
handled and optimized.
According to the author knowledge, the proposed billets reheating furnaces
control method represents a contribution of the research activity reported in
the present dissertation [114], [115]. The proposed billets reheating furnaces
control method has been awarded with an Italian patent [90].

4.3 Case study: pusher type reheating furnace
In this section the description of one of the five billets reheating furnaces where
the E-FESTO APC system has been installed is reported. It is a pusher type
reheating furnace.
The Reheating phase of the pusher type reheating furnace at issue is schemati-
cally represented in Fig. 4.4.
The considered furnace can contain up to 136 billets (mb = 136). The billets
are characterized by a rectangular section (0.2 [m] × 0.16 [m]), with a length
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of 9 [m]. Billets mass is equal to about 2 [t]. The billets inlet temperature
varies approximately on the range 20 [◦C] - 700 [◦C], while the outlet tem-
perature can vary according to specifications related to the subsequent plastic
deformation phase. For example, outlet temperature can range on 1030 [◦C] -
1080 [◦C]. The inlet billets temperature is measured by an optical pyrometer
that is located near the inlet of the furnace. The outlet billets temperature is
measured by an optical pyrometer that is located at the exit of first stage of
rolling mill stands.

Figure 4.4: Representation of the pusher type reheating furnace.

Figure 4.5: Detail of the pusher type reheating furnace zones disposition.

During transport through the furnace, billets are moved through different fur-
nace zones with a maximum furnace production rate of about 120 [t/h]. Start-
ing from the furnace inlet (Fig. 4.4, left side), the furnace zones are named
tunnel, zone 6, zone 5, zone 4, zone 3, zone 2, and zone 1 ; the furnace temper-
atures reach up to 1250 [◦C]. The seven furnace zones are grouped in the three
main areas that have been described in Section 4.1: Preheating Area, Heating
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Area, and Soaking Area. Preheating Area is the only furnace area characterized
by the absence of burners. Soaking Area is characterized by a transversal dis-
position of its zones, i.e. zone 2 and zone 1. This detail is reported in Fig. 4.5.
Table 4.1 reports details on the furnace zones: their length, the (maximum)
related number of billets contained and typical temperature ranges are shown.

Table 4.1: Pusher type reheating furnace zones features.
Furnace Zone Length Billets Number Temperature Range

Tunnel 4.733 [m] 38 550 [◦C] - 950 [◦C]
Zone 6 3.477 [m] 16 800 [◦C] - 1150 [◦C]
Zone 5 6.4 [m] 32 800 [◦C] - 1150 [◦C]
Zone 4 3.2 [m] 16 800 [◦C] - 1200 [◦C]
Zone 3 4.546 [m] 22 1000 [◦C] - 1250 [◦C]

Zones 2-1 3.2 [m] 12 1000 [◦C] - 1250 [◦C]

Table 4.2: Pusher type reheating furnace MVs.
Variable Name Acronym [Units] MVs Range

Zone 6 Fuel Flow Rate Fuel6 [Nm3/h] 0 [Nm3/h] - 800 [Nm3/h]
Zone 5 Fuel Flow Rate Fuel5 [Nm3/h] 0 [Nm3/h] - 1600 [Nm3/h]
Zone 4 Fuel Flow Rate Fuel4 [Nm3/h] 0 [Nm3/h] - 650 [Nm3/h]
Zone 3 Fuel Flow Rate Fuel3 [Nm3/h] 0 [Nm3/h] - 650 [Nm3/h]
Zone 2 Fuel Flow Rate Fuel2 [Nm3/h] 0 [Nm3/h] - 250 [Nm3/h]
Zone 1 Fuel Flow Rate Fuel1 [Nm3/h] 0 [Nm3/h] - 250 [Nm3/h]
Zone 6 Stoich. Ratio R6 [] 10.8 - 12
Zone 5 Stoich. Ratio R5 [] 9.9 - 12
Zone 4 Stoich. Ratio R4 [] 10.5 - 11.5
Zone 3 Stoich. Ratio R3 [] 10 - 11.5
Zone 2 Stoich. Ratio R2 [] 9.6 - 10.8
Zone 1 Stoich. Ratio R1 [] 9.8 - 10.8

Table 4.3: Pusher type reheating furnace DVs.
Variable Name Acronym [Units] DVs Range

Furnace Production Rate P rod [t/h] 0 [t/h] - 120 [t/h]
Furnace Pressure F urnP ress [mm/H2O] 0.7 [mm/H2O] - 1.2 [mm/H2O]

Air Pressure AirP ress [mbar] 65 [mbar] - 90 [mbar]
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Table 4.4: Pusher type reheating furnace main zCVs.
Variable Name Acronym [Units]

Tunnel Temperature Tun [◦C]
Zone 6 Temperature Temp6 [◦C]
Zone 5 Temperature Temp5 [◦C]
Zone 4 Temperature Temp4 [◦C]
Zone 3 Temperature Temp3 [◦C]
Zone 2 Temperature Temp2 [◦C]
Zone 1 Temperature Temp1 [◦C]

Smoke-Exchanger Temp. TempSE [◦C]
Total Air Flow Rate TotAir [Nm3/h]

Tunnel - Zone 6 Temp. Diff. TDiffT 6 [◦C]
Zone 6 - Zone 5 Temp. Diff. TDiff65 [◦C]
Zone 5 - Zone 4 Temp. Diff. TDiff54 [◦C]
Zone 4 - Zone 3 Temp. Diff. TDiff43 [◦C]

Zone 3 - Mean Zones 2-1 Temp. Diff. TDiff321 [◦C]
Zone 1 - Zone 2 Temp. Diff. TDiff12 [◦C]

From the analysis of the overall process, suitable variables have been selected.
MVs group six fuel flow rates, together with the related stoichiometric ratios
(lu = 12, see Table 4.2). These variables act on local control loops regulated by
PID controllers. Among DVs, furnace and air pressures, together with furnace
production rate, have been included (ld = 3, see Table 4.3). Furnace and air
pressures act on local control loops regulated by PID controllers. Among zCVs
furnace zones temperature (tunnel included), temperature difference between
adjacent furnace zones, smoke-exchanger temperature and fuel valves opening
position (per cent) have been included (my = 21). The main zCVs are listed
in Table 4.4.
A black-box identification phase has been executed in order to obtain zCVs-
MVs/DVs models: linear time invariant asymptotically stable first and second
order strictly proper minimum phase models without delays on the inputs-
outputs channels have been achieved. Deviations of process variables from
consistent operating points are considered for the formulation of these models.
Tables 4.5-4.6-4.7 symbolically represent the main zCVs-MVs and zCVs-DVs
gain matrices, i.e. submatrices of Gyu ∈ R21×12 and Gyd ∈ R21×3: a nonzero
mapping on a MV-zCV pair or on a DV-zCV pair has been indicated by the
gain sign of the correspondent transfer function. The structure of Table 4.5 is
in accordance with the physical behavior of the process where hot gases from
downstream zones influence upstream zone temperatures, but not vice versa.
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Table 4.5: Pusher type reheating furnace zCVs-MVs mapping matrix (I).
Acronym Fuel6 Fuel5 Fuel4 Fuel3 Fuel2 Fuel1

Tun + + + + + +
Temp6 + + + + + +
Temp5 + + + + +
Temp4 + + + +
Temp3 + + +
Temp2 + +
Temp1 + +

TempSE + + + + + +
TotAir + + + + + +

Table 4.6: Pusher type reheating furnace zCVs-MVs mapping matrix (II).
Acronym R6 R5 R4 R3 R2 R1

Tun

Temp6 −
Temp5 −
Temp4 −
Temp3 −
Temp2 − −
Temp1 − −

TempSE

TotAir + + + + + +

Table 4.7: Pusher type reheating furnace zCVs-DVs mapping matrix.
Acronym P rod F urnP ress AirP ress

T un − + −
T emp6 − + −
T emp5 − + −
T emp4 − + −
T emp3 − + −
T emp2 − + −
T emp1 − + −

T empSE − + −
T otAir
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Table 4.8: Pusher type reheating furnace initial Decoupling Matrix (I).
Acronym Fuel6 Fuel5 Fuel4 Fuel3 Fuel2 Fuel1

Tun 1 1 0 0 0 0
Temp6 1 0 0 0 0 0
Temp5 1 1 0 0 0 0
Temp4 1 1 1 0 0 0
Temp3 1 1 1 1 0 0
Temp2 1 1 1 1 1 0
Temp1 1 1 1 1 0 1

TempSE 1 1 0 0 0 0
TotAir 1 1 0 0 0 0

Table 4.9: Pusher type reheating furnace initial Decoupling Matrix (II).
Acronym R6 R5 R4 R3 R2 R1

Tun 1 1 1 1 1 1
Temp6 1 1 1 1 1 1
Temp5 1 1 1 1 1 1
Temp4 1 1 1 1 1 1
Temp3 1 1 1 1 1 1
Temp2 1 1 1 1 1 0
Temp1 1 1 1 1 0 1

TempSE 1 1 1 1 1 1
TotAir 0 0 0 0 0 0

The control specification vi listed in Subsection 4.1.1 requires that the con-
strained control of certain zCVs must be performed using only a defined set of
control inputs. As described in Subsection 4.2.5, the decoupling strategy re-
ported in Section 3.2 is exploited for this purpose. At this regard, in this specific
case study, the following specifications related to the MVs to be exploited for
the zCVs constrained control have been defined:

• the temperature of all furnace zones, except tunnel, must be controlled
exploiting only the related fuel flow rate and the related stoichiometric
ratio;

• the temperatures of the tunnel and of the smoke-exchanger, together with
the total air flow rate must be controlled exploiting only zone 6 and zone
5 fuel flow rates.

For the compliance with these control specifications, the subpart of the initial
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Decoupling Matrix DE supplied by SCADA system to DC & DS block related
to the interested zCVs has been shown in Tables 4.8-4.9 (the not reported rows
are composed by elements all equal to 1).
With regard to the DO module zCVs constrained control, a single slack variable
for each active zCV has been assigned within both zones and adaptive APC
modes. This choice allows to assign the desired priority order (see Subsection
4.2.5) exploiting a joint setting of γlbyDO(i), γubyDO(i) and ρyDO terms in the
DO module optimization problem related to the zones and the adaptive APC
modes.
With regard to the billets temperature nonlinear model exploited by the virtual
sensor and to the derived LPV model, the ub inputs vector is represented by
the first five zone temperatures (tunnel-zone 3) and by the mean between zone
1 and zone 2 temperatures (lub

= 6). For this reason, the mean between zone
1 and zone 2 temperatures appears in Table 4.4 (Mean Zones 2-1, acronym
TempM21); in this way, a monotonic increase of the furnace zones temperature
along the furnace (from the furnace inlet to the furnace outlet) that considers
also the transversal disposition of zone 2 and zone 1 is achievable. The ub

vector is:

ub =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Tun

Temp6

Temp5

Temp4

Temp3

TempM21

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
∈ R6×1 (4.12)

In this case study all zCVs that appear in ub vector are considered as critical
inputs for the final bCVs status value (see Subsection 4.2.2). bCVs cannot be
active if there is at least one inactive zCV that appears in ub vector. Practi-
cally, the adaptive APC mode can be exploited only when all the seven zone
temperatures (tunnel included) are active. Furthermore, in both adaptive and
zones APC modes, for the generic jth furnace zone with an own burners set,
the related stoichiometric ratio cannot be active when the related fuel flow rate
is inactive.
With regard to the parameter rHp−Hu (see (4.9)) within the adaptive APC
mode, it has been set equal to 5. In this way a sufficient number of MVs future
moves for the DO optimization problem solution has been provided, assuring
also a feasible computational load.
With regard to the control of active bCVs within the adaptive APC mode,
they are controlled with targets or constraints only at the related furnace exit
prediction instant (see Subsection 4.2.5). A single slack variable for each ac-
tive constrained bCV has been assigned within the adaptive APC mode. This
choice allows to assign the desired priority order (see Subsection 4.2.5) exploit-
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ing a joint setting of γlbbDO(i), γubbDO(i) and ρbDO terms in the DO module
optimization problem related to the adaptive APC mode.
With regard to the choice of the sampling times, Tsb

, i.e. the virtual sensor
sampling time, it has been chosen always equal to 5 [s]; in this way, all furnace
significant events can be taken into account. On the other hand, the MPC
block and the DC & DS block run with a sampling time Ts equal to 1 [min],
in accordance to the obtained process model and to the computational load
required by the overall control algorithm.
Within the zones APC mode, the prediction horizon Hp has been set equal to
60 ([min]), while the control horizon Hu has been set equal to 8 moves. The
related Mi terms have been set as Mi = i − 1 (i = 1 . . . 8), i.e. the 8 admitted
MVs moves are assumed in the first eight prediction steps. The joint tuning
of Hp, Hu and Mi parameters allows to capture the steady-state effects of all
future MVs moves on the linear time invariant model considered within the
zones APC mode. Furthermore, with this choice, the controller is equipped
with a suitable number of decision variables for the solution of the involved
optimization problems.
Simulation and field results related to the application of E-FESTO APC system
on the described pusher type reheating furnace will be provided and discussed
in Chapter 6.

4.4 Case study: walking beam reheating furnace

In this section the description of one of the five billets reheating furnaces where
the E-FESTO APC system has been installed is reported. It is a walking beam
reheating furnace.
The Reheating phase of the walking beam reheating furnace at issue is schemat-
ically represented in Fig. 4.6.
The considered furnace can contain up to 80 billets (mb = 80). The billets are
characterized by a rectangular (0.2 [m] × 0.16 [m]) or a quadratic section (0.16
[m] × 0.16 [m] or 0.15 [m] × 0.15 [m]). Billets length can be 4.5 [m] or 9 [m];
billets mass can be equal to about 1 [t] or 2 [t], based on the related length.
The billets inlet temperature varies approximately on the range 30 [◦C] - 700
[◦C], while the outlet temperature can vary according to specifications related
to the subsequent plastic deformation phase. For example, outlet temperature
can range on 1000 [◦C] - 1100 [◦C]. The inlet billets temperature is measured
by an optical pyrometer that is located near the inlet of the furnace. The outlet
billets temperature is measured by an optical pyrometer that is located at the
exit of first stage of rolling mill stands.
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Figure 4.6: Representation of the walking beam reheating furnace.

Figure 4.7: Detail of the walking beam reheating furnace zones disposition.

During transport through the furnace, billets are moved through different fur-
nace zones with a maximum furnace production rate of about 120 [t/h]. Start-
ing from the furnace inlet (Fig. 4.6, left side), the furnace zones are named
tunnel, zone 5, zone 4, zone 3, zone 2, and zone 1 ; the furnace temperatures
reach up to 1250 [◦C]. The six furnace zones are grouped in the three main
areas that have been described in Section 4.1: Preheating Area, Heating Area,
and Soaking Area. Preheating Area is the only furnace area characterized by the
absence of burners. Soaking Area is characterized by a transversal disposition
of its zones, i.e. zone 2 and zone 1. This detail is reported in Fig. 4.7. Table
4.10 reports details on the furnace zones: their length, the (maximum) related
number of billets contained, the related number of air/fuel burners contained
and typical temperature ranges are shown.
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Table 4.10: Walking beam reheating furnace zones features.
Furnace

Zone
Length Billets

Number
Burners
Number

Temperature
Range

Tunnel 7 [m] 30 0 500 [◦C] - 850 [◦C]
Zone 5 4 [m] 10 12 750 [◦C] - 1150 [◦C]
Zone 4 4 [m] 10 12 750 [◦C] - 1150 [◦C]
Zone 3 4 [m] 10 12 750 [◦C] - 1150 [◦C]

Zones 2-1 5 [m] 20 24 1100 [◦C] - 1250 [◦C]

From the analysis of the overall process, suitable variables have been selected.
MVs group five fuel flow rates, together with the related air flow rates (lu =
10, see Table 4.11). These variables act on local control loops regulated by
PID controllers. Among DVs, furnace and air pressures, together with furnace
production rate, have been included (ld = 3, see Table 4.12). Furnace and air
pressures act on local control loops regulated by PID controllers. Among zCVs
furnace zones temperature (tunnel included), temperature difference between
adjacent furnace zones, smoke-exchanger temperature and fuel and air valves
opening position (per cent) have been included (my = 23). The main zCVs are
listed in Table 4.13.

Table 4.11: Walking beam reheating furnace MVs.
Variable Name Acronym [Units] MVs Range

Zone 5 Fuel Flow Rate Fuel5 [Nm3/h] 0 [Nm3/h] - 500 [Nm3/h]
Zone 4 Fuel Flow Rate Fuel4 [Nm3/h] 0 [Nm3/h] - 720 [Nm3/h]
Zone 3 Fuel Flow Rate Fuel3 [Nm3/h] 0 [Nm3/h] - 750 [Nm3/h]
Zone 2 Fuel Flow Rate Fuel2 [Nm3/h] 0 [Nm3/h] - 420 [Nm3/h]
Zone 1 Fuel Flow Rate Fuel1 [Nm3/h] 0 [Nm3/h] - 420 [Nm3/h]
Zone 5 Air Flow Rate Air5 [Nm3/h] 0 [Nm3/h] - 5900 [Nm3/h]
Zone 4 Air Flow Rate Air4 [Nm3/h] 0 [Nm3/h] - 7900 [Nm3/h]
Zone 3 Air Flow Rate Air3 [Nm3/h] 0 [Nm3/h] - 8000 [Nm3/h]
Zone 2 Air Flow Rate Air2 [Nm3/h] 0 [Nm3/h] - 4900 [Nm3/h]
Zone 1 Air Flow Rate Air1 [Nm3/h] 0 [Nm3/h] - 4900 [Nm3/h]
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Table 4.12: Walking beam reheating furnace DVs.
Variable Name Acronym [Units] DVs Range

Furnace Production Rate P rod [t/h] 0 [t/h] - 120 [t/h]
Furnace Pressure F urnP ress [mm/H2O] 0.7 [mm/H2O] - 1.2 [mm/H2O]

Air Pressure AirP ress [mbar] 65 [mbar] - 90 [mbar]

Table 4.13: Walking beam reheating furnace main zCVs.
Variable Name Acronym [Units]

Tunnel Temperature Tun [◦C]
Zone 5 Temperature Temp5 [◦C]
Zone 4 Temperature Temp4 [◦C]
Zone 3 Temperature Temp3 [◦C]
Zone 2 Temperature Temp2 [◦C]
Zone 1 Temperature Temp1 [◦C]

Smoke-Exchanger Temp. TempSE [◦C]
Total Air Flow Rate TotAir [Nm3/h]

Tunnel - Zone 5 Temp. Diff. TDiffT 5 [◦C]
Zone 5 - Zone 4 Temp. Diff. TDiff54 [◦C]
Zone 4 - Zone 3 Temp. Diff. TDiff43 [◦C]

Zone 3 - Mean Zones 2-1 Temp. Diff. TDiff321 [◦C]
Zone 1 - Zone 2 Temp. Diff. TDiff12 [◦C]

A black-box identification phase has been executed in order to obtain zCVs-
MVs/DVs models: linear time invariant asymptotically stable first and second
order strictly proper minimum phase models without delays on the inputs-
outputs channels have been achieved. Deviations of process variables from
consistent operating points are considered for the formulation of these models.
Tables 4.14-4.15-4.16 symbolically represent the main zCVs-MVs and zCVs-DVs
gain matrices, i.e. submatrices of Gyu ∈ R23×10 and Gyd ∈ R23×3: a nonzero
mapping on a MV-zCV pair or on a DV-zCV pair has been indicated by the
gain sign of the correspondent transfer function. The structure of Table 4.14 is
in accordance with the physical behavior of the process where hot gases from
downstream zones influence upstream zone temperatures, but not vice versa.
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Table 4.14: Walking beam reheating furnace zCVs-MVs mapping matrix (I).
Acronym Fuel5 Fuel4 Fuel3 Fuel2 Fuel1

Tun + + + + +
Temp5 + + + + +
Temp4 + + + +
Temp3 + + +
Temp2 + +
Temp1 + +

TempSE + + + + +
TotAir

Table 4.15: Walking beam reheating furnace zCVs-MVs mapping matrix (II).
Acronym Air5 Air4 Air3 Air2 Air1

Tun

Temp5 −
Temp4 −
Temp3 −
Temp2 −
Temp1 −

TempSE

TotAir + + + + +

Table 4.16: Walking beam reheating furnace zCVs-DVs mapping matrix.
Acronym Prod FurnPress AirPress

Tun − + −
Temp5 − + −
Temp4 − + −
Temp3 − + −
Temp2 − + −
Temp1 − + −

TempSE − + −
TotAir
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Table 4.17: Walking beam reheating furnace initial Decoupling Matrix (I).
Acronym Fuel5 Fuel4 Fuel3 Fuel2 Fuel1

Tun 1 1 0 0 0
Temp5 1 0 0 0 0
Temp4 1 1 0 0 0
Temp3 1 1 1 0 0
Temp2 1 1 1 1 0
Temp1 1 1 1 0 1

TempSE 1 1 0 0 0
TotAir 1 1 1 1 1

Table 4.18: Walking beam reheating furnace initial Decoupling Matrix (II).
Acronym Air5 Air4 Air3 Air2 Air1

Tun 1 1 1 1 1
Temp5 0 1 1 1 1
Temp4 1 0 1 1 1
Temp3 1 1 0 1 1
Temp2 1 1 1 0 1
Temp1 1 1 1 1 0

TempSE 1 1 1 1 1
TotAir 1 1 0 0 0

The control specification vi listed in Subsection 4.1.1 requires that the con-
strained control of certain zCVs must be performed using only a defined set of
control inputs. As described in Subsection 4.2.5, the decoupling strategy re-
ported in Section 3.2 is exploited for this purpose. At this regard, in this specific
case study, the following specifications related to the MVs to be exploited for
the zCVs constrained control have been defined:

• the temperature of all the furnace zones, except tunnel, must be con-
trolled exploiting only the related fuel flow rate;

• the temperatures of the tunnel and of the smoke-exchanger must be con-
trolled exploiting only zone 5 and zone 4 fuel flow rates;

• the total air flow rate must be controlled exploiting only zone 5 and zone
4 fuel flow rates.

For the compliance with these control specifications, the subpart of the initial
Decoupling Matrix DE supplied by SCADA system to DC & DS block related
to the interested zCVs has been shown in Tables 4.17-4.18 (the not reported
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rows are composed by elements all equal to 1).
With regard to the DO module zCVs constrained control, a single slack variable
for each active zCV has been assigned within both zones and adaptive APC
modes. This choice allows to assign the desired priority order (see Subsection
4.2.5) exploiting a joint setting of γlbyDO(i), γubyDO(i) and ρyDO terms in the
DO module optimization problem related to the zones and the adaptive APC
modes.
With regard to the billets temperature nonlinear model exploited by the virtual
sensor and to the derived LPV model, the ub inputs vector is represented by
the first four zone temperatures (tunnel-zone 3) and by the mean between zone
1 and zone 2 temperatures (lub

= 5). For this reason, the mean between zone
1 and zone 2 temperatures appears in Table 4.13 (Mean Zones 2-1, acronym
TempM21); in this way, a monotonic increase of the furnace zones temperature
along the furnace (from the furnace inlet to the furnace outlet) that considers
also the transversal disposition of zone 2 and zone 1 is achievable. The ub

vector is:

ub =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Tun

Temp5

Temp4

Temp3

TempM21

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ∈ R5×1 (4.13)

In this case study all zCVs that appear in ub vector are considered as critical
inputs for the final bCVs status value (see Subsection 4.2.2). bCVs cannot be
active if there is at least one inactive zCV that appears in ub vector. Prac-
tically, the adaptive APC mode can be exploited only when all the six zone
temperatures (tunnel included) are active.
With regard to the parameter rHp−Hu (see (4.9)) within the adaptive APC
mode, it has been set equal to 5. In this way a sufficient number of MVs future
moves for the DO optimization problem solution has been provided, assuring
also a feasible computational load.
With regard to the control of active bCVs within the adaptive APC mode,
they are controlled with targets or constraints only at the related furnace exit
prediction instant (see Subsection 4.2.5). A single slack variable for each ac-
tive constrained bCV has been assigned within the adaptive APC mode. This
choice allows to assign the desired priority order (see Subsection 4.2.5) exploit-
ing a joint setting of γlbbDO(i), γubbDO(i) and ρbDO terms in the DO module
optimization problem related to the adaptive APC mode.
With regard to the choice of the sampling times, Tsb

, i.e. the virtual sensor
sampling time, it has been chosen always equal to 5 [s]; in this way, all furnace
significant events can be taken into account. On the other hand, the MPC
block and the DC & DS block run with a sampling time Ts equal to 1 [min],
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in accordance to the obtained process model and to the computational load
required by the overall control algorithm.

4.4.1 The introduction of ad hoc stoichiometric ratios
constraints

As described in Subsection 4.2.5, in the case studies where stoichiometric ratios
have been included among MVs (for example see Section 4.3), air/fuel stoichio-
metric ratios constraints are automatically considered. In the case studies
where the MVs group includes air and fuel flow rates, the stoichiometric ratios
constraints must be suitably included within TOCS and DO modules formu-
lation within both APC modes.
In order to include in the setup of the designed APC system air/fuel stoichio-
metric ratios, they have been introduced in a fifth process variables group,
denoted as ratio Controlled Variables (rCVs) group. rCVs have been included
in a z ∈ Rmz×1 vector. In the considered case study, because of the presence
of five furnace zones with an own burners set, mz = 5. Table 4.19 reports the
rCVs together with their typical constraints. The stoichiometric ratios lower
constraints represent safety conditions: their excessive violation can lead to a
furnace stop. The upper constraints, as already mentioned, avoid air excess
in the burners combustion, contributing to the achievement of furnace energy
efficiency.
The rCVs have been suitably included in the APC scheme, leading to a further
customized APC system, represented in Fig. 4.8.
With respect to Fig. 4.3, the introduction of the rCVs can be noted. In partic-
ular, this introduction interests the DC & DS block and the two-layer linear
MPC strategy.

Table 4.19: Walking beam reheating furnace rCVs.
Variable Name Acronym [Units] rCVs Constraints

Zone 5 Stoich. Ratio R5 [] 10.8 - 12.3
Zone 4 Stoich. Ratio R4 [] 10.5 - 12
Zone 3 Stoich. Ratio R3 [] 10.5 - 12
Zone 2 Stoich. Ratio R2 [] 9.8 - 11.3
Zone 1 Stoich. Ratio R1 [] 9.8 - 11.3
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Figure 4.8: Schematic representation of E-FESTO APC system for the walking
beam reheating furnace.

An initial rCVs status value is provided by SCADA system to DC & DS block.
For each rCV, two status values have been introduced: “1” and “0”. The status
value “1” related to a generic rCV indicates that the MPC scheme must control
that variable, i.e. the rCV is active. Conversely, the rCV status value equal
to “0” indicates that the rCV is inactive: at the current control instant the
MPC scheme has not in control that rCV, i.e. MVs must not act to satisfy its
specifications.
The initial rCVs status value takes into account plant driving specifications
and needs, i.e. the need of control of a furnace zone by a plant operator. The
initial rCVs status is included in a StatuszSCADA ∈ Rmz×1 vector; it contains
“0” values for the rCVs that have been set as inactive (“1” otherwise). The
final rCVs status value Statusz (Fig. 4.8, left side of DC & DS block, z-u-d-y-b
Status) is defined by an element-wise logical “AND” between StatuszSCADA

vector and an additional vector that takes into account the definition of crit-
icity relationships between the MVs status value and the rCVs status value.
For the generic jth furnace zone with an own burners set, the related fuel flow
rate cannot be active when the related stoichiometric ratio is inactive and vice
versa. Furthermore, for the generic jth furnace zone with an own burners set,
the related air flow rate cannot be active when the related fuel flow rate is in-
active. The additional information that has to be exploited by DC & DS block
for these logical operations has been included in Plant Signals & Parameters
term of Fig. 4.8. The final rCVs status vector is provided by DC & DS block
to DO and TOCS modules, and to SCADA block (Fig. 4.8, left side of DC &
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DS block, z-u-d-y-b Status and z Status).
An ad hoc mathematical approach for stoichiometric ratios constrained control
has been formulated, adding suitable linear constraints to DO and TOCS op-
timization problems of both zones and adaptive APC modes.
For what concern the TOCS module formulation, remember the steady-state
MVs expression (3.88):

ûT OCS(k) = u(k − 1) + ∆ûT OCS(k) (4.14)

Considering the MVs sorted as in Table 4.11, the exact generic steady-state jth
(j = 1 . . . mz, mz = 5 in the considered case study) stoichiometric ratio is:

ẑT OCSj (k) =
ûT OCSj+mz

(k)
ûT OCSj (k) (4.15)

where ûT OCSj+mz
(k) and ûT OCSj

(k) represent the jth steady-state air and
fuel flow rates. According to Table 4.11, air and fuel flow rates cannot assume
negative values. Denoting the lower and upper TOCS constraints related to
the jth stoichiometric ratio by lbzT OCSj

and ubzT OCSj
, we have:

lbzT OCSj
≤ ẑT OCSj

(k) ≤ ubzT OCSj
(4.16)

Exploiting expression (4.15), for nonzero steady-state values of ûT OCSj (k) (jth
fuel flow rate), (4.16) becomes:

lbzT OCSj
· ûT OCSj

(k) − ûT OCSj+mz
(k) ≤ 0 (4.17)

−ubzT OCSj · ûT OCSj (k) + ûT OCSj+mz
(k) ≤ 0

Finally, exploiting expression (4.14), the total 2 · mz (10 in the considered case
study) stoichiometric ratios constraints can be recast as linear constraints in
the elements of ∆ûT OCS(k) vector. These constraints can be straight intro-
duced in the TOCS module formulation related to the zones and the adaptive
APC modes. TOCS module stoichiometric ratios constraints are considered as
hard constraints and their feasibility has been suitably imposed. This impor-
tant assumption implies that the steady-state MVs target computed by TOCS
module meets the assigned rCVs steady-state constraints.
For what concern the DO module formulation, the DO MVs expression has
been reported in (3.12). Considering the MVs sorted as in Table 4.11, the
exact generic jth (j = 1 . . . mz, mz = 5 in the considered case study) stoichio-
metric ratio at the Mith (i = 1 . . . Hu) prediction instant is:

ẑj(k + Mi|k) = ûj+mz
(k + Mi|k)

ûj(k + Mi|k) (4.18)
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where ûj+mz (k + Mi|k) and ûj(k + Mi|k) represent the jth air and fuel flow
rates at the Mith (i = 1 . . . Hu) prediction instant. According to Table 4.11,
air and fuel flow rates cannot assume negative values. Denoting the lower
and upper DO constraints related to the jth stoichiometric ratio at the Mith
(i = 1 . . . Hu) prediction instant by lbzDOj

(i) and ubzDOj
(i), we have:

lbzDOj
(i) − γlbzDOj

(i) · εzDO(k) ≤ ẑj(k + Mi|k) ≤ ubzDOj
(i) + γubzDOj

(i) · εzDO(k),
j = 1 . . . mz, i = 1 . . . Hu (4.19)

εzDO(k) ≥ 0nεzDO×1

The slack variables vector has been introduced in the constraints (4.19) re-
lated to the generic jth rCV at the ith prediction instant through nonnegative
weights, contained in γlbzDOj (i) ∈ R+1×nεzDO

0 and γubzDOj (i) ∈ R+1×nεzDO
0 .

γlbzDOj
(i) and γubzDOj

(i) are vectors that could be characterized by at most
an only nonzero positive element (on the correspondent position of the related
slack variable in εzDO(k)). Exploiting (3.12) and (4.18), the jth stoichiometric
ratio lower and upper constraints at the Mith prediction instant can be recast
as constraints in ∆û(k + Mi|k) (i = 1. . . Hu) and εzDO(k) elements. So these
constraints are introduced in the DO formulation of both zones and adaptive
APC modes. For example, the basic DO formulation related to the adaptive
APC mode reported in (4.10)-(4.11) becomes:

min
∆U(k),εyDO(k),εbDO(k),εzDO(k)

VDO(k) = min
∆U(k),εyDO(k),εbDO(k),εzDO(k)

(
my∑
j=1

Hp∑
i=Hwj

(Q(j,j)(i)·

· (ŷj(k + i|k) − rj(k + i|k))2) +
Hu∑
i=1

∥∆û(k + Mi|k)∥2
R(i) +

Hu∑
i=1

∥û(k + Mi|k)+

− ur(k + Mi|k)∥2
S(i) + ∥εyDO(k)∥2

ρyDO
+

mb∑
j=1

ej∑
i=1

(Qb(j,j) (i) · (b̂j(k + i|k) − rbj (k + i|k))2)+

+ ∥εbDO(k)∥2
ρbDO

+ ∥εzDO(k)∥2
ρzDO

)
(4.20)
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subject to

lbduDO(i) ≤ ∆û(k + Mi|k) ≤ ubduDO(i), i = 1 . . . Hu

lbuDO(i) ≤ û(k + Mi|k) ≤ ubuDO(i), i = 1 . . . Hu (4.21)
lbyDOj

(i) − γlbyDOj
(i) · εyDO(k) ≤ ŷj(k + i|k) ≤ ubyDOj

(i) + γubyDOj
(i) · εyDO(k),

j = 1 . . . my, i = Hwj
. . . Hp

lbbDOj
(i) − γlbbDOj

(i) · εbDO(k) ≤ b̂j(k + i|k) ≤ ubbDOj
(i) + γubbDOj

(i) · εbDO(k),
j = 1 . . . mb, i = 1 . . . ej

lbzDOj (i) − γlbzDOj (i) · εzDO(k) ≤ ẑj(k + Mi|k) ≤ ubzDOj (i) + γubzDOj (i) · εzDO(k),
j = 1 . . . mz, i = 1 . . . Hu

εyDO(k) ≥ 0nεyDO×1

εbDO(k) ≥ 0nεbDO×1

εzDO(k) ≥ 0nεzDO×1

where ||·|| is the Euclidean norm.
εzDO(k) has been introduced in the DO cost function through a positive defi-
nite diagonal matrix ρzDO ∈ RnεzDO×nεzDO . In order to preserve the QP form
of DO optimization problem, rCVs dynamic constraints have been considered
as soft (in order to prevent infeasibility situations) but quasi-hard constraints,
through a suitable tuning of γlbzDOj (i), γubzDOj (i) and ρzDO terms [74]. In
this way, the resulting nonlinearities that arise when the expression (4.19) is
expressed as a function of ∆û(k+Mi|k) (i=1. . . Hu) and εzDO(k) elements can
be handled and ignored. In order to avoid “induced” constraints relaxations
between different rCVs, in general a single slack variable for each rCV has been
provided (nεzDO = mz). Furthermore, within overall DO soft constraints prior-
ity order, the stoichiometric ratios constraints have to be considered the most
important constraints (they are also more important with respect to smoke-
exchanger and total air flow rate constraints). In the generic DO QP problem
related to zones and adaptive APC modes, there are 2 · mz · Hu total rCVs
constraints.
In order to ensure a consistency between TOCS and DO rCVs constraints, the
following relationships have been introduced:

lbzT OCS = lbzDO(Hu)
ubzT OCS = ubzDO(Hu) (4.22)

The final rCVs status Statusz vector information provided by DC & DS block
must be included in the DO and TOCS modules formulation. When the generic
jth element (j = 1. . . mz) of the Statusz vector is equal to zero (i.e. the jth
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rCV is inactive), all DO and TOCS constraints related to the jth rCV are cut
off by DO and TOCS modules. Furthermore, also for rCVs, the option of a
constraints ramp change is available, similarly to the ramp changes described
in Section 3.3.
In order to ensure that the TOCS active rCVs constraints are always feasible
and “well-posed”, an accurate analysis has been performed. First, consider-
ing (4.17) expressed as a function of ∆ûT OCS(k) vector through (4.14), the
evaluation of the situations where the last plant air flow rates and/or the last
plant fuel flow rates (contained in u(k −1)) were zero has been performed. Sec-
ond, considering (4.17) expressed as a function of ∆ûT OCS(k) vector through
(4.14), the evaluation of the situations where the TOCS-computed air flow rates
and/or the TOCS-computed fuel flow rates (contained in ûT OCS(k)) were zero
has been performed. The results of the conducted analysis led to some consid-
erations related to the bounds related to the MVs moves and to the definition
of an empirical threshold vector ThrrCV ∈ Rmz×1 that contains “critical” fuel
flow rates values: when the generic jth fuel flow rate last value (contained in
u(k−1)) is smaller than the jth element of the ThrrCV vector, the upper bound
ubzT OCSj

related to the jth stoichiometric ratio is cut off by TOCS module
(and by DO module in order to maintain the TOCS-DO consistency related
to the rCVs constraints). Practically, the defined constraints for a generic
stoichiometric ratio may cause some problems when the related fuel flow rate
and/or the related air flow rate approaches to zero. In these situations, it could
be necessary to violate a constraint: the less important stoichiometric ratios
constraint is the upper constraint (as already described). When the related
fuel flow rate and/or the related air flow rate approaches to zero, the upper
constraint, i.e. the “energy efficiency” constraint, loses its importance with
respect to situations characterized by higher air and fuel flow rates values. In
the considered case study, all elements of ThrrCV vector have been set to 90
[Nm3/h].
According to the author knowledge, the proposed stoichiometric ratios con-
trol method represents a contribution of the research activity reported in the
present dissertation [74].
Within the zones APC mode, the prediction horizon Hp has been set equal to
60 ([min]), while the control horizon Hu has been set equal to 8 moves. The
related Mi terms have been set as Mi = i − 1 (i = 1 . . . 8), i.e. the 8 admitted
MVs moves are assumed in the first eight prediction steps. The joint tuning
of Hp, Hu and Mi parameters allows to capture the steady-state effects of all
future MVs moves on the linear time invariant model considered within the
zones APC mode. Furthermore, with this choice, the controller is equipped
with a suitable number of decision variables for the solution of the involved
optimization problems.
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Simulation and field results related to the application of E-FESTO APC system
on the described walking beam reheating furnace will be provided and discussed
in Chapter 6.
The APC project related to the described walking beam case study has been the
pioneer project of E-FESTO APC system. As it will be described in Chapter
6, it has been awarded with an important energy efficiency award.
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Chapter 5

Cement Industry Clinker
Production APC system

In today’s world, cement is the substratum for civil engineering and its appli-
cations. In particular, cement forms a fundamental element of any housing or
infrastructure development. In the last fifty years, the world cement produc-
tion has grown in a constant manner, both in the developed and developing
countries. Producing cement requires limestone and heat in significantly high
quantities. Large quantities of limestone are ground and sent, in combination
with other materials, like clay, to large rotary kilns. Very high temperatures
cause chemical reactions that convert these combined materials into cement.
The need to increase the cement quality, accompanied by higher energy ef-
ficiency requirements, has called, in the last decades, for innovations in the
production chain and for the growth of automation level in the cement plants
[116]. In order to fast and optimally react to frequent changing conditions
while still meeting various and possibly conflicting objectives, APC solutions
have to be applied. These innovative technologies are essential for leading to
resource and energy efficiency and cost savings in the long term [117]. A key
phase of cement producing process is the clinker production that is a highly
energy consuming process characterized by high temperatures. The optimiza-
tion of this phase can yield to significant benefits to the whole cement process.
In the clinker production and in all cement manufacture in general, there are
many conflicting control objectives, like production maximization, costs min-
imization, and efficiency maximization, maintaining at the same time quality
specifications.
In Chapter 3 an APC framework able to control and optimize constrained mul-
tivariable processes has been designed and formulated. The APC framework
has been based on a two-layer linear MPC strategy that tightly cooperates
with an additional functional block.
The basic APC framework has been then customized for its installation on the
clinker production phase of different European countries, in order to achieve
energy efficiency and process control improvements. The proposed clinker pro-
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duction phase control method has been introduced in a proprietary software
tool. A proprietary software tool has been developed, in order to have the op-
tion of algorithms customization whenever the process at study required it. The
developed cement industry software tool, in one of the different installations,
has improved a control system inserted in the 2013 annual report on energy
efficiency world best practices provided by International Energy Agency.

5.1 Clinker Production Phase
Cement is a hydraulic binder that has the form of a finely ground powder. Its
hydraulic properties mainly derive from the formation, during the production
stages, of calcium silicate hydrates. The general production chain of the studied
dry cement industries is schematically depicted in Fig. 5.1.

Figure 5.1: General cement industries workflow.

In a dry cement production chain, raw meal, derived from preprocessing of
raw materials in a mill, interacts with fuel (coal) giving rise to the fundamen-
tal component of the cement, named clinker. Subsequently, clinker is grinded
and combined with other components, such as calcium sulfate, pozzuolan, and
limestone. In this way, various types of cement can be obtained. Exploited
raw materials are lime, silica, alumina, iron and magnesium oxides [117]. The
clinker production phase is the most important subpart of the cement produc-
tion, in terms of energy saving and potential polluting emissions; this phase
has great influence on the final quality and cost of the product. The basic
APC framework described in Chapter 3 has been suitably customized in order
to control and optimize the clinker production phase of the considered cement
industries.
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A generic representation of the clinker production phase is shown in Fig. 5.2
[118]. This process can be split in various steps, requiring a monotonically
increasing temperature. Initially, raw meal feeds a suspension pre-heater (Fig.
5.2, left side), composed by a defined number of cyclones stages (five cyclones
stages in Fig. 5.2). The cyclones stages are disposed one above the other,
giving rise to a tower. Here raw meal is subject to a preheating/drying phase
(typical temperatures range: 700 [◦C] - 900 [◦C]), while it is up in the air with
exhaust gas from downstream zones, that is pulled by an induced draft (ID)
fan. The suspension pre-heater increases the heat transfer rate, allowing a full
and efficient heat exchange. Then the calcination phase starts: in each cyclone
stage, there is a separation between raw meal and exhaust gas, and then their
reunification before next cyclone stage. This cyclical process of blending, sep-
aration, and remixing is repeated until the material is discharged from the last
cyclone stage to the rotary kiln. A rotary kiln is a steel cylinder, horizontally
slightly sloped (about 2.5% - 4.5%), that rotates around its axis: its structure
allows processed mixture to move along it. To withstand the high required
temperature, the kiln is equipped with refractory materials. The furnace com-
bustion is primarily supplied by an air/fuel (coal) burner placed at its end (Fig.
5.2, right side). In the rotary kiln, different areas can be distinguished, based
on the different reactions that take place: decarbonification area (release of car-
bon dioxide and volatilization of alkali through calcination completion, typical
temperatures range: 900 [◦C] - 1000 [◦C]), transition zone (creation of the first
mineralogical compounds through solid phase reactions, typical temperatures
range: 1000 [◦C] - 1400 [◦C]), clinkering zone (creation of chemical compounds
having hydraulic properties, typical temperatures range: 1400 [◦C] - 1500 [◦C]).
When the clinker leaves the kiln, it is characterized by a temperature of about
1200 [◦C]; for this reason, the clinker is subjected to a cooling phase that is
performed by a cooler, in order to obtain suitable clinker temperatures (about
100 [◦C]) for the subsequent grinding phase. Furthermore, the cooler recovers
the clinker excess heat and supplies it to the combustion air. The achieved hot
air is referred as secondary air and it is supplied to the burner.
In some cases, there is a precalciner between the suspension pre-heater and
the kiln. The additional precalciner burners trigger additional combustion re-
actions, which exploit additional hot air provided by the cooler through heat
recovery. This hot air is named as tertiary air and its flow is regulated by
a damper. The precalciner, when present, enhances the raw meal calcination
phase, assuring that this phase is almost completed at the kiln inlet. In case
of a high presence of volatile materials, it is needed a kiln gas by-pass, in order
to ensure a continuous plant run.
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Figure 5.2: General representation of the clinker production phase.

5.1.1 Control specifications

An APC system in a clinker production unit of a cement plant must lead
to productivity and efficiency increase, while assuring the desired quality of
byproducts; in addition, pollution impact should be kept within given limits
and fuel specific consumption should be minimized. For the attainment of
such objectives, proper chemical and physical reactions have to be ensured,
complying with environmental, thermodynamical and mechanical constraints.
Large inertia, pure hysteresis, nonlinearity and strong coupling characteristics
affect the considered process [119], [120], [121]. In a cement rotary kiln, the
main thermodynamical constraints regard cyclones and furnace zones temper-
atures, together with oxygen concentration, while environmental ones refer to
carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide and nitrogen oxides levels [87]. Mechanical
constraints involve kiln torque. Furthermore, “quality constraints” are related
to free lime analysis, performed on clinker samples, collected at the end of the
cement rotary kiln [117]. All the mentioned crucial process variables to keep
under control are measured through sensors and/or laboratory analysis. Fur-
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ther details about the processes and the position of the sensors will be provided
in Sections 5.3-5.4, where two of the addressed case studies are described.
Meeting the described constraints, APC searches for optimal operating points
that minimize fuel specific consumption, thus monitoring energy saving and
pollution impact aspects. The simultaneous meeting of all the above require-
ments is not easily attainable by a manual conduction of the clinker production
phase. Before the introduction of the developed customized APC system, the
clinker production phase of the studied cement industries was regulated by
plant operators’ manual conduction of local PID controllers. These controllers
were implemented on plant PLC (Programmable Logic Controller). Opera-
tors, based on the furnace conditions, on the production requirements, and on
their experience and skills, manually set the local temperatures targets. In the
previous conduction of the cement rotary kilns related to the studied plants,
operators typically neglected the aspects more strictly tied to energy saving
and environmental impact decreasing, being concentrated on assuring suitable
temperatures along the clinker production chain. Therefore, with the previous
management, overburning conditions often happened. As it will be described
in the following, overburning could lead to a lower quality of the finished prod-
ucts. These considerations have motivated the development of a customized
APC system and its installation on the rotary kilns of the studied cement in-
dustries.

5.1.2 Literature Control Solutions

In the control literature different control solutions for the clinker production
phase control and optimization are present; different ways to model and man-
age the process nonlinearities have been proposed. In [116], an MPC approach
based on neural network models of the individual subprocesses is proposed; the
efficiency of the adopted control solution has been proved through the effective
reduction of the emissions and the improvement of clinker consistency. In [122],
an adaptive MPC approach is proposed for controlling a white cement rotary
kiln, exploiting a constrained generalized predictive controller. Simulation re-
sults prove the reliability of the proposed approach. In [121], an intelligent
fuzzy predictive controller to solve the control difficulties of industry process
with multi-variables is proposed. A generalized predictive control is adopted
to realize the nonlinear multivariable system adaptive predictive control. The
application on cement rotary kiln control is discussed in detail as a simulation
example. In [123], a first principles model of a cement kiln is used to control
and optimize the burning of clinker in the cement production process. A model
predictive controller is used to stabilize a temperature profile along the rotary
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kiln, guaranteeing good combustion conditions and maximizing production.
As already mentioned, the basic APC framework described in Chapter 3 has
been customized for energy efficiency and process control improvements on
the clinker production phase of real cement industries. A black-box approach
has been adopted for the identification phase, obtaining linear time invariant
asymptotically stable strictly proper minimum phase models with delays on the
inputs-outputs channels (in most cases FOPDT (First Order Plus Dead-Time)
and SOPDT (Second Order Plus Dead-Time) models). An ad hoc constraints
softening decoupling strategy oriented to time delays handling within the two-
layer MPC strategy has been introduced. In order to efficiently handle time
delays on the input-output channels, a customization of the DO formulation
has been developed. The introduced control solution leads to a proper man-
agement, regardless of certain tuning parameters, of critical situations tied to
possible different delays on a CV-MVs channel.

5.2 The developed clinker production phase APC
system

The schematic representation of the customized APC framework for the clinker
production phase is shown in Fig. 5.3.

Figure 5.3: Schematic representation of clinker production phase APC system.
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Because, as described in Subsection 5.1.2, linear time invariant asymptotically
stable strictly proper minimum phase models with delays on the inputs-outputs
channels are considered, the schematic representation is the same of Chapter
3. DC & DS block checks for bad conditions or local control loops faults,
determining the process variables subset that has to be included in the MPC
formulation at each control instant and defining the MVs to be exploited for
the control requirements of each single CV. All this information is supplied to
a two-layer linear MPC block, that includes a Predictions Calculator module.
At the upper layer there is a steady-state module, named as TOCS module,
while at the lower layer a DO module acts.
With regard to DO module formulation, in all the studied cement industries,
a general tuning assumption has been made: according to the defined control
specifications, DO tracking objectives for CVs are not considered; CVs are
always controlled through suitable soft constraints. This design choice has
been made in order to allow the controller to reach the optimal operating
points without the need to exactly track CVs reference trajectories.
The TOCS module exploits a steady-state formulation (see Subsection 3.1.2):
here time delays on the input-output channels are considered as vanished, so
possible critical situations related to time delays handling in the transient state
have to be solved by DO module. Remember that, at the generic control
instant k, in the basic MPC block formulation reported in Chapter 3, the CVs
free response over the prediction horizon Hp contained all available information
up to k instant, included the overall DVs effect. So time delays information
about CVs-DVs channels is all exploited and included in CVs free response
computation, while time delays information about CVs-MVs channels is used
both for CVs free response computation and for the related forced components
(i.e. the components that depend on the future Hu MVs moves ∆û(k + Mi|k)
(i=1. . . Hu) (M1 = 0)). As already mentioned, an ad hoc constraints softening
decoupling strategy oriented to time delays handling within the two-layer MPC
strategy has been introduced. This strategy, that has been based on a suitable
exploitation of the slack variables related to the CVs constraints, represents
a theoretical customization with respect to the APC framework of Chapter 3
and it will be described in the following subsection (see Subsection 5.2.1).
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5.2.1 Constraints softening decoupling strategy for time
delays handling

According to the design choice related to the exclusion of DO tracking objec-
tives for CVs, CVs are always controlled through suitable soft constraints. The
general DO QP problem of Chapter 3 becomes:

min
∆U(k),εyDO(k)

VDO(k) = min
∆U(k),εyDO(k)

(
Hu∑
i=1

∥∆û(k + Mi|k)∥2
R(i)+

+
Hu∑
i=1

∥û(k + Mi|k) − ur(k + Mi|k)∥2
S(i) + ∥εyDO(k)∥2

ρyDO
)

(5.1)

subject to

lbduDO(i) ≤ ∆û(k + Mi|k) ≤ ubduDO(i), i = 1 . . . Hu

lbuDO(i) ≤ û(k + Mi|k) ≤ ubuDO(i), i = 1 . . . Hu (5.2)
lbyDOj

(i) − γlbyDOj
(i) · εyDO(k) ≤ ŷj(k + i|k) ≤ ubyDOj

(i) + γubyDOj
(i) · εyDO(k),

j = 1 . . . my, i = Hwj
. . . Hp

εyDO(k) ≥ 0nεyDO×1

where ||·|| is the Euclidean norm.
Clearly, at each control instant k, both TOCS and DO formulations can be
changed dynamically based on different events, e.g. the change of the status
value of a process variable. According to the actual process condition and to the
control specifications, at each control instant k, the parameter Hwj

is defined
for each generic jth active CV, as described in Subsection 3.2.2:

Hwj = min(Dyu(j,maskj )) + 1 (5.3)

where maskj is a vector that indicates the Dyu columns related to the active
MVs that are tied to the jth active CV and that are not inhibited for control-
ling the jth active CV. Dyu ∈ Nmy×lu represents the CVs-MVs time delays
matrix. In general, on a single CV-MVs channel, there could be up to lu dif-
ferent time delays. At each control instant k, for the generic jth active CV,
a fj ∈ Nhj×1 column vector can be constructed. This vector contains the ele-
ments of Dyu(j,maskj ) , increased by one, sorted in ascending order, and without
duplicates. fj has the form:

fj =

⎡⎢⎢⎣
fj1

...
fjhj

⎤⎥⎥⎦ (5.4)
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Note that hj might not be the same for each created fj . Moreover, considering
(5.3)-(5.4), the following expression holds:

fj1 = Hwj
(5.5)

In DO optimization problem (5.1)-(5.2), some problems related to constrained
control of active CVs (especially in the transient state) in presence of different
time delays on a CV-MVs channel may occur, caused by “induced” constraints
relaxations (see Section 3.3): the promptness and the correctness of the overall
control action could be strongly affected. These problems depend also on the
tuning of the parameters R(i), S(i), γlbyDOj (i), γubyDOj (i), ρyDO and nεyDO

in (5.1)-(5.2). Assume that the needed importance is given to the nεyDO DO
slack variables (taking into account also R(i) terms), in order to desire that they
are computed as nonzero values only if the related constraints must be really
violated. In order to guarantee, regardless from the cited tuning parameters
(except nεyDO), a proper handling of the constraints related to active CVs in
all conditions, a particular structure has been assigned to the εyDO(k) vector.
First, DO constraints softening of the generic jth active CV has been set as
not dependent by the softening of other active CVs. Second, the generic jth
active CV has been equipped with hj DO slack variables, shared by its lower
and upper constraints. Based on these considerations, εyDO(k) vector will have
the following form (in these expressions all the CVs are considered as active for
notation convenience):

εyDO(k) =

⎡⎢⎢⎣
εyDO1(k)

...
εyDOmy

(k)

⎤⎥⎥⎦ εyDOj
(k) =

⎡⎢⎢⎣
εyDOj1

(k)
...

εyDOjhj
(k)

⎤⎥⎥⎦ (5.6)

In the previous expressions, εyDOj
(k) ∈ R+hj×1

0 represents the subset of εyDOjq
(k)

(q = 1. . . hj) hj nonnegative slack variables for the jth CV. For the previous

considerations, when all CVs are active, εyDO(k) ∈ R
+(
∑my

j=1
hj)×1

0 (nεyDO =∑my

j=1 hj). fj and hj terms can change at different control instants, based on
the actual form of maskj ; for this reason, the structure of the εyDO(k) vector
can change dynamically. The jth active CV is characterized by 2·(Hp−Hwj

+1)
constraints in (5.2): the introduction of the related slack variables is performed
through γlbyDOj

(i) and γubyDOj
(i) row vectors; these vectors are characterized

by an only nonzero element. Considering all CVs as active, these vectors have
the following structure:[

01×(
∑j−1

n=1
hn+cji

−1) X 01×(
∑my

n=j
hn−cji

)

]
(5.7)
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where
cji

= max(t : t ∈ (1 . . . hj) ∧ i ≥ fjt
) (5.8)

In (5.7), the X symbol indicates the column of the nonzero value in γlbyDOj (i)
and γubyDOj

(i) vectors. 01×0 represents an empty vector. The introduction
of the slack variables vector in the DO cost function takes place through the
ρyDO positive definite diagonal matrix. Based on the previous considerations,
this matrix assumes the following structure:

ρyDO = blkdiag(ρyDO1 , ρyDO2 , · · · , ρyDOmy
) ∈ R(

∑my

j=1
hj)×(

∑my

j=1
hj) (5.9)

ρyDOj = blkdiag(ρyDOj1
, ρyDOj2

, · · · , ρyDOjhj
) ∈ Rhj×hj

where blkdiag(a, b) represents the diagonal composition of the matrices a and
b. ρyDOj

is a positive definite diagonal matrix while ρyDOjr
is a positive scalar.

The proposed management of DO slack variables consists in a constraints soft-
ening decoupling strategy: it structurally decouples, for each jth active CV,
the formulation of its constraints softening. For each jth active CV is intro-
duced a number of slack variables equal to the number of different time delays
of its relationships with the active MVs that are tied to the jth active CV and
that are not inhibited for controlling the jth active CV.
An illustrative example is proposed. We assume that in the control problem
lu = 2 (MVs) and my = 1 (CVs); assume also that the unique CV is tied to
both MVs and that both MVs can be used for its constrained control. As-
sume that the CV-MVs time delays are equal to 6 [min] and 15 [min] and that
the adopted sampling time is equal to 1 [min]. Considering all process vari-
ables as active at the generic control instant k, we have Hw1 = 7 and h1 = 2.
Furthermore:

f1 =
[

f11

f12

]
=
[

7
16

]
εyDO(k) =

[
εyDO1(k)

]
εyDO1(k) =

[
εyDO11

(k)
εyDO12

(k)

]
(5.10)

Practically, for the DO constraints softening related to the considered CV, the
task is split between εyDO11

(k) and εyDO12
(k) slack variables. Assuming a pre-

diction horizon Hp = 120, εyDO11
(k) is related to 7th-15th prediction instants,

while εyDO12
(k) is related to 16th-120th prediction instants. In this sense, a

decoupling approach has been performed.
According to the author knowledge, the proposed constraints softening decou-
pling strategy represents a contribution of the research activity reported in the
present dissertation [124].
The effectiveness of the proposed approach will be shown in Chapter 7.
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5.2.2 A brief digression on a specific single-layer MPC
problem

In the previous subsection, details on the introduction of a constraints softening
decoupling strategy in the MPC lower layer formulation of the customized APC
system have been reported. In this subsection, a brief digression on a specific
single-layer MPC problem is reported.
Consider a single-layer MPC system, only composed by a DO module; assume
that the DO module formulation is the following reduced version of (5.1)-(5.2):

min
∆U(k),εyDO(k)

VDO(k) = min
∆U(k),εyDO(k)

(
Hu∑
i=1

∥∆û(k + Mi|k)∥2
R(i)+

+ ∥εyDO(k)∥2
ρyDO

)

(5.11)

subject to

lbduDO(i) ≤ ∆û(k + Mi|k) ≤ ubduDO(i), i = 1 . . . Hu

lbuDO(i) ≤ û(k + Mi|k) ≤ ubuDO(i), i = 1 . . . Hu (5.12)
lbyDOj

(i) − γlbyDOj
(i) · εyDO(k) ≤ ŷj(k + i|k) ≤ ubyDOj

(i) + γubyDOj
(i) · εyDO(k),

j = 1 . . . my, i = Hwj
. . . Hp

εyDO(k) ≥ 0nεyDO×1

where ||·|| is the Euclidean norm.
Suppose that the MVs have to be moved for CVs control requirements only
when the CVs constraints are violated (all CVs constraints are assumed as soft
constraints). Practically, the MVs must perform the smallest movements able
to guarantee the CVs constraints meeting. Assume that the needed importance
is given to the nεyDO DO slack variables (taking into account also R(i) terms),
in order to desire that they are computed as nonzero values only if the related
constraints must be really violated.
In the above control problem, some problems related to constrained control of
active CVs in presence of different time delays on a CV-MVs channel may oc-
cur, caused by “induced” constraints relaxations (see Section 3.3): the prompt-
ness and the correctness of the overall control action could be strongly af-
fected. These problems depend also on the tuning of the parameters γlbyDOj

(i),
γubyDOj

(i), ρyDO, and nεyDO. If each jth active CV is equipped with an own
set of (Hp − Hwj + 1) slack variables, no problems occur. Especially for pro-
cesses with many CVs and with a large prediction horizon, this solution may
lead to an excessive computational load. An alternative solution may be the
choice of a smaller number of slack variables for each CV (the extreme choice
is to assign a single slack variable that is shared by all CVs) and a suitable
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tuning of γlbyDOj (i) and γubyDOj (i) terms. This choice could be reliable, but
however there may be not covered situations where the promptness and the
correctness of the control action can be strongly affected. Furthermore, ad
hoc additional constraints cut off policies can be exploited, but however there
may be not covered situations where the promptness and the correctness of
the control action can be strongly affected. So, a structural solution, i.e. a so-
lution that ensures a proper constraints handling independently by γlbyDOj (i)
and γubyDOj

(i) tuning but that at the same time is characterized by a feasible
computational load, can be required. The solution that requires the minimum
number of slack variables for each CV is represented by the constraints soften-
ing decoupling strategy that has been introduced in the previous subsection.
According to the author knowledge, the exploitation of the proposed con-
straints softening decoupling strategy as solution of the described control prob-
lem (5.11)-(5.12) represents a contribution of the research activity reported in
the present dissertation.

5.3 Case study: dry cement industry clinker
production phase without precalciner

Figure 5.4: Representation of the clinker production phase without precalciner.
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In this section, the description of the clinker production phase related to one
of the different cement industries where the customized APC system has been
installed is reported. In this case study, the precalciner is not present and the
suspension pre-heater is composed by four cyclones stages.
The clinker production phase related to the cement industry at issue is schemat-
ically represented in Fig. 5.4.

Figure 5.5: Plant representation of the clinker production phase without
precalciner.

In order to satisfy the control specifications reported in Subsection 5.1.1, an
accurate study of the chemical and physical phenomena involved in the consid-
ered cement rotary kiln has been conducted. In addition, with the support of
plant operators’ and engineers’ interviews, a preliminary plant inspection has
been accomplished in order to investigate about plant sensors/analyzers equip-
ment, local control loops, and typical operations in the normal process driving.
From this study, the fundamental process variables to be kept under control
were identified as CVs: upstream (cyclones) oxygen and nitrogen oxides con-
centrations analysis, calcination area oxygen and carbon dioxide concentrations
analysis, the inlet temperatures and pressures at the top (first cyclone) and at
the bottom (fourth cyclone) of the pre-heater tower, the outlet temperatures
and pressures at the bottom (fourth cyclone) of the pre-heater tower, the smoke
chamber temperature and pressure, the kiln torque, and the burning zone tem-
perature (my = 14). An important feature of the available set of analyzers lies
in the presence of oxygen concentration analysis at the calcination area: this
analyzer guarantees a greater feedback from the kiln combustion, compared to
the classical cyclones oxygen analyzer, which is positioned upstream; in fact,
given its upstream location, this analyzer may cause delayed responses and in-
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accuracies on the combustion control. In case of bad measurements of oxygen
concentration of the calcination area, the redundancy of the oxygen analyzers
is exploited, temporarily controlling the kiln using only measurements from
the cyclones oxygen data analyzer. As control inputs (MVs), ID fan speed and
fuel flow rate (coal) have been selected (lu = 2). In the plant configuration,
fuel flow rate acts on a local control loop regulated by a PID controller. Fur-
thermore, two DVs have been considered (ld = 2): meal flow rate has been set
as DV because of the management choice of keeping this variable under the
direct control of operators. Kiln speed has been set as a second DV. In fact,
this variable is exploited by operators to prevent arising of rings and preheater
buildups. In the plant configuration, meal flow rate acts on a local control loop
regulated by a PID controller. Tables 5.1-5.2-5.3-5.4 report the selected MVs,
CVs, and DVs, together with some information, e.g. their typical range. In
Fig. 5.4-5.5, sensors and actuators positions are depicted.

Table 5.1: Clinker production phase without precalciner MVs.
Variable

Name
TAG Acronym

[Units]
MVs Range

ID Fan Speed J5P16PID_SPM F an Speed [%] 30 [%] - 80 [%]
Coal K1V54_SP Kiln F uel [kg/h] 6000 [Kg/h] - 8000 [kg/h]

Table 5.2: Clinker production phase without precalciner CVs (I).
Variable

Name
TAG Acronym

[Units]
Calcination Oxygen EFSOP_O2 O2Ca [%]

Calcination Carb. Diox. EFSOP_CO2 CO2Ca [%]
Cyclones Oxygen W5A50A1 O2Cy [%]

Cyclones Nitr. Oxid. W5A50A3 NOx [ppm]
1st Cycl. Inlet Temp. W5A50T1 T1CyIn [◦C]
1st Cycl. Inlet Press. W5A50P1 P1CyIn [mbar]
4th Cycl. Inlet Press. W5A54P1 P4CyIn [mbar]

4th Cycl. Outlet Press. W5A54P2 P4CyOut [mbar]
4th Cycl. Inlet Temp. W5A54T1 T4CyIn [◦C]

4th Cycl. Outlet Temp. W5A54T2 T4CyOut [◦C]
Smoke Chamber Temp. W5W01T1 TSc [◦C]
Smoke Chamber Press. W5W01P1 PSc [mbar]

Kiln Torque W5W01I1 Mt [%]
Burning Zone Temp. W5K01T2 TBz [◦C]
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Table 5.3: Clinker production phase without precalciner CVs (II).
Variable

Name
Sensor/

Analyzer
CVs Range

Calcination Oxygen Analyzer 1.5 [%] - 4 [%]
Calcination Carb. Diox. Analyzer 10 [%] - 70 [%]

Cyclones Oxygen Analyzer 1.5 [%] - 4 [%]
Cyclones Nitr. Oxid. Analyzer 300 [ppm] - 1500 [ppm]
1st Cycl. Inlet Temp. Sensor 150 [◦C] - 400 [◦C]
1st Cycl. Inlet Press. Sensor 5 [mbar] - 50 [mbar]
4th Cycl. Inlet Press. Sensor 5 [mbar] - 35 [mbar]

4th Cycl. Outlet Press. Sensor 5 [mbar] - 35 [mbar]
4th Cycl. Inlet Temp. Sensor 600 [◦C] - 950 [◦C]

4th Cycl. Outlet Temp. Sensor 600 [◦C] - 950 [◦C]
Smoke Chamber Temp. Sensor 700 [◦C] - 1050 [◦C]
Smoke Chamber Press. Sensor 0 [mbar] - 7 [mbar]

Kiln Torque Sensor 20 [%] - 80 [%]
Burning Zone Temp. Sensor 800 [◦C] - 1500 [◦C]

Table 5.4: Clinker production phase without precalciner DVs.
Variable

Name
TAG Acronym

[Units]
DVs Range

Meal Flow Rate W5MCOR_FEED Meal [t/h] 105 [t/h] - 125 [t/h]
Rotation Kiln Speed W5W03PID_SPM Kiln Speed [rpm] 1.5 [rpm] - 2.5 [rpm]

A black-box approach has been adopted for the identification phase, obtain-
ing linear time invariant asymptotically stable strictly proper minimum phase
models with delays on the inputs-outputs channels (FOPDT (First Order Plus
Dead-Time) and SOPDT (Second Order Plus Dead-Time) models). Deviations
of process variables from consistent operating points are considered for the for-
mulation of these models. Tables 5.5-5.6 symbolically represent the CVs-MVs
and CVs-DVs gain matrices, i.e. submatrices of Gyu ∈ R14×2 and Gyd ∈ R14×2:
a nonzero mapping on a MV-CV pair or on a DV-CV pair has been indicated
by the gain sign of the correspondent transfer function. Furthermore, the re-
lated time delays ([min]) have been reported in brackets. Note the presence of
different time delays on certain single CV-MVs channels.
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Table 5.5: Clinker production phase without precalciner CVs-MVs mapping
matrix.

Acronym Fan Speed Kiln Fuel

O2Ca + (0) − (0)
CO2Ca − (0)
O2Cy + (0) − (0)
NOx + (15) + (6)

T1CyIn + (0) + (0)
P1CyIn + (0)
P4CyIn + (0)
P4CyOut + (0)
T4CyIn + (0)
T4CyOut + (0)

TSc + (0) + (0)
PSc + (0)
Mt + (0)
TBz − (0) + (8)

Table 5.6: Clinker production phase without precalciner CVs-DVs mapping
matrix.

Acronym Meal Kiln Speed

O2Ca − (3)
CO2Ca + (3)
O2Cy − (3)
NOx − (3)

T1CyIn − (0)
P1CyIn + (0)
P4CyIn

P4CyOut

T4CyIn − (0)
T4CyOut − (0)

TSc − (0)
PSc + (0)
Mt + (0)
TBz − (0)
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Exploiting the obtained models, the customized APC system has to minimize
fuel specific consumption, while meeting constraints related to active CVs.
With regard to the constrained control of the considered CVs, the defined
control specifications required that the constrained control of the burning zone
temperature (14th CV) must be performed using only the fuel flow rate. The
decoupling strategy related to the inhibition of the control action on defined
MV-CV channels that has been described in Section 3.2 is exploited for this
purpose. The initial Decoupling Matrix DE supplied by SCADA system to DC
& DS block is constituted by an only zero element, that corresponds to the
(14, 1) position, i.e. to the relationship between burning zone temperature and
ID fan speed; ID fan speed must be inhibited for the control of the burning
zone temperature.
With regard to the DO module CVs constrained control, the introduced con-
straints softening decoupling strategy (see Subsection 5.2.1) has been exploited
for the adaptive definition of the slack variables number to assign to each single
active CV. This choice allows to assign the desired priority order (see Section
3.3) exploiting a joint setting of γlbyDO(i), γubyDO(i) and ρyDO terms in the
DO module optimization problem.
Among CVs, the most important variables are the oxygen, the nitrogen oxides,
and the carbon dioxide; in the middle, there are the different temperatures and
pressures, while the less important variable is the kiln torque. Within TOCS
and DO modules formulation, the just mentioned priority order among CVs
has been imposed.
In TOCS module, in order to minimize the fuel specific consumption, the TOCS
cu weight related to fuel flow rate has been set as positive. The TOCS cu weight
related to ID fan speed has been always set to zero, together with the TOCS
cy weights.
With regard to the choice of the sampling time, the MPC block and the DC &
DS block run with a sampling time Ts equal to 1 [min], in accordance to the
obtained process model and to the computational load required by the overall
control algorithm. The prediction horizon Hp has been set equal to 120 ([min]),
while the control horizon Hu has been set equal to 30 moves. The related Mi

terms have been set as Mi = i − 1 (i = 1 . . . 30), i.e. the 30 admitted MVs
moves are assumed in the first thirty prediction steps. The joint tuning of Hp,
Hu and Mi parameters allows to capture the steady-state effects of all future
MVs moves on the linear time invariant model. Furthermore, with this choice,
the controller is equipped with a suitable number of decision variables for the
solution of the involved optimization problems.
In the considered cement plant, laboratory analysis on clinker samples, col-
lected at the end of the cement rotary kiln, are carried out once a day. Free
lime values ranging from 0.4 [%] to 1 [%] are considered acceptable. Outside
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this range, critical situations for the clinker quality may occur, such as over-
burning (when the free lime analysis is less than 0.4 [%]) or cooling (when
the free lime analysis is greater than 1 [%]). This analysis has been exploited
to suitably modify fuel flow rate constraints. Heuristic rules to be used for
fuel flow rate constraints adjustments have been designed; they have been re-
ported in Table 5.7. When a new free lime value is available, new fuel flow rate
constraints adjustments are possibly considered as suggested from the defined
lookup table (see Table 5.7).

Table 5.7: Heuristic rules for fuel flow rate constraints adjustements.
Lower Bound
Change [Kg/h]

Free Lime
Analysis [%]

Upper Bound
Change [Kg/h]

−100 0.1 0
−100 0.2 0
−50 0.3 0

0 0.4 0
0 0.5 0
0 0.6 0
0 0.7 0
0 0.8 0
0 0.9 0
0 1 0
0 1.1 +50
0 1.2 +100
0 1.3 +150
0 1.4 +200
0 1.5 +250

The application of these constraints variations at each control instant k takes
into account the actual last fuel flow rate value (contained in u(k −1) term), as
explained in Section 3.3. Consequently to the lower or upper bound fuel flow
rate variation, some CVs constraints may need to be adjusted: TOCS module,
when the new constraints setup becomes available, possibly pre-relaxes some of
the CVs constraints, thus allowing to have a reachable DO steady-state configu-
ration (see Chapter 3). If pre-relaxations are required by TOCS computation,
plant operators are informed by a visual and acoustic alarm indicating the
needed CVs constraints changes. Therefore, operators can modify the inter-
ested CVs operating bounds so to restore a correct constraints configuration.
The described fuel constraints adjustements represent a practical customiza-
tion with respect to the APC framework of Chapter 3.
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According to the author knowledge, the introduced fuel flow rate constraints
correction methodology through sporadic free lime feedback (laboratory anal-
ysis) in a two-layer MPC scheme represents a contribution of the research
activity reported in the present dissertation [125].
Simulation and field results related to the application of the proposed APC
system on the described clinker production phase without precalciner will be
provided and discussed in Chapter 7.

5.4 Case study: dry cement industry clinker
production phase with precalciner

In this section, the description of the clinker production phase related to one
of the different cement industries where the customized APC system has been
installed is reported. In this case study, the precalciner is present and the sus-
pension pre-heater is composed by four cyclones stages.
The clinker production phase related to the cement industry at issue is schemat-
ically represented in Fig. 5.6. In order to satisfy the control specifications
reported in Subsection 5.1.1, an accurate study of the chemical and physical
phenomena involved in the considered cement rotary kiln has been conducted.
In addition, with the support of plant operators’ and engineers’ interviews,
a preliminary plant inspection has been accomplished in order to investigate
about plant sensors/analyzers equipment, local control loops, and typical oper-
ations in the normal process driving. From this study, the fundamental process
variables to be kept under control were identified as CVs: fan, cyclones and
kiln oxygen, nitrogen oxides and carbon monoxide, cyclones temperatures and
pressures, kiln motor power, and burning zone temperature (my = 22). As
control inputs (MVs) ID fan speed, meal flow rate and kiln and precalciner fuel
flow rates (coal) have been selected (lu = 4). In the plant configuration, all
MVs act on local control loops regulated by PID controllers. Furthermore, four
DVs have been considered (ld = 4): kiln speed, kiln and precalciner tertiary air
flows, and radial air pressure (measured at the furnace outlet). In the plant
configuration, kiln speed acts on a local control loop regulated by a PID con-
troller. Tables 5.8-5.9-5.10-5.11 report the selected MVs, the main CVs, and
the DVs, together with some information, e.g. their typical range. In Fig. 5.6,
sensors and actuators positions are depicted. The not shown positions can be
deduced by Fig. 5.2 and Fig. 5.4.
A black-box approach has been adopted for the identification phase, obtain-
ing linear time invariant asymptotically stable strictly proper minimum phase
models with delays on the inputs-outputs channels (FOPDT (First Order Plus
Dead-Time) and SOPDT (Second Order Plus Dead-Time) models). Deviations
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of process variables from consistent operating points are considered for the for-
mulation of these models. Tables 5.12-5.13 symbolically represent the main
CVs-MVs and CVs-DVs gain matrices, i.e. submatrices of Gyu ∈ R22×4 and
Gyd ∈ R22×4: a nonzero mapping on a MV-CV pair or on a DV-CV pair has
been indicated by the gain sign of the correspondent transfer function. Fur-
thermore, the related time delays ([min]) have been reported in brackets. Note
the many different time delays that are present on each single CV-MVs channel.

Figure 5.6: Representation of the clinker production phase with precalciner.

Table 5.8: Clinker production phase with precalciner MVs.
Variable

Name
Acronym

[Units]
MVs Range

Meal Flow Rate T otal Meal [t/h] 100 [t/h] - 150 [t/h]
Kiln Coal Kiln Coal [kg/h] 3000 [Kg/h] - 4100 [kg/h]

Precalc. Coal P rec Coal [kg/h] 3000 [Kg/h] - 4100 [kg/h]
ID Fan Speed F an Speed [kg/h] 3000 [Kg/h] - 4100 [kg/h]
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Table 5.9: Clinker production phase with precalciner main CVs (I).
Variable

Name
Acronym

[Units]
Cyclones Oxygen O2Cy [%]

Fan Oxygen O2fan [%]
Kiln Nitr. Oxid. NOxKiln [ppm]
Fan Nitr. Oxid. NOxF an [ppm]

Cyclones Carbon Monoxide COCy [%]
First Stage Right Temp. T1CyR [◦C]
First Stage Left Temp. T1CyL [◦C]

Second Stage Exit Temp. T2Cy [◦C]
Kiln Power P owkiln [kW ]

Burning Zone Temp. TBz [◦C]

Table 5.10: Clinker production phase with precalciner main CVs (II).
Variable

Name
Sensor/

Analyzer
CVs Range

Cyclones Oxygen Analyzer 1.5 [%] - 4 [%]
Fan Oxygen Analyzer 2 [%] - 7 [%]

Kiln Nitr. Oxid. Analyzer 1000 [ppm] - 1600 [ppm]
Fan Nitr. Oxid. Analyzer 500 [ppm] - 1000 [ppm]

Cyclones Carbon Monoxide Analyzer 0 [%] - 0.6 [%]
First Stage Right Temp. Sensor 700 [◦C] - 900 [◦C]
First Stage Left Temp. Sensor 700 [◦C] - 900 [◦C]

Second Stage Exit Temp. Sensor 650 [◦C] - 850 [◦C]
Kiln Power Sensor 50 [kW ] - 150 [kW ]

4th Cycl. Outlet Temp. Sensor 600 [◦C] - 950 [◦C]
Burning Zone Temp. Sensor 1000 [◦C] - 1600 [◦C]

Table 5.11: Clinker production phase with precalciner DVs.
Variable

Name
Acronym

[Units]
DVs Range

Rotation Kiln Speed Kiln Speed [rpm] 1 [rpm] - 2.5 [rpm]
Kiln Tert. Air Kiln T ertAir [%] 10 [%] - 40 [%]
Prec. Tert. Air P rec T ertAir [%] 10 [%] - 40 [%]

Radial Air Pressure Kiln P ress [mbar] 100 [mbar] - 250 [mbar]
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Table 5.12: Clinker production phase with precalciner CVs-MVs mapping
matrix.

Acronym Total Meal Kiln Coal Prec Coal Fan Speed

O2Cy − (6) − (5) − (3) − (0)
O2fan − (18) − (0) − (0) + (0)

NOxKiln − (20) + (16) + (0)
NOxF an − (12) + (24) + (0)
COCy + (5) + (0) + (0) − (0)
T1CyR − (3) + (0) + (5) − (0)
T1CyL − (3) + (0) + (5) − (0)
T2Cy − (3) + (6) + (5) + (0)

Powkiln − (24) + (24) + (24) + (0)
TBz − (20) + (15) + (6)

Table 5.13: Clinker production phase with precalciner CVs-DVs mapping
matrix.

Acronym Kiln Speed Kiln TertAir Prec TertAir Kiln Press

O2Cy

O2fan

NOxKiln − (0) + (0)
NOxF an − (10) + (0)
COCy

T1CyR − (0)
T1CyL − (0)
T2Cy

Powkiln − (12)
TBz − (6) − (12)

Exploiting the obtained models, the customized APC system has to find an
optimal trade-off between fuels minimization and meal flow rate maximization,
while meeting constraints related to active CVs. With regard to the constrained
control of the considered CVs, the defined control specifications required that
the constrained control of certain CVs must be performed using only a defined
set of control inputs. The decoupling strategy described in Section 3.2 is ex-
ploited for this purpose. At this regard, in this specific case study, different
specifications related to the MVs to be exploited for the CVs constrained con-
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trol have been defined. In the following, the specifications related to the main
CVs have been reported:

• meal flow rate has not to be used for fan and cyclones oxygen control and
for carbon monoxide control;

• ID fan speed has not to be used for kiln nitrogen oxides control;
• meal flow rate and ID fan speed have not to be used for first stage

left/right temperatures control;
• kiln fuel and ID fan speed have not to be used for second stage exit

temperature control;
• precalciner fuel and ID fan speed have not to be used for kiln motor power

control;
• ID fan speed has not to be used for burning zone temperature control.

For the compliance with these control specifications, the subpart of the initial
Decoupling Matrix DE supplied by SCADA system to DC & DS block related
to the main CVs has been shown in Table 5.14.

Table 5.14: Clinker production phase with precalciner initial Decoupling
Matrix.

Acronym Total Meal Kiln Coal Prec Coal Fan Speed

O2Cy 0 1 1 1
O2fan 0 1 1 1

NOxKiln 1 1 1 0
NOxF an 1 1 1 1
COCy 0 1 1 1
T1CyR 0 1 1 0
T1CyL 0 1 1 0
T2Cy 1 0 1 0

Powkiln 1 1 0 0
TBz 1 1 1 0

With regard to the DO module CVs constrained control, the introduced con-
straints softening decoupling strategy (see Subsection 5.2.1) has been exploited
for the adaptive definition of the slack variables number to assign to each single
active CV. This choice allows to assign the desired priority order (see Section
3.3) exploiting a joint setting of γlbyDO(i), γubyDO(i) and ρyDO terms in the
DO module optimization problem.
Among CVs, the most important variables are the oxygen, the nitrogen oxides,
and the carbon monoxide; in the middle, there are the different temperatures
and pressures, while the less important variable is the kiln motor power. Within
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TOCS and DO modules formulation, the just mentioned priority order among
CVs has been imposed.
In TOCS module, in order to ensure an optimal trade-off between fuels min-
imization and meal flow rate maximization, the TOCS cu weight related to
fuel flow rates has been set as positive, while the TOCS cu weight related to
meal flow rate has been set as negative. The desired trade-off has been ensured
through a suitable balance among fuels and meal cu weights. The TOCS cu

weight related to the ID fan speed has been always set to zero, together with
the TOCS cy weights.
With regard to the choice of the sampling time, the MPC block and the DC &
DS block run with a sampling time Ts equal to 1 [min], in accordance to the
obtained process model and to the computational load required by the overall
control algorithm. The prediction horizon Hp has been set equal to 150 ([min]),
while the control horizon Hu has been set equal to 20 moves. The related Mi

terms have been set as Mi = i − 1 (i = 1 . . . 20), i.e. the 20 admitted MVs
moves are assumed in the first twenty prediction steps. The joint tuning of Hp,
Hu and Mi parameters allows to capture the steady-state effects of all future
MVs moves on the linear time invariant model. Furthermore, with this choice,
the controller is equipped with a suitable number of decision variables for the
solution of the involved optimization problems.
In the considered cement plant, laboratory analysis on clinker samples, col-
lected at the end of the cement rotary kiln, are carried out four times a day.
Free lime values ranging from 0.8 [%] to 1.2 [%] are considered acceptable.
Outside this range, critical situations for the clinker quality may occur, such
as overburning (when the free lime analysis is less than 0.8 [%]) or cooling
(when the free lime analysis is greater than 1.2 [%]). This analysis has been
exploited to suitably modify fuel flow rate constraints. Heuristic rules similar
to the rules reported in Section 5.3 have been defined.
Simulation and field results related to the application of the proposed APC sys-
tem on the described clinker production phase with precalciner will be provided
and discussed in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 6

Steel Industry APC system Results

In this chapter, simulation and field results of the developed E-FESTO APC
system for billets reheating furnaces control and optimization are reported. The
effectiveness of the theoretical and practical considerations detailed in Chapter
4 is proved through the discussion of significant simulation and field examples
related to the plants where the developed control system has been installed. In
particular, different situations related to the adaptive and zones APC modes
will be proposed. The shown results will refer to the two case studies detailed
in Sections 4.3-4.4.

6.1 Case study results: pusher type reheating
furnace

In this section, simulation and field results related to the pusher type reheating
furnace described in Section 4.3 have been reported. Furthermore, energy
efficiency evaluation and computation related to field applications are depicted.

6.1.1 Simulation results
To better understand the following simulation examples, remember that, in the
considered case study, each active zCV has been equipped with an own slack
variable in DO formulation (see Section 4.3). Furthermore, if not differently
indicated, no plant-model mismatch on the zCVs-MVs/DVs model and no mea-
surement noise are assumed; the identified zCVs-MVs/DVs model is exploited
also as zCVs-MVs/DVs plant model in the proposed simulations.

Pusher type reheating furnace zones APC mode: first scenario

The effectiveness of the introduced decoupling strategy aimed at the inhibition
of the control action of certain MVs on such CVs is shown through a simulation
example. Tables 6.1-6.2 show the MVs and the zCVs that are assumed active,
i.e. under the APC system handling. The other MVs and zCVs are assumed
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inactive. Furthermore, the inactive MVs and all DVs are assumed constant,
thus not influencing the controlled variables at issue. This choice is motivated
only by the fact that, in this way, the performances of the proposed method
can be more easily comprehended. Table 6.3 shows the steady-state gain signs
of the considered zCVs-MVs transfer functions. Table 6.4 shows the subpart
of the initial Decoupling Matrix DE supplied by SCADA system to DC & DS
block related to the zCVs that are considered in the simulation. DC & DS
block and the other modules perform all the operations related to inactive pro-
cess variables, as explained in Chapters 3-4. In particular, all (initial) DE rows
and columns related to inactive zCVs and MVs are zeroed by DC & DS block.
This simulation example considers having only the furnace zones 6-5 fuel flow
rates and temperatures under control of the proposed APC system. The control
specifications require that each zone must be controlled using only the related
fuel flow rate.
A typical operator’s maneuver is simulated: because of the entry of cold billets
in the furnace, a variation on both constraints of zone 6 temperature is per-
formed. The effectiveness of the proposed decoupling strategy for the control
specifications fulfillment is proved by comparing the system performances re-
lated to the active process variables, without and with its introduction.

Table 6.1: Pusher type reheating furnace zones APC mode simulation results,
first scenario: considered set of MVs.

Variable Name Acronym [Units]
Zone 6 Fuel Flow Rate Fuel6 [Nm3/h]
Zone 5 Fuel Flow Rate Fuel5 [Nm3/h]

Table 6.2: Pusher type reheating furnace zones APC mode simulation results,
first scenario: considered set of zCVs.

Variable Name Acronym [Units]
Zone 6 Temperature Temp6 [◦C]
Zone 5 Temperature Temp5 [◦C]
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Table 6.3: Pusher type reheating furnace zones APC mode simulation results,
first scenario: reduced zCVs-MVs mapping matrix.

Acronym Fuel6 Fuel5

Temp6 + +
Temp5 +

Table 6.4: Pusher type reheating furnace zones APC mode simulation results,
first scenario: reduced initial Decoupling Matrix.

Acronym Fuel6 Fuel5

Temp6 1 0
Temp5 1 1

(a) T emp6 with dec. strat. (b) T emp5 with dec. strat.

(c) T emp6 without dec. strat. (d) T emp5 without dec. strat.

Figure 6.1: Pusher type reheating furnace zones APC mode simulation re-
sults, first scenario: zCVs trends with and without the decoupling
strategy.
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(a) F uel6 with dec. strat. (b) F uel5 with dec. strat.

(c) F uel6 without dec. strat. (d) F uel5 without dec. strat.

Figure 6.2: Pusher type reheating furnace zones APC mode simulation re-
sults, first scenario: MVs trends with and without the decoupling
strategy.

In the presented simulation, a typical operating condition has been chosen as
starting point: zone 6 fuel and zone 6 and zone 5 temperatures are inside
their bounds, while zone 5 fuel lies on its lower limit. DO module, supported
by TOCS module action, saves energy minimizing fuels flow rate. At time
instant 20, as shown in Fig. 6.1, after the operator’s move, the lower and
upper constraints of zone 6 temperature are subjected to +20 [◦C] and +30
[◦C] change, respectively. Fig. 6.2 shows zone 5 and zone 6 fuel flow rates.
In Fig. 6.1(c)-6.1(d) and in Fig. 6.2(c)-6.2(d) the control results without the
decoupling strategy are reported, while Fig. 6.1(a)-6.1(b) and Fig. 6.2(a)-
6.2(b) include the decoupling approach. In the first control solution, when the
operator performs the constraints change, TOCS module, in order to fulfill the
request, modifies both zone 6 and zone 5 fuel flow rates steady-state targets
(black lines) and no steady-state relaxation is required (cyan, red and green
lines in Fig. 6.1(c) overlap). Consequently, DO module moves both fuel flow
rates (Fig. 6.2(c)-6.2(d), blue lines), driving the entire subsystem towards a
new operating point. In this way, zone 6 temperature (Fig. 6.1(c), blue line),
after a brief transient, which causes a DO relaxation (Fig. 6.1(c), green lines),
approaches its new lower constraint. In the second control solution, thanks
to the decoupling strategy, when the constraints change is performed, TOCS
module moves only zone 6 fuel flow rate steady-state target, leaving unchanged
zone 5 fuel flow rate one. No steady-state relaxation is required also in this
second case. DO module, because of the inhibition of zone 5 fuel flow rate
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action for zone 6 temperature control, acts on zone 6 fuel flow rate only, thus
fulfilling the required management specification. Zone 6 temperature, after a
transient (longer than in the first case but equally satisfactory), approaches its
new lower constraint.

Pusher type reheating furnace adaptive APC mode: first scenario

In order to show the performances of the adaptive APC mode within the con-
sidered pusher type reheating furnace, an example simulating a plant operating
condition is proposed. No plant-model mismatch on the zCVs-MVs/DVs model
and no measurement noise are assumed; the identified zCVs-MVs/DVs model
is exploited also as zCVs-MVs/DVs plant model. The developed billets tem-
perature nonlinear model that is exploited by the virtual sensor is used also as
plant model for simulating the relationships between billets temperature and
the related input vector ub. Remember that the input vector ub is (see (4.12)):

ub =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Tun

Temp6

Temp5

Temp4

Temp3

TempM21

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
∈ R6×1 (6.1)

where TempM21 represents the mean between zone 1 and zone 2 temperatures.
Furthermore, remember that the pyrometer that measures the temperature of
the processed billets is placed at the exit of the first stage of the rolling mill
stands. Because it is placed at the exit of the first stage of the rolling mill
stands, a further term that models the billets temperature decrease in the path
from the furnace outlet to the optical pyrometer has been included. This term,
which is used by the virtual sensor, has been included in the exploited overall
plant model. The simulation time of the assumed overall plant model is set to
1 [s].
As in the real case (see Section 4.3), the virtual sensor sampling time is set to
5 [s], while the MPC block and the DC & DS block run with a sampling time
of 1 [min].
The proposed simulation assumes that, at the initial control instant at which
the activation of the adaptive APC mode is requested, no empty places are in
the furnace and the estimation performed by the virtual sensor gives positive
results. Furthermore, the actual furnace movement time is equal to 120 [s],
which corresponds, for the case at issue, to a furnace production rate of about
70 [t/h]. These conditions lead to the activation of the adaptive APC mode
related to the initial bCVs status value that is provided by SCADA system to
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DC & DS block (see Subsection 4.2.2).
Tables 6.5-6.6 show the MVs and the zCVs that are assumed active, i.e. under
the APC system handling. Without loss of generality, the other MVs and zCVs
are assumed inactive. Furthermore, the inactive MVs and all DVs are assumed
constant, thus not influencing the zCVs at issue. This choice is motivated only
by the fact that, in this way, the performances of the proposed method can be
more easily comprehended. The steady-state gain signs of the considered zCVs-
MVs transfer functions can be observed in Tables 4.5-4.6, while the subpart of
the initial Decoupling Matrix DE supplied by SCADA system to DC & DS
block related to the interested zCVs can be observed in Tables 4.8-4.9. DC &
DS block and the other modules perform all the operations related to inactive
process variables, as explained in Chapters 3-4. In particular, all (initial) DE

rows and columns related to inactive zCVs and MVs are zeroed by DC & DS
block.

Table 6.5: Pusher type reheating furnace adaptive APC mode simulation re-
sults, first scenario: considered set of MVs.

Variable Name Acronym [Units]
Zone 6 Fuel Flow Rate Fuel6 [Nm3/h]
Zone 5 Fuel Flow Rate Fuel5 [Nm3/h]
Zone 4 Fuel Flow Rate Fuel4 [Nm3/h]
Zone 3 Fuel Flow Rate Fuel3 [Nm3/h]
Zone 2 Fuel Flow Rate Fuel2 [Nm3/h]
Zone 1 Fuel Flow Rate Fuel1 [Nm3/h]

Practically, all fuel flow rates and the related zones temperatures are active,
together with the differences between the elements of the ub vector. The con-
straints related to the zones temperatures and to the fuel flow rates can be
observed in Tables 4.1-4.2. The differences between the elements of the ub vec-
tor (that represent the second part of the zCVs in Table 6.6) are only upper
constrained by 0 [◦C].
Given the previous considerations about the variables status values and assum-
ing them constant over the entire simulation, all the temperatures related to
the billets that are and that will be in the furnace are considered as active
bCVs. So the adaptive APC mode can be activated.
The 136 billets that are already present within the furnace are characterized
by different temperatures (in the range 30 [◦C]-1140 [◦C]) and the billets that
will enter the furnace will be assumed characterized by a constant furnace inlet
temperature (about 170 [◦C]). The actual furnace movement time (120 [s])
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is considered constant in the proposed simulation. Furthermore, it is assumed
that the Rolling phase specifications require that the billets reach the first stage
of the rolling mill stands with a temperature in the range 1020 [◦C]-1040 [◦C].
This specification, thanks to the online virtual sensor action, is online converted
in a temperature range at the furnace outlet (constant at 1040 [◦C]-1060 [◦C]
for the case at issue).

Table 6.6: Pusher type reheating furnace adaptive APC mode simulation re-
sults, first scenario: considered set of zCVs.

Variable Name Acronym [Units]
Tunnel Temperature Tun [◦C]
Zone 6 Temperature Temp6 [◦C]
Zone 5 Temperature Temp5 [◦C]
Zone 4 Temperature Temp4 [◦C]
Zone 3 Temperature Temp3 [◦C]
Zone 2 Temperature Temp2 [◦C]
Zone 1 Temperature Temp1 [◦C]

Tunnel - Zone 6 Temp. Diff. TDiffT 6 [◦C]
Zone 6 - Zone 5 Temp. Diff. TDiff65 [◦C]
Zone 5 - Zone 4 Temp. Diff. TDiff54 [◦C]
Zone 4 - Zone 3 Temp. Diff. TDiff43 [◦C]

Zone 3 - Mean Zones 2-1 Temp. Diff. TDiff321 [◦C]

Remember that, in the considered case study, each active zCV and each ac-
tive constrained bCV has been equipped with an own slack variable in DO
formulation (see Section 4.3). Furthermore, as described in Subsection 4.2.3,
the TOCS module formulation does not take into account the information pro-
vided by the developed billets temperature overall linear model; for this reason,
the steady-state targets supplied by TOCS module may be unreachable in the
adaptive APC mode and a profitable trade-off between MVs tracking and bCVs
constraints satisfaction must be ensured (see Subsection 4.2.5).
As starting point of the proposed simulation, all the considered process vari-
ables are within the assigned constraints. The TOCS-DO cooperative action,
together with the information provided by the billets temperature virtual sen-
sor and by the LPV model within DO module, leads the process to a more
profitable operating point. In particular, considering the actual furnace move-
ment time, a prediction horizon Hp of 272 [min] is computed that is needed
for the exit of the billet located in the 1st place (the 1st place is assumed to
be the closest place to the furnace inlet) from the furnace. As can be observed
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from Fig. 6.3, the exited billets that reach the first stage of the rolling mill
stands are characterized by decreasing temperatures, obtained through a coor-
dinated control action of the fuel flow rates of the different furnace zones (Fig.
6.5). The fuel flow rates control action is forwarded on the billets temperatures
through the elements of the ub vector (Fig. 6.4).

Figure 6.3: Pusher type reheating furnace adaptive APC mode simulation re-
sults, first scenario: bCVs trends.

Figure 6.4: Pusher type reheating furnace adaptive APC mode simulation re-
sults, first scenario: ub temperatures trends.
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(a) F uel6 (b) F uel5

(c) F uel4 (d) F uel3

(e) F uel2 (f) F uel1

Figure 6.5: Pusher type reheating furnace adaptive APC mode simulation re-
sults, first scenario: MVs trends.

Pusher type reheating furnace adaptive APC mode: second scenario

In order to better clarify the performances of the adaptive APC mode within
the considered pusher type reheating furnace, an additional example simulat-
ing a plant operating condition is proposed. All the example assumptions are
the same with respect to the simulation example proposed in 6.1.1. The only
changes are the following: it is assumed that the Rolling phase specifications
require that the billets reach the first stage of the rolling mill stands with a
temperature in the range 1030 [◦C]-1040 [◦C]. Then, after the first 100 simu-
lation instants, the specification changes: a constraints change on the required
billets temperature is simulated; the new desired operating range is 1040 [◦C]-
1050 [◦C].
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Figure 6.6: Pusher type reheating furnace adaptive APC mode simulation re-
sults, second scenario: bCVs trends.

Figure 6.7: Pusher type reheating furnace adaptive APC mode simulation re-
sults, second scenario: ub temperatures trends.

As starting point of the proposed simulation, all the considered process vari-
ables are within the assigned constraints. The TOCS-DO cooperative action,
together with the information provided by the billets temperature virtual sen-
sor and by the LPV model within DO module, leads the process to a more
profitable operating point. In particular, considering the actual furnace move-
ment time, a prediction horizon Hp of 272 [min] is computed that is needed
for the exit of the billet located in the 1st place (the 1st place is assumed to
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be the closest place to the furnace inlet) from the furnace. As can be observed
from Fig. 6.6, the exited billets that reach the first stage of the rolling mill
stands are characterized by decreasing temperatures, obtained through a coor-
dinated control action of the fuel flow rates of the different furnace zones (Fig.
6.8). The fuel flow rates control action is forwarded on the billets temperatures
through the elements of the ub vector (Fig. 6.7).
As can be noted, when the billets temperature constraints change, the fuel flow
rates related to the last furnace zones ensure a quick response, while the fuel
flow rates of the first furnace zones try to track their ideal TOCS target (Fig.
6.8). When the billets temperature constraints change, the TOCS-DO cooper-
ative action, together with the information provided by the billets temperature
virtual sensor and by the LPV model within DO module, leads the process to
the desired operating point, satisfying the operator’s request (Fig. 6.6).

(a) F uel6 (b) F uel5

(c) F uel4 (d) F uel3

(e) F uel2 (f) F uel1

Figure 6.8: Pusher type reheating furnace adaptive APC mode simulation re-
sults, second scenario: MVs trends.
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6.1.2 Field results

The study and design phases of the project for the development of the APC
system began in January 2015 and ended in May 2015. In early June 2015,
the system has been installed on the considered Italian steel industry for the
optimization of the Reheating phase, substituting operators’ manual driving of
local PID controllers.
In Fig. 6.9-6.10-6.11-6.12-6.13-6.14, a real plant condition under the control of
the developed E-FESTO APC system is shown. A five hours period is taken
into account and the adaptive APC mode performances are shown.

Figure 6.9: Pusher type reheating furnace adaptive APC mode field results:
furnace production rate trends.

The initial plant conditions assume that the adaptive APC mode has been al-
ready activated; furthermore, the estimation performed by the virtual sensor
(Fig. 6.11, green stars) gives positive results. The actual furnace production
rate (Fig. 6.9) is equal to about 50 [t/h]. These conditions allow the adap-
tive APC mode to remain activated (initial bCVs status value, see Subsection
4.2.2). All 12 MVs are active (Fig. 6.13-6.14), all main zCVs (see Table 4.4)
and all DVs (see Table 4.3) are active. The constraints related to the MVs
can be observed in Fig. 6.13-6.14, while the constraints related to the active
zCVs can be observed in Table 4.1. The temperature differences between the
elements of the ub vector (that represent the second part of the zCVs in Table
4.4) are only upper constrained by 0 [◦C]. The constraints and trends related
to the smoke-exchanger temperature and total air flow rate have not been re-
ported, because they do not influence the considered real scenario.
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Figure 6.10: Pusher type reheating furnace adaptive APC mode field results:
billets furnace inlet temperatures trends.

Figure 6.11: Pusher type reheating furnace adaptive APC mode field results:
bCVs trends.
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Figure 6.12: Pusher type reheating furnace adaptive APC mode field results:
ub temperatures trends.

Given the previous considerations about the variables status values, all the
temperatures related to the billets that are in the furnace are considered as
active bCVs. So the adaptive APC mode remains activated.
The 136 billets that are already present within the furnace are characterized
by different temperatures (in the range 30 [◦C]-1100 [◦C]) and the billets that
will enter the furnace in the future will be characterized by different inlet tem-
peratures (in the range 15 [◦C]-80 [◦C], see Fig. 6.10). The furnace production
rate varies in the range 30 [t/h]-105 [t/h] (see Fig. 6.9), while the furnace
pressure and the air pressure are characterized by average values of about 0.75
[mm/H2O] and 84 [mbar], respectively. Furthermore, it is assumed that the
Rolling phase specifications require that the billets reach the first stage of the
rolling mill stands with a temperature in the range 1060 [◦C]-1105 [◦C]. This
specification, thanks to the online virtual sensor action, is online converted in
a temperature range at the furnace outlet that varies based on the process
conditions (e.g. 1090 [◦C]-1135 [◦C]).
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6.1 Case study results: pusher type reheating furnace

As starting point of the proposed plant condition, all the considered process
variables are within the assigned constraints. The TOCS-DO cooperative ac-
tion, together with the information provided by the billets temperature virtual
sensor and by the LPV model within DO module, allows to maintain the pro-
cess at a profitable operating configuration, despite the not constant furnace
production rate and billets inlet temperatures. The exited billets that reach
the first stage of the rolling mill stands are characterized by decreasing temper-
atures (Fig. 6.11), obtained through a coordinated control action of the MVs.
The MVs control action is forwarded on the billets temperatures through the
elements of the ub vector (Fig. 6.12).

(a) F uel6 (b) F uel5

(c) F uel4 (d) F uel3

(e) F uel2 (f) F uel1

Figure 6.13: Pusher type reheating furnace adaptive APC mode field results:
MVs trends (I).
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(a) R6 (b) R5

(c) R4 (d) R3

(e) R2 (f) R1

Figure 6.14: Pusher type reheating furnace adaptive APC mode field results:
MVs trends (II).

The developed APC system has been implemented on a SCADA/HMI (Human-
Machine Interface) platform that provides an user-friendly GUI (Graphical
User Interface). Plant operators can easily handle the APC system: during the
commissioning phase, training courses to plant operators have been provided
[126]. For this purpose, a training framework has been created, thus allowing
plant operators to become proficient in the utilization of the APC system. The
implemented GUI is composed by different pages that enable plant operators
to precisely observe and monitor the plant behavior under E-FESTO APC
system control. Fig. 6.15-6.16 show subparts of the pages related to the process
variables monitoring and management. Note the option to switch off or switch
on a defined process variable; these settings compose the initial status value
provided by SCADA system to DC & DS block. Note also the boxes where
constraints related to the process variables can be introduced.
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6.1 Case study results: pusher type reheating furnace

Figure 6.15: Pusher type reheating furnace GUI: CVs.

Figure 6.16: Pusher type reheating furnace GUI: MVs-DVs.

Before the introduction of the developed APC system, plant operators had no
information about billets heating profile exhibited inside the furnace. Real per-
formances of the virtual sensor have been shown in Fig. 6.11. Analyzing a year
and a half process data, a Root Mean Square Error of Prediction (RMSEP)
less than 10 [◦C] has been observed (about 1 [%] of the optical pyrometers
measurement range). Thanks to the developed virtual sensor and to the imple-
mented GUI, the billets estimated temperature has been provided (Fig. 6.17,
blue line). In the synoptic, the billets have been represented with rectangles.
Selecting a generic billet, its specific heating profile is available. Fig. 6.18
shows the actual heating profile (blue line) of the billet located at the 43th fur-
nace place (furnace zone 6). In the synoptic, green rectangles represent billets
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that have reached the minimum desired exit temperature. A minimum average
number of green billets inside the furnace leads to energy saving.

Figure 6.17: Pusher type reheating furnace GUI: furnace heating profile.

Figure 6.18: Pusher type reheating furnace GUI: furnace heating profile of the
43 th billet.
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Figure 6.19: Pusher type reheating furnace GUI: billets temperature trends.

Figure 6.20: Pusher type reheating furnace GUI: temporary furnace stop or
slowdown page.

Fig. 6.19 shows a page where the process variables and their constraints can
be plotted and monitored. For example, in the proposed figure, the billets
temperature measurements performed by the optical pyrometer at the exit of
the first stage of the rolling mill stands (purple lines), together with the inlet
temperature of the just entered billets (pink lines) are shown (note the different
scale).
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Fig. 6.20 shows a page where the changes on zCVs constraints when E-FESTO
APC system switches from the adaptive control mode to the zones control mode
can be automatically handled. There is the option for the definition of tables
that are applied to the zCVs constraints when, for example, a temporary stop
or slowdown of the billets movement along the furnace happens. The tables
can take into account different furnace boundary conditions, e.g. the furnace
production rate.
When manual conduction of local PID controllers was performed by opera-
tors, the simultaneous fulfillment of energy and product quality specifications
was difficult to achieve. With the previous control system, operators safely
ensured the desired billets exit temperatures and neglected aspects related to
fuel minimization, thus achieving a limited energy efficiency. From the first
start-up, the designed APC system has reduced the average gap with respect
to the billets exit temperature lower bound of about 5 [◦C]. The registered
performances can be straightly related to the average number of billets that
have reached the minimum desired exit temperature. With the previous control
system, this number was greater than 10; after a year and half from the devel-
oped APC system activation, this number has been conducted to the range 6-8.

Figure 6.21: Pusher type reheating furnace GUI: KPI page.
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For an online monitoring of the fuel specific consumption, which is computed
taking into accout the fuel flow rates usage and the furnace production rate,
different Key Performance Indicator (KPI) pages have been introduced. Fig.
6.21 shows the daily fuel specific consumption ([Sm3/t]) under the E-FESTO
APC system control related to September-October 2016 (blue line); the red line
indicates the defined project baseline related to the fuel specific consumption.
After one year and half from the introduction of E-FESTO APC system within
the considered pusher type billets reheating furnace, an about 1.5 [%] reduction
of the fuel specific consumption with respect to the defined project baseline has
been achieved. The average specific consumption reduction and, more gener-
ally, the energy efficiency achievement (that involves also emissions reduction)
allowed obtaining energy efficiency certificates. Furthermore, a service factor
greater than 95 [%] has been registered.

6.2 Case study results: walking beam reheating
furnace

In this section, simulation and field results related to the walking beam reheating
furnace described in Section 4.4 have been reported. Furthermore, energy
efficiency evaluation and computation related to field applications are depicted.

6.2.1 Simulation results

To better understand the following simulation examples, remember that, in
the considered case study, each active zCV/rCV has been equipped with an
own slack variable in DO formulation (see Section 4.4). Furthermore, if not
differently indicated, no plant-model mismatch on the zCVs-MVs/DVs model
and no measurement noise are assumed; the identified zCVs-MVs/DVs model
is exploited also as zCVs-MVs/DVs plant model in the proposed simulations.

Walking beam reheating furnace zones APC mode: first scenario

The proposed stoichiometric ratios control method (Subsection 4.4.1) within
the zones APC mode related to the described walking beam reheating furnace is
shown through a simulation example that emulates a plant operating condition.
Tables 6.7-6.8 show the MVs and the zCVs/rCVs that are assumed active, i.e.
under the APC system handling. The other MVs and zCVs/rCVs are assumed
inactive. Furthermore, the inactive MVs and all DVs are assumed constant,
thus not influencing the controlled variables at issue. This choice is motivated
only by the fact that, in this way, the performances of the proposed method
can be more easily comprehended. Table 6.9 shows the steady-state gain signs
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of the considered zCVs-MVs transfer functions. Table 6.10 shows the subpart
of the initial Decoupling Matrix DE supplied by SCADA system to DC & DS
block related to the interested zCV. DC & DS block and the other modules
perform all the operations related to inactive process variables, as explained
in Chapters 3-4. In particular, all (initial) DE rows and columns related to
inactive zCVs and MVs are zeroed by DC & DS block.
This simulation example considers having only the furnace zone 4 under con-
trol of the proposed APC system. TOCS and DO modules have to ensure
an optimal usage of zone 4 fuel and air flow rates, taking into account zone 4
temperature and zone 4 stoichiometric ratio constraints. In particular, thanks
to the decoupling strategy, for zone 4 temperature constraints tightening only
the zone 4 fuel flow rate is used.

Table 6.7: Walking beam reheating furnace zones APC mode simulation results,
first scenario: considered set of MVs.

Variable Name Acronym [Units]
Zone 4 Fuel Flow Rate Fuel4 [Nm3/h]
Zone 4 Air Flow Rate Air4 [Nm3/h]

Table 6.8: Walking beam reheating furnace zones APC mode simulation results,
first scenario: considered set of zCVs/rCVs.

Variable Name Acronym [Units]
Zone 4 Temperature Temp4 [◦C]
Zone 4 Stoich. Ratio R4 []

Table 6.9: Walking beam reheating furnace zones APC mode simulation results,
first scenario: reduced zCVs-MVs mapping matrix.

Acronym Fuel4 Air4

Temp4 + −
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Table 6.10: Walking beam reheating furnace zones APC mode simulation re-
sults, first scenario: reduced initial Decoupling Matrix.

Acronym Fuel4 Air4

Temp4 1 0

(a) T emp4 (b) R4

Figure 6.22: Walking beam reheating furnace zones APC mode simulation re-
sults, first scenario: zCVs/rCVs trends.

(a) F uel4 (b) Air4

Figure 6.23: Walking beam reheating furnace zones APC mode simulation re-
sults, first scenario: MVs trends.

The simulation starting point assumes that Temp4 and R4 are inside their
bounds (Fig. 6.22(a)-6.22(b), blue lines). In the first 10 simulation instants, the
cooperation between TOCS and DO modules conducts the process variables to
a more profitable operating condition, defined by Fuel4 and Air4 steady-state
targets (Fig. 6.23(a)-6.23(b), black lines). Fuel4 is minimized (Fig. 6.23(a),
blue line), complying with Temp4 constraints (Fig. 6.22(a), red lines) and not
requiring TOCS and/or DO Temp4 constraints relaxation (overlapping of red,
cyan and green lines in Fig. 6.22(a)). Air4 is exploited for R4 stoichiometric
ratio (Fig. 6.22(b), blue line) constraints meeting (Fig. 6.22(b), red lines): DO
R4 constraints relaxation is not required (overlapping of red and green lines in
Fig. 6.22(b)).
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At time instant 11, a constraints change request is simulated: Temp4 lower
and upper constraints are lowered of 10 [◦C] and 25 [◦C], respectively.
In order to satisfy the request, MVs target is updated by TOCS module: DO
conducts Fuel4 and Air4 to these lower operating points (Fig. 6.23(a)-6.23(b)).
After a brief transient, where a temporary DO upper constraints relaxation
(6.22(a), green lines) is experienced, Temp4 is restored to its new bounds.
As shown in Fig. 6.22(b), no R4 constraints relaxation is performed by DO
module.

Walking beam reheating furnace zones APC mode: second scenario

The proposed stoichiometric ratios control method (Subsection 4.4.1) within
the zones APC mode related to the described walking beam reheating furnace
is shown through a simulation example that emulates a plant operating con-
dition. Tables 6.11-6.12 show the MVs and the zCVs/rCVs that are assumed
active, i.e. under the APC system handling. The other MVs and zCVs/rCVs
are assumed inactive. Furthermore, the inactive MVs and all DVs are assumed
constant, thus not influencing the controlled variables at issue. This choice is
motivated only by the fact that, in this way, the performances of the proposed
method can be more easily comprehended. Table 6.13 shows the steady-state
gain signs of the considered zCVs-MVs transfer functions. Table 6.14 shows
the subpart of the initial Decoupling Matrix DE supplied by SCADA system
to DC & DS block related to the interested zCV. DC & DS block and the
other modules perform all the operations related to inactive process variables,
as explained in Chapters 3-4. In particular, all (initial) DE rows and columns
related to inactive zCVs and MVs are zeroed by DC & DS block.
This simulation example considers having only the furnace zone 5 under con-
trol of the proposed APC system. TOCS and DO modules have to ensure
an optimal usage of zone 5 fuel and air flow rates, taking into account zone 5
temperature and zone 5 stoichiometric ratio constraints. In particular, thanks
to the decoupling strategy, for zone 5 temperature constraints tightening only
the zone 5 fuel flow rate is used.

Table 6.11: Walking beam reheating furnace zones APC mode simulation re-
sults, second scenario: considered set of MVs.

Variable Name Acronym [Units]
Zone 5 Fuel Flow Rate Fuel5 [Nm3/h]
Zone 5 Air Flow Rate Air5 [Nm3/h]
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Table 6.12: Walking beam reheating furnace zones APC mode simulation re-
sults, second scenario: considered set of zCVs/rCVs.

Variable Name Acronym [Units]
Zone 5 Temperature Temp5 [◦C]
Zone 5 Stoich. Ratio R5 []

Table 6.13: Walking beam reheating furnace zones APC mode simulation re-
sults, second scenario: reduced zCVs-MVs mapping matrix.

Acronym Fuel5 Air5

Temp5 + −

Table 6.14: Walking beam reheating furnace zones APC mode simulation re-
sults, second scenario: reduced initial Decoupling Matrix.

Acronym Fuel5 Air5

Temp5 1 0

(a) T emp5 (b) R5

Figure 6.24: Walking beam reheating furnace zones APC mode simulation re-
sults, second scenario: zCVs/rCVs trends.
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(a) F uel5 (b) Air5

Figure 6.25: Walking beam reheating furnace zones APC mode simulation re-
sults, second scenario: MVs trends.

The initial process operating point assumes that the two considered output
variables (Fig. 6.24(a)-6.24(b), blue lines) satisfy their constraints. In the first
30 simulation instants, the cooperative action of TOCS and DO modules en-
sures zone 5 fuel flow rate minimization (Fig. 6.25(a), blue line), saturating
zone 5 stoichiometric ratio upper bound (Fig. 6.24(b), red line) and meet-
ing zone 5 temperature constraints (Fig. 6.24(a), red lines). Furthermore, no
TOCS and/or DO modules constraints softening is required (red, cyan and
green lines in Fig. 6.24(a)-6.24(b) overlap). A profitable operating point for
zone 5 fuel and air flow rates is guaranteed, saturating the zone 5 air flow rate
lower bound (Fig. 6.25(a)-6.25(b), blue lines).
At time instant 31, an operator request is simulated: zone 5 temperature up-
per and lower constraints are changed of +50 [◦C] and +40 [◦C], respectively.
Only zone 5 fuel flow rate acts for the satisfaction of the updated temperature
constraints, reaching the new TOCS target (Fig. 6.25(a), black line).
After a brief transient, requiring a temporary softening of its new lower con-
straint (Fig. 6.24(a), green lines), zone 5 temperature is restored to its new
lower bound. This corrective action on zone 5 fuel flow rate could lead to the
violation of zone 5 stoichiometric ratio lower bound: in order to avoid this
critical condition, a new target for zone 5 air flow rate is computed by TOCS
module (Fig. 6.25(b), black line). In this way, zone 5 stoichiometric ratio
approaches its lower bound, after a negligible DO constraints softening (Fig.
6.24(b), green lines).

Walking beam reheating furnace zones APC mode: third scenario

The proposed stoichiometric ratios control method (Subsection 4.4.1) within
the zones APC mode related to the described walking beam reheating furnace
is shown through a simulation example that emulates a plant operating con-
dition. Tables 6.15-6.16 show the MVs and the zCVs/rCVs that are assumed
active, i.e. under the APC system handling. The other MVs and zCVs/rCVs
are assumed inactive. Furthermore, the inactive MVs and all DVs are assumed
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constant, thus not influencing the controlled variables at issue. This choice is
motivated only by the fact that, in this way, the performances of the proposed
method can be more easily comprehended. Table 6.17 shows the steady-state
gain signs of the considered zCVs-MVs transfer functions. A nonzero mapping
on a MV-zCV pair has been indicated by the gain sign of the correspondent
transfer function. Table 6.18 shows the subpart of the initial Decoupling Matrix
DE supplied by SCADA system to DC & DS block related to the interested
zCVs. DC & DS block and the other modules perform all the operations re-
lated to inactive process variables, as explained in Chapters 3-4. In particular,
all (initial) DE rows and columns related to inactive zCVs and MVs are zeroed
by DC & DS block.
This simulation example considers having only the furnace zones 4-5 under con-
trol of the proposed APC system. TOCS and DO modules have to ensure an
optimal usage of the zones 4-5 fuel and air flow rates, taking into account zone
4-5 temperatures and zone 4-5 stoichiometric ratios constraints. In particular,
thanks to the decoupling strategy, for zone 5 temperature constraints tighten-
ing only the zone 5 fuel flow rate is used. Similarly, for zone 4 temperature
constraints tightening only the zone 4 fuel flow rate is used.

Table 6.15: Walking beam reheating furnace zones APC mode simulation re-
sults, third scenario: considered set of MVs.

Variable Name Acronym [Units]
Zone 5 Fuel Flow Rate Fuel5 [Nm3/h]
Zone 4 Fuel Flow Rate Fuel4 [Nm3/h]
Zone 5 Air Flow Rate Air5 [Nm3/h]
Zone 4 Air Flow Rate Air4 [Nm3/h]

Table 6.16: Walking beam reheating furnace zones APC mode simulation re-
sults, third scenario: considered set of zCVs/rCVs.

Variable Name Acronym [Units]
Zone 5 Temperature Temp5 [◦C]
Zone 4 Temperature Temp4 [◦C]
Zone 5 Stoich. Ratio R5 []
Zone 4 Stoich. Ratio R4 []
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Table 6.17: Walking beam reheating furnace zones APC mode simulation re-
sults, third scenario: reduced zCVs-MVs mapping matrix.

Acronym Fuel5 Fuel4 Air5 Air4

Temp5 + + −
Temp4 + −

Table 6.18: Walking beam reheating furnace zones APC mode simulation re-
sults, third scenario: reduced initial Decoupling Matrix.

Acronym Fuel5 Fuel4 Air5 Air4

Temp5 1 0 0 1
Temp4 1 1 1 0

(a) T emp5 (b) R5

(c) T emp4 (d) R4

Figure 6.26: Walking beam reheating furnace zones APC mode simulation re-
sults, third scenario: zCVs/rCVs trends.
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(a) F uel5 (b) Air5

(c) F uel4 (d) Air4

Figure 6.27: Walking beam reheating furnace zones APC mode simulation re-
sults, third scenario: MVs trends.

The initial process operating point assumes that the four considered output
variables (Fig. 6.26(a)-6.26(b)-6.26(c)-6.26(d), blue lines) satisfy their con-
straints: in the first 20 simulation instants, the cooperative action of TOCS
and DO modules ensures zone 5 and zone 4 fuel flow rate minimization (Fig.
6.27(a)-6.27(c), blue lines), saturating zone 5 stoichiometric ratio upper bound
(Fig. 6.26(b), red line) and meeting zone 4 stoichiometric ratio constraints
(Fig. 6.26(d), red lines). Furthermore, in this first part of simulation, zones
4-5 temperatures meet the imposed constraints (Fig. 6.26(a)-6.26(c), red lines)
and no TOCS and DO modules constraints softening is required (red, cyan and
green lines in Fig. 6.26(a)-6.26(b)-6.26(c)-6.26(d) overlap).
A profitable operating point for zones 4-5 fuel and air flow rates is guaranteed,
saturating the zone 5 air flow rate lower bound (Fig. 6.27(a)-6.27(b)-6.27(c)-
6.27(d), blue lines).
Subsequently, at time instant 21, an operator request is simulated: zone 5
temperature lower constraint is changed of +25 [◦C]. Thanks to the proposed
decoupling strategy, only zone 5 fuel flow rate acts for the satisfaction of the
updated temperature constraints, reaching the new TOCS target (Fig. 6.27(a),
black line). After a brief transient, requiring a temporary softening of its new
lower constraint (Fig. 6.26(a), green lines), zone 5 temperature is restored on
its new lower bound.
This corrective action on zone 5 fuel flow rate could lead to the violation of
the zone 5 stoichiometric ratio lower bound: in order to avoid this critical con-
dition, also zone 5 air flow rate TOCS target is changed (Fig. 6.27(b), black
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line). In this way, zone 5 stoichiometric ratio approaches its lower bound, after
a negligible DO constraints softening (Fig. 6.26(b), green lines).
Note that the proposed constraint change does not modify zone 4 variables
configuration. Note also that, due to not necessary zone 4 stoichiometric ratio
constraints relaxation and to the introduced decoupling strategy, zone 4 air
flow rate remains constant at its initial value during the simulation.

Walking beam reheating furnace zones APC mode: fourth scenario

The effectiveness of the proposed cooperation policy between TOCS and DO
modules (Subsection 3.1.2) is shown through a simulation example that em-
ulates a plant operating condition. Tables 6.19-6.20 show the MVs and the
zCVs/rCVs that are assumed active, i.e. under the APC system handling. The
other MVs and zCVs/rCVs are assumed inactive. Furthermore, the inactive
MVs and all DVs are assumed constant, thus not influencing the controlled
variables at issue. This choice is motivated only by the fact that, in this way,
the performances of the proposed method can be more easily comprehended.

Table 6.19: Walking beam reheating furnace zones APC mode simulation re-
sults, fourth scenario: considered set of MVs.

Variable Name Acronym [Units]
Zone 5 Fuel Flow Rate Fuel5 [Nm3/h]
Zone 5 Air Flow Rate Air5 [Nm3/h]

Table 6.20: Walking beam reheating furnace zones APC mode simulation re-
sults, fourth scenario: considered set of zCVs/rCVs.

Variable Name Acronym [Units]
Zone 5 Temperature Temp5 [◦C]

Smoke-Exchanger Temp. TempSE [◦C]
Zone 5 Stoich. Ratio R5 []

Table 6.21 shows the steady-state gain signs of the considered zCVs-MVs trans-
fer functions. Table 6.22 shows the subpart of the initial Decoupling Matrix DE

supplied by SCADA system to DC & DS block related to the interested zCVs.
DC & DS block and the other modules perform all the operations related to
inactive process variables, as explained in Chapters 3-4. In particular, all (ini-
tial) DE rows and columns related to inactive zCVs and MVs are zeroed by
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DC & DS block.
This simulation example considers having only the furnace zone 5 under control
of the proposed APC system, together with the smoke-exchanger temperature.
TOCS and DO modules have to ensure an optimal usage of zone 5 fuel and
air flow rates, taking into account zone 5 temperature, zone 5 stoichiometric
ratio and smoke-exchanger temperature constraints. In particular, thanks to
the decoupling strategy, for zone 5 temperature constraints tightening only the
zone 5 fuel flow rate is used.

Table 6.21: Walking beam reheating furnace zones APC mode simulation re-
sults, fourth scenario: reduced zCVs-MVs mapping matrix.

Acronym Fuel5 Air5

Temp5 + −
TempSE +

Table 6.22: Walking beam reheating furnace zones APC mode simulation re-
sults, fourth scenario: reduced initial Decoupling Matrix.

Acronym Fuel5 Air5

Temp5 1 0
TempSE 1 1

The initial process operating point assumes that the three considered output
variables (Fig. 6.28(a)-6.28(b)-6.28(c), blue lines) satisfy their constraints (the
lower bound related to the smoke-exchanger temperature, i.e. 0 [◦C], is not
shown because it is not relevant for the proposed simulation). In the first 30
simulation instants, the initial configuration remains unchanged due to the fact
that zone 5 fuel flow rate lies on its lower bound (Fig. 6.29(a)).
At time instant 31, an operator request is simulated: zone 5 temperature lower
constraint is changed of +12 [◦C]. For the satisfaction of the updated con-
straint, only zone 5 fuel flow rate must act. Regardless of the zone 5 fuel flow
rate action, the controller must assign a major priority to zone 5 stoichiometric
ratio and to smoke-exhanger constraints (see Subsection 4.4.1).
The full satisfaction of the new request could lead to the violation of the smoke-
exchanger upper constraint, so the TOCS-DO cooperation must avoid this
eventuality. Thanks to the introduced improvement on TOCS-DO coopera-
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tion, the updated zone 5 temperature lower constraint (Fig. 6.28(a), red line)
is pre-softened by TOCS module (Fig. 6.28(a), cyan line), which changes the
steady-state targets of the related air and fuel flow rates (Fig. 6.29(a)-6.29(b),
black lines). The updated steady-targets ensure no steady-state violations on
zone 5 stoichiometric ratio and smoke-exchanger temperature constraints.
Thanks to the TOCS pre-softening action, no conflicting objectives are present
in the DO formulation, i.e. its steady-state targets and constraints are coherent
and consistent.
Through also a correct tuning of S(Hu) matrix in DO optimization problem (see
Section 3.3), the DO module conducts the process to a new configuration that
respects the constraints on zone 5 stoichiometric ratio and on smoke-exchanger
temperature. In particular, smoke-exchanger temperature upper constraint is
saturated (Fig. 6.28(c)).
In order to prove the effectiveness of the improved TOCS-DO cooperation pol-
icy, the same plant operating condition is simulated but without the additional
TOCS-DO pre-softening cooperation mode; all parameters are the same as in
the previous simulation.
As it can be noted in Fig. 6.30(a)-6.30(b)-6.30(c), the satisfaction of the zone 5
stoichiometric ratio constraints is guaranteed, but the upper constraint related
to the smoke-exchanger temperature is violated, together with the updated
zone 5 temperature lower constraint.

(a) T emp5 (b) R5

(c) T empSE

Figure 6.28: Walking beam reheating furnace zones APC mode simulation re-
sults, fourth scenario: zCVs/rCVs trends.
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(a) F uel5 (b) Air5

Figure 6.29: Walking beam reheating furnace zones APC mode simulation re-
sults, fourth scenario: MVs trends.

This undesired behavior is due to the occurred inconsistency between steady-
state targets and steady-state constraints. In particular, the steady-state lower
constraint related to the zone 5 temperature that is used by DO in its optimiza-
tion problem is not coherent with respect to the TOCS-computed steady-state
targets (that are forwarded to DO as basic cooperation mode). This inconsis-
tency in DO optimization problem leads to the violation of the upper constraint
related to the smoke-exchanger temperature in the same tuning conditions of
the previous simulation. The previous simulation, on the other hand, exploited
the improved TOCS-DO cooperation mode.

(a) T emp5 (b) R5

(c) T empSE

Figure 6.30: Walking beam reheating furnace zones APC mode simulation re-
sults, fourth scenario: zCVs/rCVs trends without TOCS pre-
softening action.
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(a) F uel5 (b) Air5

Figure 6.31: Walking beam reheating furnace zones APC mode simulation re-
sults, fourth scenario: MVs trends without TOCS pre-softening
action.

6.2.2 Field results

The study and design phases for the development of the APC system related
to the considered walking beam billets reheating furnace began in August 2013
and ended in May 2014. In early June 2014, the system has been installed,
substituting operators’ manual driving of local PID controllers.
In Fig. 6.32, the performances of the proposed control system are compared
with those related to the previous one. The billets temperature measurements
performed by the optical pyrometer at the exit of the first stage of the rolling
mill stands are shown. A 15 hours period is considered: the first 4 hours re-
fer to the previous control system (APC OFF ) while the remaining 11 hours
are related to the proposed APC system (APC ON). The billets tempera-
ture constraints (straight lines, 1055 [◦C] – 1080 [◦C]) in the two situations
are the same and similar furnace boundary conditions, e.g. billets input tem-
perature and furnace production rate, have been preserved. When the APC
system is off, the billets temperature is always very close to its upper bound;
in this case, energy saving and environmental impact decreasing aspects are
neglected. With the activation of the APC system, billets final temperature
decreases, thus approaching its lower bound; this effect is achieved thanks to
the optimized usage of fuel and air flow rates.
The developed APC system has been implemented on a SCADA/HMI (Human-
Machine Interface) platform that provides an user-friendly GUI (Graphical
User Interface). Plant operators can easily handle the APC system: during the
commissioning phase, training courses to plant operators have been provided.
For this purpose, a training framework has been created, thus allowing plant
operators to become proficient in the utilization of the APC system. The im-
plemented GUI is composed by similar pages with respect to what described
for the pusher type billets reheating furnace considered in Subsection 6.1.2.
As already mentioned, before the introduction of the developed APC system,
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plant operators had no information about billets heating profile exhibited in-
side the furnace. An example on the real performances of the virtual sensor
is shown in Fig. 6.33. Analyzing two year and a half process data, a Root
Mean Square Error of Prediction (RMSEP) less than 8 [◦C] has been observed
(about 1 [%] of the optical pyrometers measurement range).

Figure 6.32: Walking beam reheating furnace billets final temperature trends
and related constraints (straight lines) without (APC OFF ) and
with (APC ON) the designed APC system.

Figure 6.33: Walking beam reheating furnace field results: comparison between
estimated (red line) and real (blue line) billets temperature at the
exit of the first stage of the rolling mill stands.
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Figure 6.34: Walking beam reheating furnace field results: fuel specific con-
sumption before and after the E-FESTO APC system activation.

When manual conduction of local PID controllers was performed by operators,
the simultaneous fulfillment of energy and product quality specifications was
difficult to achieve. With the previous control system, operators safely ensured
the desired billets exit temperatures and neglected aspects related to fuel min-
imization, thus achieving a limited energy efficiency. Fig. 6.34 shows the fuel
specific consumption before and after the installation of the APC system. A
period of five and half years has been considered. The period January 2011-
July 2013 (Fig. 6.34, left side) refers to the industrial process previous control
system (project baseline), while the one from June 2014 to July 2016 (Fig.
6.34, right side) is related to the developed control framework. A reduction of
approximately 6 [%] of the fuel specific consumption has been observed.
The achieved fuel specific consumption reduction corresponds to a considerable
improvement from process performances point of view, i.e. reduction of the sta-
tistical properties (expected value and standard deviation) related to the billets
furnace exit temperatures and to the combustion smokes temperature. After
two years and half from the first start-up, an about 40 [◦C] average reduction
(−14 [%]) of the combustion smokes temperature has been registered. This
result contributes to the movement of the furnace thermal barycenter toward
the Soaking Area, thus limiting thermal energy dissipation in the combustion
smokes. The average specific consumption reduction and, more generally, the
energy efficiency achievement (that involves also emissions reduction) allowed
obtaining energy efficiency certificates. Furthermore, a service factor greater
than 96 [%] has been registered.
The project related to the considered walking beam billets reheating furnace
has been awarded in October 2015 during the Secondo Workshop Annuale CE-
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SEF (organized by “Università Bocconi”, Milan) among CESEF (Centro Studi
sull’Economia e il Management dell’Efficienza Energetica) Energy Efficiency
Awards. In particular, it has been awarded with the “Project Energy Effi-
ciency Award” (http://www.agici.it/eventi/CESEF/2015.html).
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Chapter 7

Cement Industry APC system
Results

In this chapter, simulation and field results of the developed APC system for
the control and the optimization of the clinker production phase related to ce-
ment industries are reported. The effectiveness of the theoretical and practical
considerations detailed in Chapter 5 is proved through the discussion of signif-
icant simulation and real examples related to the plants where the developed
control system has been installed. The shown results will refer to the two case
studies detailed in Sections 5.3-5.4.

7.1 Case study results: dry cement industry clinker
production phase without precalciner

In this section, simulation and field results related to the dry cement industry
clinker production phase without precalciner described in Section 5.3 have been
reported. Furthermore, energy efficiency evaluation and computation related
to field applications are depicted.

7.1.1 Simulation results

In the proposed simulations, if not differently indicated, no plant-model mis-
match and no measurement noise are assumed; the identified CVs-MVs/DVs
model is exploited also as plant model in the proposed simulations.

Clinker production phase without precalciner: first scenario

In Subsection 5.2.1, a constraints softening decoupling strategy has been in-
troduced: it structurally decouples the formulation of the constraints softening
related to each active CV.
For the illustration of the proposed decoupling strategy, a subsystem composed
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by all MVs and one CV has been selected: NOx is the considered CV. The inter-
est on this variable is related to the presence of different delays in its modeling
with the MVs, i.e. Fan Speed and Kiln Fuel. These delays are 15 [min] and 6
[min], respectively. Only the cited MVs and CV are assumed active, i.e. under
the APC system handling. The other CVs are assumed inactive. Furthermore,
all DVs are assumed constant, thus not influencing the controlled variable at
issue. This choice is motivated only by the fact that, in this way, the perfor-
mances of the proposed method can be more easily comprehended. Table 7.1
shows the steady-state gain signs of the considered CV-MVs transfer functions,
together with the related time delays ([min]) (in brackets). Both MVs can be
used for NOx constrained control, so the NOx row of the initial Decoupling
Matrix DE supplied by SCADA system to DC & DS block will be composed
by elements all equal to 1. DC & DS block and the other modules perform all
the operations related to inactive process variables as explained in Chapter 3
and in Chapter 5. In particular, all (initial) DE rows related to inactive CVs
are zeroed by DC & DS block.

Table 7.1: Clinker production phase without precalciner CVs-MVs reduced
mapping matrix.

Acronym Fan Speed Kiln Fuel

NOx + (15) + (6)

Considering NOx-MVs channels and given the 4th position of the NOx in the
CVs vector (see Table 5.2), the related key scalar parameters for the proposed
constraints softening decoupling strategy are Hw4 = 7 and h4 = 2. Further-
more:

f4 =
[

f41

f42

]
=
[

7
16

]
εyDO(k) =

[
εyDO4(k)

]
εyDO4(k) =

[
εyDO41

(k)
εyDO42

(k)

]
(7.1)

Practically, for the DO constraints softening related to NOx, the task is split
between εyDO41

(k) and εyDO42
(k) slack variables. With the selected prediction

horizon (Hp = 120 [min], see Section 5.3), εyDO41
(k) is related to 7th-15th pre-

diction instants, while εyDO42
(k) is related to 16th-120th prediction instants.

In this sense, a decoupling approach has been performed. The elements of
γlbyDO(i) and γubyDO(i) vectors related to NOx are equally set for the related
two slack variables, together with the related weights contained in ρyDO ma-
trix.
Furthermore, in the simulation, for a better proof of the impact of the pro-
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posed constraints softening decoupling strategy, the diagonal elements of S(i)
matrices related to Fan Speed in DO cost function (5.1) have been set to zero.
Practically, tracking is not considered as a control objective for Fan Speed.
In the example, a variation on NOx upper constraint is simulated and two dif-
ferent control solutions are compared. The first does not use the proposed con-
straints softening decoupling strategy and it provides, in the DO formulation,
a single slack variable for NOx constraints. The second exploits the decoupling
strategy consistently with the design previously depicted. As starting point of
the proposed simulation, the following operating condition has been chosen:
NOx lies on its upper constraint, while Kiln Fuel is at its lower constraint
(6600 [Kg/h]); Fan Speed is inside its operating limits. DO module, with
TOCS module support, performs economic optimization, leaving unchanged
the plant configuration, thus minimizing fuel flow rate. As shown in Fig. 7.1,
at time instant 130, as a consequence of an operator request, the NOx upper
constraint is lowered of 50 [ppm]. Fig. 7.2(a) shows Fan Speed. In Fig. 7.1(a)
and in Fig. 7.2(a), the results of the first control solution are reported, while
in Fig. 7.1(b)-7.2(a) the results obtained when applying the decoupling control
solution are shown. Kiln Fuel trends (Fig. 7.2(b)) remain constant at the
lower bound for the entire simulation in both control solutions.
When the constraint is changed, in both control solutions no steady-state pre-
softening is required by TOCS module (cyan and red lines in Fig. 7.1 overlap),
given the steady-state feasibility of the request. DO, because of the presence
of time delays in the NOx–MVs channels, generally can guarantee a reaction
of the considered controlled variable from 7th prediction instant onward. In
the proposed example, due to the clamping of Kiln Fuel to its lower limit,
only moves on Fan Speed can be exploited to satisfy the operator’s request.
Therefore DO, in this specific case, can guarantee a reaction of the considered
controlled variable from 16th prediction instant onward. In the first control
solution, the single NOx slack variable of the DO formulation, which is re-
sponsible of all NOx constraints, relaxes the newly set NOx upper bound (Fig.
7.1(a), green lines): this action is induced on the constraints of 16th-120th
predictions by not achievable requirements on the constraints of 7th-15th pre-
dictions. In this way, no moves on Fan Speed are performed, thus having a
failure of the overall control action (Fig. 7.1(a), blue line and Fig. 7.2(a),
black line). In the second control solution, constraints related to 7th-15th
predictions and the ones related to 16th-120th predictions are structurally in-
dependent, thanks to the proposed constraints softening decoupling strategy.
Thus, in this case, there is not an induction effect between them: εyDO41

(k)
slack variable performs, on the upper constraints of 7th-15th predictions, the
same relaxation of the single slack variable in the first control solution (not
shown in Fig. 7.1(b)). On the other hand, thanks to the presence of εyDO42

(k)
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slack variable on the constraints related to 16th-120th predictions, DO acts on
Fan Speed (Fig. 7.2(a), blue line) so as to gradually reduce their softening
(Fig. 7.1(b), green lines) and to meet the newly set NOx upper constraint
(Fig. 7.1(b), blue line).

(a) NOx without constr. soft. dec. strat. (b) NOx with constr. soft. dec. strat.

Figure 7.1: Clinker production phase without precalciner simulation results,
first scenario: NOx trends without and with the constraints soft-
ening decoupling strategy.

(a) F an Speed without (black) and with
(blue) constr. soft. dec. strat.

(b) Kiln F uel

Figure 7.2: Clinker production phase without precalciner simulation results,
first scenario: MVs trends.

7.1.2 Field results
The study and design phases of the project for the development of the cus-
tomized APC system (Section 5.3) began in June 2014 and ended in December
2014. In early January 2015, the system has been installed on the considered
Italian cement industry for the optimization of the clinker production phase,
replacing local PID controllers handled by plant operators. With respect to
the previous control solution, the designed controller assured a more profitable
trade-off between energy saving, quality monitoring, and pollution impact de-
creasing. In terms of plant behavior, these improvements are explained by the
reduction of some statistical properties related to the main controlled variables:
in this way, the controlled variables can approach closer their key operating lim-
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its. In this context, economic manipulated variables, such as fuel flow rate, can
be minimized. This result contributed to achievement of energy efficiency, re-
ducing the fuel specific consumption. Further benefits are represented by a
better kiln conduction in terms of chemical and environmental emissions, given
by a reduction of average oxygen and nitrogen oxides concentration.

Figure 7.3: Clinker production phase without precalciner field results, first sce-
nario: NOx trends before and after APC activation.

Figure 7.4: Clinker production phase without precalciner field results, first sce-
nario: Kiln Fuel trends before and after APC activation.
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Figure 7.5: Clinker production phase without precalciner field results, first sce-
nario: Fan Speed trends before and after APC activation.

Fig. 7.3 shows a comparison on NOx trends related to a real plant condition:
green lines refer to system without the APC installation while blue lines refer to
the behavior with the APC activation (about a day and a half period has been
considered for both situations). Fig. 7.4-7.5 depict the trends of the related
MVs. The average boundary conditions, e.g. variables constraints (Fig. 7.3-
7.4-7.5, red lines), meal flow rate values, and rotation kiln speed values (that
constitute the DVs of the controller design), are similar. In particular, in both
situations, average meal flow rate is about 120 [t/h] while average rotation kiln
speed is about 2 [rpm].
Fig. 7.6-7.7-7.8 refer to an additional plant operating condition: the specific
consumption of the considered process, together with nitrogen oxides concen-
tration and free lime analysis, are reported. The behaviors with manual driv-
ing and with APC driving are compared (with similar boundary conditions).
The period considered for the comparison refers to about three weeks with and
without the APC installation. After APC introduction, a relevant reduction on
the nitrogen oxides variance has been observed: the process, optimized by the
proposed TOCS-DO cooperation, safely operates closer to its constraints (400
[ppm]-1500 [ppm] in this situation). In this way, specific kiln consumption (see
Fig. 7.6) is reduced, leading to energy efficiency achievement. Furthermore, a
better regulation of CVs led to the reduction of chemical and environmental
emissions, i.e. to nitrogen oxides concentration lowering. The improvements
related to energy efficiency can be also observed through the free lime analysis
(carried out once a day in the considered case study) related to the two sit-
uations (without and with APC activation): both control solutions meet the
“quality constraints” (0.4 [%] - 1 [%]), but with the APC activation the av-
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erage free lime value increases. In this way, the process is moved away from
possible overburning conditions (free lime analysis less than 0.4 [%]) but, at
the same time, it can safely operate preventing possible cooling situations (free
lime analysis greater than 1 [%]).

Figure 7.6: Clinker production phase without precalciner field results, sec-
ond scenario: specific consumption trends before and after APC
activation.

Figure 7.7: Clinker production phase without precalciner field results, second
scenario: NOx trends before and after APC activation.
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Figure 7.8: Clinker production phase without precalciner field results, second
scenario: free lime analysis before and after APC activation.

After about two years since the first start-up of the proposed APC system, the
following results have been obtained:

• about 7 [%] standard deviation reduction on oxygen concentrations trends,
thus achieving an improved control of the combustion;

• about 14 [%] average reduction on nitrogen oxides trends and a 42 [%]
reduction of its standard deviation, thus achieving a significant emissions
reduction;

• 1.9 [%] reduction on the fuel average specific consumption;
• about 6 [%] average increase of the free lime values;
• about 90 [%] controller service factor.

Average specific consumption has been calculated keeping into account the fuel
usage, together with the meal flow rate of the furnace, normalized with respect
to nominal free lime and coal heating power. The average specific consumption
reduction and, more generally, the energy efficiency achievement (that involves
also emissions reduction) allowed to obtain Italian energy efficiency certificates
(Italian acronym TEE, also called “white certificates”).

7.2 Case study results: dry cement industry clinker
production phase with precalciner

The study and design phases of the project for the development of the cus-
tomized APC system (Section 5.4) began in September 2014 and ended in
November 2014. In December 2014, the system has been installed on the con-
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sidered Italian cement industry for the optimization of the clinker production
phase, replacing local PID controllers handled by plant operators. With respect
to the previous control system, the designed controller assured improved con-
trol performances related to oxygen and nitrogen oxides levels, together with
an improved management of the cyclones temperatures. In this context, energy
saving has been obtained, through the attainment of a profitable trade-off be-
tween kiln fuels minimization and meal flow rate maximization. Thanks to the
developed constraints softening decoupling strategy (see Subsection 5.2.1), an
optimized compensation of the different time delays present on the CVs-MVs
channels has been obtained. In terms of plant behavior, these improvements
are explained by the reduction of the standard deviation of the main controlled
variables, which allows a more safe approach to process operating limits.
Fig. 7.9 shows a comparison between the previous control system and the de-
veloped APC system related to the cyclones oxygen control. Thanks to an
optimized management of the MVs that have to be used for its control (see
Table 5.14), i.e. the fuel flow rates and the ID fan speed, a reduction on its
standard deviation is observed. In general, after about two years from the first
start-up of the proposed APC system, an average 39 [%] reduction has been
registered on cyclones oxygen standard deviation, together with an average 3
[%] increase on its mean value.
Fig. 7.10 shows a comparison between the previous control system and the
developed APC system related to the kiln nitrogen oxides control. Thanks to
an optimized management of the MVs that have to be used for its control (see
Table 5.14), i.e. the kiln fuel flow rate and the meal flow rate, a reduction on its
standard deviation is observed. In general, after about two years from the first
start-up of the proposed APC system, an average 32 [%] reduction has been
registered on kiln nitrogen oxides standard deviation, together with an aver-
age 15 [%] decrease on its mean value. This result has been very meaningful,
because it implies a strong emissions reduction, thus allowing environmental
impact decreasing.
After six months since the first start-up of the proposed APC system, a 2.2
[%] reduction of the kiln average fuel specific consumption has been achieved
(see Fig. 7.11), reaching 2.4 [%] after about two years. Average specific con-
sumption has been calculated keeping into account the fuel usage, together
with the meal flow rate of the furnace, normalized with respect to nominal
free lime and coal heating power. The average specific consumption reduction
and, more generally, the energy efficiency achievement (that involves also emis-
sions reduction) allowed to obtain Italian energy efficiency certificates (Italian
acronym TEE, also called “white certificates”).
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Figure 7.9: Clinker production phase with precalciner field results, first sce-
nario: O2Cy trends before and after APC activation.

Figure 7.10: Clinker production phase with precalciner field results, second sce-
nario: NOxKiln trends before and after APC activation.
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Figure 7.11: Clinker production phase with precalciner field results: specific
consumption before and after APC activation.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion and Future Work

The Ph.D. research activity described in the present dissertation has been co-
sponsored by Università Politecnica delle Marche (Dipartimento di Ingegneria
dell’Informazione (D.I.I.), Laboratory for Interconnected Systems Supervision
and Automation (L.I.S.A.)), the regione Marche, and i.Process (Italian Plant
Realtime Optimization & Control for Energy Saving Services) S.r.l., an Italian
company that works on the development of control automation solutions for
process industries.
The Ph.D. research started with a challenging objective: the development of
a proprietary Advanced Process Control (APC) framework aimed at energy
efficiency achievement and improvement in energivorous process industries, i.e.
steel and cement industries. A control approach based on the Model Predictive
Control (MPC) technique has been adopted, which is particularly suited when
dealing with control of multivariable constrained processes. The proposed MPC
formulation has been based on a linear state space approach that provides an
explicit time delays compensation and it has been characterized by a two-layer
scheme: at the lower layer there is the main MPC module, i.e. a Dynamic Op-
timizer (DO), while at the upper layer a steady-state module, named Targets
Optimizing and Constraints Softening (TOCS) module, has been added. At
this regard, an innovative contribution is represented by an improved overall
TOCS-DO cooperation, based on ad hoc formulations of consistency relation-
ships; the improved two-layer MPC scheme assures a correct management of
process variables targets and constraints in all conditions.
In order to perform an efficient handling of critical situations due to the pres-
ence of different time delays on the inputs-output channels, an innovative con-
tribution has been provided: the lower layer (DO module) has been redesigned
with a strategy that performs a structural decoupling on output variables con-
straints softening.
With the aim to allow more degrees of freedom in the MPC scheme, a strategy
that enables a selection on which control inputs to exploit for controlling each
single output has been introduced. Two equivalent approaches to the control
inputs action inhibition problem have been formulated. The first one is based
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on suitable modifications of the initial control problem setup and formalizes a
typical industrial practice, while the second one aims to fully exploit the struc-
ture of the basic MPC prediction matrices. This second approach represents an
innovative contribution and it provides a more intuitive and straight handling
of the inhibition specifications, especially in the cases where these specifications
may be required to be online changed.
In the developed APC framework, a status value for each process variable
involved in the control problem has been introduced and included in the two-
layer MPC formulation, in order to correctly manage the process variables in
all conditions. A tailored online status values definition has been addressed to
each process variables group (control inputs, outputs, measured input distur-
bances). For the introduction of the inhibition specifications and of the status
values information related to control inputs and outputs, an innovative unified
approach has been provided, that exploits the structure of the basic MPC pre-
diction matrices.
The developed APC framework has been then customized for its implementa-
tion on real industrial processes, represented by steel industry billets reheating
furnaces and cement industry clinker rotary kilns. The studied processes are
characterized by high energy consumption, and large energy efficiency margins
have been observed. Typically, the considered processes were controlled by
local PID control loops manually driven by plant operators, based on their ex-
perience and skills. Plant operators usually preferred to conduct the processes
in safe operating points, thus neglecting the aspects more strictly related to
energy efficiency and environmental impact decreasing.
With regard to the considered steel industry billets reheating furnaces, specific
needs for the plants conduction have been taken into account and a customized
APC framework has been developed. First, considering the lack of information
on billets temperature within the furnaces, a virtual sensor has been introduced
that has been based on a first principles adaptive nonlinear model. Besides,
in order to introduce the billets temperature information within a customized
linear MPC scheme, a Linear Parameter-Varying (LPV) model has been ac-
cordingly derived. An overall furnace model has been obtained by cascading
the LPV model and the identified model related to the furnace zones tempera-
ture. In order to control the furnaces in all conditions, two main control modes
have been introduced: an adaptive APC mode and a zones APC mode. In
some case studies, an additional issue has been addressed, i.e. the need of an
ad hoc stoichiometric ratios control method. A tailored linear formulation has
been included in the two-layer MPC scheme, through specific manipulations
on stoichiometric ratios exact models. The developed steel industry billets re-
heating furnaces customized APC system has been named as E-FESTO and
the proposed control method has been awarded with an Italian patent [90].
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Five real installations of E-FESTO APC system have been commissioned on
reheating furnaces located in steel industries of various European countries.
A satisfactory reduction of the fuel specific consumption with respect to the
defined project baseline has been achieved in all real applications. The aver-
age specific consumption reduction and, more generally, the energy efficiency
achievement (that involves also emissions reduction) allowed to obtain energy
efficiency certificates. Furthermore, the pioneer steel industries APC project
has been awarded in October 2015 during the Secondo Workshop Annuale CE-
SEF (organized by “Università Bocconi”, Milan) among CESEF (Centro Studi
sull’Economia e il Management dell’Efficienza Energetica) Energy Efficiency
Awards. In particular, it has been awarded with the “Project Energy Effi-
ciency Award” (http://www.agici.it/eventi/CESEF/2015.html).
The application of the developed APC system in the cement field confirmed the
validity of the proposed constraints softening decoupling strategy oriented to
time delays handling. In fact, very positive control results have been achieved
for the analyzed clinker production phases that are characterized by differ-
ent time delays on single inputs-output channels. Furthermore, an additional
contribution has been provided with regard to the usage of sporadic feedback
information (free lime laboratory analysis) in the MPC scheme, establishing
a direct relationship between the sporadic feedback and the constraints of se-
lected control inputs. Different real installations of the APC system have been
commissioned on cement industries located in various European countries. Op-
timal trade-offs between energy saving, environmental impact decreasing and
quality and production maximization have been obtained. The resulting fuel
specific consumption reduction allowed obtaining energy efficiency certificates.
The cement industry APC tool, in one of the different installations, has im-
proved a control system inserted in the 2013 annual report on energy efficiency
world best practices provided by International Energy Agency.
The future work of the present research activity will be primarily focused on
the improvement of the customized APC systems for steel and cement indus-
try. In both contexts, new identification and modellization techniques will be
studied and analyzed, in order to obtain more accurate processes models that
constitute the core of the MPC strategy.
In steel industry, the future work will be also aimed at extending the steel
production phases that are under the APC management. In fact, the actual
version of E-FESTO APC system is aimed at control and optimize the Reheat-
ing phase, which is the middle phase of the steel production chain.
In cement industry, the future work will be also aimed at the development of
virtual sensors able to guarantee a reliable non-sporadic free lime analysis, in
order to ensure an improved clinker quality control and monitoring.
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